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of Tomas Lindberg (AT THE GATES) explode through the heart of the band's sonic architecture, www.disfear.com 

ON TOUR NOW! 
January 15 Warsaw, Poland (P) Proxima 

January 15 Praga, Czech Republic (CZ) Black Pes 
January 18 Vienna, Austria (A) Planet Music 

DYING FETUS 
Stop at Nothing 

Vicious, slamming death metal! 
www.dyingfetus.com 

SKINLESS 
From Sacrifice to Survival 
Energetic metal with piledriving grooves! 

www.4skinless.com 

REGURGITATE 
Deviant 

A monstrous grindcore extravaganza! 
www.regurgitate.net 

V/A NASUM 
Japanese Assault Helvete 

Japanese grinding madness from Breakneck grind 
SENSELESS APOCALYPSE. MUGA. w/ crushing hooks! 

REALIZED and SWARRRM. www.nasum.com 
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MORTICIAN NILE 
Darkest Day of Horror In Their Darkened Shrines 
The heaviest death metal Scathing, Egyptian-influenced 

band on the planet! death metal! 
www.mortician.net www.nile-catacombs.net 

AGORAPHOBIC NOSEBLEED AMORPHIS 
Altered States Karelian Isthmus + 

Insanely advanced digital grind! Privilege of Evil 
100 SONG 3“ CD!! Majestic, atmospheric 

www.agoraphobicnosebleed.com death metal. 
www.amorphis.net 

paint, click, grind. 
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I can’t believe that I’m typing 
the final lines already! I would say 
that this Brutallica issue turned out 
to be the hardest to make, “thanks” 
to some people’s total lack of 
responsibility! No names need to 
be mentioned, I guess - you guys 

who you are, and we do know that 
you’ll keep acting the same way! The thing is that you all 
are used to live your pathetic lives in constant lies and 
broken promises. The easier way! Ok, enough with nega¬ 
tivity, let’s simply enjoy what we have, and in this very 
case this is a wonderful issue featuring a lot of interesting 
and varied bands! Many of the names will probably turn 
out not to ring a bell but, after all, digging new bands out 
of the Underground pits is what Brutallica basically deals 
with! As you can see, this issue’s major interview presents 
EXHUMED - a band that demonstrated a spectacular 
growth. Let’s hope that we will have helped the dudes 
with gaining even more popularity, they definitely deserve 

this! Not that the rest of the bands joined in #9 are bad 
though, but still I can’t help advising some of them to take 
interviews more thoroughly yet seriously, as it’s exactly 
the interviews that help readers comprehend your art even 
more successfully, folks! Like you don’t know that being 

promoted includes answering interviews as well! 
Anyways, what we do is meant for entertaining fans as 
much as possible - we busted our arses this time, so we 
hope you’ll appreciate our efforts. Also, we are opened for 
any questions or suggestions, so feel free to contact us 
anytime! 

Huge thanks go to all those who chose advertising 
their stuff on our pages and our CD sampler. Special 
thanks to our distributors, contributors and - last but not 
least - readers! You all kill!!! 
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Underground music is no longer beyond your vision. Just 
stretch out a hand and get a grip on this incredible issue that 
will provide the information you have been hungering for about 
the music least minded by the media. 
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BUSIES' *uUniWB FIBWS sil 
[Mastering will be done in March. According to thej 
(band, „Expect the sickest and heaviest piece of Metall 
Jwe’ve ever written!! The songs will rock your nutsj 
loff!!!!u 

news news 
[ News from the camp of USA’s Horror Goths MIDNIGHuS mer INCANTATION), Tony Norman on guitar (MON- | 
i SYNDICATE: Scheduled for release in early 2005, theHj STROCITY, MORBID ANGEL-session) and Rob Kline on 

SATYRICON are this year’s Wacken headliners andHwe’ve ever written!! The songs will rock your nuts9) new CD will mark a return to their trademark horrorfjjvocals (PESSIMIST, PSYCH0T0GEN). 
! Nocturno Culto will join them on stage within 30 min[loff!!!!“ stylings. Jt’s going to be a very dark disc, „ saicjj http://www.mightymusic.dk/fleshtized.html 

for performing some DARKTHRONE classics!!! A showy*-] pi Edward Douglas, „with a real focus on the more sin-3 
not to be missed, keeping in mind that this is the LASTt^ British Black Metallers HECATE ENTHRONED have beenjftister side of things that go bump in the night. In par-J The Brutal US Death Metal scene will be enriched by 

| time that the two bands are playing together!!! KeepM recently left by their vocalist Dean. You can read thejpticular, the Cthulu mythos has been a good source of SB yet another strong force on March 15th 2004. DARK 
1 an eye on http://www.moonfog.no for further news. Sj band’s entire statement about that by going toU| inspiration thus far.“... To be continued at ^ DISCIPLE, hailing from Baltimore, Maryland, have 

W http://www.hecate-enthroned.co.uk H http://www.midnightsyndicate.com m signed with Morbid Records and their first, grooving 
Our friends of http://z043.org have recently created a^ zk E* masterpiece „Unholy Hate Gore,, does definitely hold 

i 2004 calendar featuring 13 photos of some of thep^The Danish Metallers WITHERING SURFACE have inked-4 March 8 is the street date for THE 3™ AND THEjfc up against acts like DEICIDE, DYING FETUS, DEEDS OF 
most respected representatives of the Norwegian^ a two-album deal with Italy’s Scarlet Records. TheE MORTAL'S „EP’s And Rarities" a compilation consist-jjfi FLESH or BRODEQUIN. Recorded at Hit and Run 

; Black Metal Scene at present! All pictures are delivered! 
1 especially for the purpose by the famous American I 

1 photographer PETER BESTE. Feel free to visit his ownj 
website here: http://www.peterbeste.com 

group’s recently completed fourth album, „Force The! 
Pace", will be released in early June. „Scarlet have a^ 
lot of great bands, as well as they are a dedicated and? 
music-loving staff," the group write on their web site. I 
„We are very satisfied with the new album and are all! 
fired up and 666% ready to kick some serious ass in| 
the future!!!" 

WOLFEN SOCIETY is getting ready to create some 
more hate filled music for your ears to enjoy. The band 
has been in contact with each other and are planning _ 

! to start writing their new album, which will be entitledjtj ORCUSTUS’ „World Dirtnap" 7“ EP is now available! 
^Misanthropic Race". The songs that will be featuredthrough Southern Lord. It’s limited to 1000 copies soj 

; on this new album will all new material, written by the^you definitely must hurry, folks! http://www.orcus ‘ 
whole band. So the madness will indeed continue! fttus.com 

of the „Sorrow" and „Nightswan“ Eps + the b-sidej 
I of the „Stream“ single and the bonus track from theg 
(Japanese version of the „ln This Room" album. Next,"’ 
1 in line is ..Project Bluebook... A Decade of Endeavour", 
fan album featuring new material as well as unreleased| 
j live tracks, http://mortal.info 

iStudios (DYING FETUS, MISERY INDEX). Definitely] 
j worth checking out!! 

http://www.wolfensociety.com 

Norway’s Apocalyptic Paranoia Metallers RED HAR-I^ 
VEST keep on delighting their fans! After the „Antipax j 
Mundial Total" internet release, the guys are nowl 

[The next major effort from Sweden’s ARMAGEDDAI 
[must be the bend’s third full-length scheduled for thisj 
! spring. You can find preview here: 
I http://www.armagedda.net 

" MADDER MORTEM are currently working on their lat-j 
1, est release. According to the news on the band’s web¬ 

site, the songs must have been just written (end of] 
February / early March). In case so, the band is head-f 
ing is entering studio on April / May, so expect the| 

1 outcome somewhere in August or September thisj 
I year! http://www.maddermortem.com 

S Chicago’s Deathmonster DISINTER are currently 
I adding the finishing touches to their new album. The 
I new title is „As We Bum,, the album will contain ten 
I Death Metal thunderstorms in usual US quality stan¬ 
dard. Release is planned for June 14th 2004 

l Illinois’ Porn Gore heroes UVIDITY have found a new 
f guy to handle the low end frequencies, Chris 
| Champbell, and plan to record the 3rd killer „Used, 
l Abused and left for Dead" this Summer / Autumn. The 
I release is planned for late 2004. 

I offering 3 awesome clips featuring excerpts from the 35 
recording process of the band’s new album (sched-fc^WURDULAK will enter the studio this summer to record1 * 3, 

1 uled for August / September 2004). VisitHtheir third album to be titled ^Entrails of a Virgin", gui-$ 
i http://www,redharvest.com and download these gemsl^tarist Fug recently revealed the following „We intend to] 

if* make a really ugly, dirty, and raw record. No thrashj 
| Attention, admirers of the grim and depressive DeathlS riffs just pure fucking darkness and hell. I know Killjoy! 
; / Doom sounds! A new smashing project is on theSjand maniac plan to sing together again, so it’s going' 

[The British Black Metal act ANAAL NATHRAKH have] 
I signed an exclusive 2 album recording agreement with;- 
j Season of Mist. ANAAL NATHRAKH: Jhe label haver« 
l been naive enough to sign the deal, and 
I NATHRAKH will shortly commence making them ruel 
the day they were born." The next CD from the band| 
is scheduled for September 2004. 

! Czech Death Metal institution HYPNOS has decided to 
produce their third inferno under the supervision of 

J Harris Johns again. Release can be expected I 
‘ 2004. The band will then tour with ALTAR, as matters 

stand right now. 

horizon, pre-encounter 
thoma.co.uk 

it here: http://www.xan- [to be extremely chaotic." 
1 http://www.necrophagia.com/wurdulak.html 

Sweden’s Death / Thrash act THE CROWN is disband¬ 
ing after 13 years of existence! You can read 1 

The DEAD HEAD must have recorded their latest^ statement of the dmmmer Janne S. at the News sec- 
„Hateland“ CD already (the work on it planned forftjtion of the Digital Metal website: 
February). Holland’s Thrashers are also supposed toft http://www.digitalmetal.com 

Igaria’s BLEEDING BLACK have acquired with a fan 
site recently that is located at http://www.bleeding- 
black.hit.bg! So far so good, let’s hope the webpage 

! will be completed soon... 

| Italy’s Thrashers NECRODEATH have launched the! 
[video to Jhe Flag" (of the band’s latest „Ton(e)s ofl 
I Hate" CD). You can download it from here* 

^ http://www.necrodeath.com 

| appear at the legendary Stonehenge Festival on the| 
131th of July. More info to come here: 
l http://www.deadhead.nl 

Latest statement from Sweden’s THE HAUNTED:^ 
..Unfortunately we cannot use the winning contribution! 

The IsraHELLi oldschool Black / Death freaks ARALLUj^The 3rd full-length of Canada’s Industrial / digital Hardjfi|forthe upcoming album - indeed it’s a great title (well,! 
i have launched on their webpage a clip from their! 

upcoming Jive Chaos Invasion" DVD. Go to http://lisT 
ten.to/arallu and get your Dead Bull cup! 

I The Black Metal dinosaurs from Norway MAYHEM have I 
already finished the work on their latest „Chimera“ CD| 
and you can even read the titlelist at! 
http://www.thetruemayhem.com . The release date is[ 
set for March 29 (Europe) and April 6 (the States).| 

1 Check out the aforementioned link periodically for pos-j 
1 sible updates. 

[Core project SCHIZOID is going slowly, but surely. The* 
I material will mix the all out Heavy Metal ways of| 

.Covered in Metal" (feat, covers of BIOHAZARD,J 
jRAMONES, DARKTHRONE, GUNS’N’ROSES, etc) and; 
the Industrial noise of „AII Things Are Connected".! 
Keep visiting http://www.schizoid.org for further info, f 

[After much delay the second CD from Norway's! 
| Ambient formation NORTHAUNT is finally released, ItE 
[carries the title ..Barren Land" and goes in a digipackj 
I limited to 1000 copies, http://www.northaunt.com 

I we think so anyway), but not representative for the! 
[work now being recorded in Studio Fredman. The restr 
| of the suggested titles were all good, although most! 
[were just a good laugh. So now you know. That's it| 
|for now..". Let’s hope the guys will make their final] 
j choice soon though, keep checking out 
I http://www.the-haunted.com now and then... 

(The new album of Norway’s Black Metallers 1349 is 
) entitled „Beyond the Apocalypse" and the track lis 
i is confirmed as: phasing Dragons", ..Beyond the 
[Apocalypse", „Aiwas Aeon", Jecronatalenheterr. 
] ..Perished in Pain", „Singer of Strange Songs", ..Blood 
jls the Mortar", Jnternal Winter" and Jhe Blade". 
| Further info at http://www.legion1349.com 

INSISION has entered Sound Lab Studio on the 4th ofl 
| March to record their new album tentatively entitledp 
j ..Revealed And Worshipped". The band is also readyfl 

HAGALAZ’ RUNEDANCE’s Andrea „Nebel“ Haugen has! 
I eventually returned to the alias that she used in herS 

previous AGHAST project, so expect her latest creation 5 
„Luguz within the Lake" to appear under the name ofl 
NEBELHEXE instead, and it is scheduled for April / May! 

; this year. For further info / pre-order contact atj 
info@plastichead.com 

{Vietnam’s sympho-Black Metalheads SWORD 0F| 
[DARKNESS are currently working on their next full-f 

length album. According the what the band stated, thej 
[release will be more brutal and with a unique Death If 
| Black sound. Keep an eye on 
[http://www.swordofdarkness.cib.net for further clues. I 

for the Mena Fest in Stockholm that is to take placejjj 
| on the 2(T of August, http://www.insision.com ^ 

| Another band from the Norwegian Black Metal scene 
| is releasing a new album: KHOLD’s third creation is 
| supposed to carry the title „Morke Gravers Kamer" 
| (The Gravediggers’ Dark Chamber), and the tracks 
[included are as follows: „Atselgraver“, „Dod 
l Niflheimr", Jevnerske", „Med Nebb Og Klor", „Morke 
[Gravers Kamer", „Opera Seria Sjeleskjender", 
J „Vardoger“ and „Kamp". Watch out for more details at 
j the band’s website http://www.khold.com 

KOSMOS WALD is another young band that Italy’s! 
Code 666 showed interest in. The guys from Belgium| 
are currently working on their first demo the jough‘1 

| version of which you can download from here:' 
http://www.kosmoswald.com 

I April 19 is the street date for Germany’s SECRETS OFi 
■THE MOON’s „Carved in Stigmata Wounds". The album 

lis to be released as CD / 2CD (including 4 bonus' 
I tracks and a video) / 2LP. Go to 
1 http://come.to/secretsofthemoon for more details. 

We are very proud to announce that on February 271 
[ Germany’s Thrash legends SODOM played in Bulgaria 
[for a second time, 13 years later! According to vague 

rumours, the band is supposed to release a special] 
| DVD!! Nevertheless, keep an eye on 
j http://crash.to/sodom for that... 

MORTAL DECAY is working on new material for their 
next release tentatively called ..Cadaver Art". They will 
be playing a show with MACABRE on May 10th at the 
Trocadero in Philly. Go check it out! 

Despite being banned for its lyric content and artwork,! 
the latest release by Norway’s Black Metal weirdoesl 
CREST OF DARKNESS did become a reality! Visit thel 

i band’s website at http://wyvw.crestofdarkness.com! 
and read the „Evil Knows Evil" tracklist for yourselves, j 

The new album with the German Death / Grind kingsj 
ANASARCA is entitled ..Dying" and will be released. 
April this year. A brutal and as fast as hell grinding) 
Death Metal attack, http://www.anasarca.de 

The Norwegian Black Metallers WINDIR have officially^ 
i decided to disband as a result of the tragic death of] 
[the group’s frontman Terje „Valfar“ Bakken in January.[ 
[You can read more at http://www.windir.no 

IMPIETY is set to record their 4th full-length album thisE 
I July. The band is currently in Mexico recording 31 

songs for a split 7“ EP with SURRENDER OF DIVINITY. [ 
i Watch out for further news at http://listen.to/impiety 

[Finally some news from Norway’s GENENNA: Dolgar isS 
jback in the band and they are recording the news 
| album. The drums are already recorded by Frost ofj 
! SATYRICON. Keep visiting http://gehenna666.cib.netj 
(for further info 

Rumours have said the FLESHTIZED had split up, 
FLESHTIZED is still around and are currently preparing] 
to enter the studio in order to record some pre-mate- 
rial before entering the studio to do the long awaited 
follow up to the classic „Here Among Thorns". Thel 
Line-up currently consists of Garth Loworn (bass) 

3 Gary White (Drums), Sonny Lombodarzi on guitar (for-j 

DEEDS OF FLESH have moved their site to 
http://www.deedsofflesh.net. The band is currently 
working on a new album that is supposed to contain 
a number of cover tunes from the likes of CARCASS. 
NAPALM DEATH, DEICIDE and KREATOR. There will 

j also be a number of new DEEDS OF FLESH songs. The 
1 guys have confirmed a tour for New Zealand and 

^Australia in June/July 2004 with label mates PSY- 
i5| CROPTIC. 

| Norway’s avangarde trio PECCATUM are back after 
years of silence! The band’s Jost in Reverie" 

j album is scheduled for April 19 (Europe) and May 
[25 (USA). The website http://www.peccatum.com 
| is still in the works, but is opened for visitors 
| already. 

' The DEMONCY 2CD re-issue of older material has 
been postponed until a later date. Keep looking out for 

1 future news at| 
http://www.infernalhorde.com/baphomet 

[BLOOD RED THRONE news: Dub Studio is booked fori 
£the last part of May. The band is currently writing the! 
1 final parts for the album and rehearsals begin shortly. !f 
r http://www.bloodredthrone.tk 

OBSCENE EXTREME Festival 2004 

■ Germany’s extreme Metal band COCK AND BALL TOR-! 
TURE will release their third full-length album, tenta-" 

] tively titled Jgoleech", on June 14 through Morbid| 
Records. The band is in the final steps of mixing thej 
follow-up to 2002’s highly acclaimed „Sadochismo“., 

.On the 26th of February Ukraine’s NOKTURNAL MOR-$ 
STUM started working on their new album, which isy 
‘ (supposed to be entitled Jechrist". The lyrics will be£ 

mostly in Russian, as the band says, http://www.ms-r 
lmetal.ru/mortum 

EXTREME NOISE TERROR (Uk), EXHUMED (Usa), GENERAL SURGERY (Swe), NATRON (It), 
SCREAMING AFTERBIRTH (Usa), BIRDFLESH (Swe), GRIDE (Cz), ROMPEPROP (Hoi), LAHAR (Cz), 

REQUIEM (Swi), DESPONDENCY (D), FLESHGORE (Ukr), PROSTITUTE DISFIGUREMENT (Hoi), 
GUTTED (Hun), KENT BROCKMAN (D), PSYCHOFAGIST (It), AMPUTATED (Wales), 

BUTCHER ABC (Jap), RESURRECTED (D), EMBALMING THEATRE (Swi), SUFFERAGE (D), 
INSANE ASSHOLES i + more soon.. 

8.-9.-10. July 2004 in TRUTNOV, CZECH Republic, all info on http://www.obscene.cz 
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The real renaissance was of course MORBID ANGEL... 

There are bands whose debut albums create a storm in the Underground and give birth to great expectations 
towards their future releases. LUCIFERION are certainly such a band. Back in 1995 their „Demonication - The 
Manifest" blew the fans off with its smashing mix of MORBID ANGEL Death Metal attacks and keyboards a la 

EMPEROR. This release was followed by a long period of silence. Now, 8 years later, the second spawn of 
LUCIFERION - Jhe Apostate" is a fact and also the reason for the following interview. 

Michael work with promotion of the album. 
Except for that our work is temporary done. 
-Where did you record Jhe Apostate"? Are you 
satisfied with the production? 
It’s recorded in Meta4Music and Metal King 
Domain in Gothenburg (Sweden) by me and 
Baskim Zuta... the same engineer as on both 
LOST HORIZON albums. The mastering is done 
in Tremolo Music, also in Gothenburg. We are 
very pleased with the furious and wild sound of 
the album, which is also mysterious and airy. 
We are getting closer to an ideal soundscape for 
our music. 
-On the new album you used samples from the 
„Dark City" movie... What was the reason to 
choose that film exactly? 
We choose „Dark City" as that movie represents 
some values in direct connection to The 
Apostate’s lyrical content. In a way the samples 
play a separate, own role on the album, as the 
aspects they reflect are not touched upon in my 
lyrics (I meant the movie), still they are directly 
connected to the subjects that the lyrics 
describe. Those samples play a significant role 
in The Apostate’s wholeness of. The whole new 
recorded material is amalgamated by them, 
content wise and spiritually. They also make the 
album more mystical, dark and illustrative. 
-“The Apostate" contains a smashing cover of 
CELTIC FROST’s „Circle of the Tyrants". When did 
you record it? 
It’s recorded in 1996 in Nilento Studio in 

band must have been UK Subs, still in Poland. I 
actually don’t remember which was the first 
Metal band I saw in Sweden. Damn it, that could 
be interesting to know. Maybe it will reveal itself 
some day. My first record I actually bought for 
my own money must have been „Stained Class" 
of JUDAS PRIEST or LED ZEPPELIN II. Shit, I 
must launch both immediately! (On the way) 
-Who / what inspired you to start playing Death 
Metal? 
Well, I could actually say that SLAYER introduced 
me to this genre with Jell Awaits". That was 
the first band I heard playing that kind of music. 
I have always been a pure Heavy Metal freak 
(still am to a biggest extent), but when I heard 
SLAYER there was something in that music that 
was so indescribably attracting. I remember that 
feeling. Everybody around (the mortals in my 
school) hated that, I yearned for it... There was 
a short time when I used to run home after 
school to listen to SLAYER... But the real renais¬ 
sance was of course MORBID ANGEL... 
-Your Top 5 for Metal albums of all times? 
Oooh man... come on, this can’t be answered... 
I can give it a try, but I will not give you 5, but 
at lest 10, otherwise it would be absolutely 
impossible. It has to be known that this list is 
made on an emotional apprehension. „Blessed 
Are The Sick" - MORBID ANGEL, „Don’t Break 
The Oath" ... MERCYFUL FATE, W.A.S.P. 
„W.A.S.P.", BLACK SABBATH Jive Evil", IMMOR¬ 
TAL Jure Holocaust", EMPEROR „ln The nigh 

TSVETAN RACHEV 
-Greetings from Bulgaria! Rrst of all, congratu¬ 
lations on Jhe Apostate" - It rips! What’s up 
with you guys now, when you have released 
your album? Are you touring? 
Hi and thanx! We recreated the band only to 
record Jhe Apostate", there are no plans to 
play live, at least for now. We shall see what we 
feel in the nearest future. 
-I still like „Demonication Jhe Manifest)" very 
much. What happened after that release? You 
took part in some tribute albums and you some¬ 
how disappeared from the scene then(!)... 
As a band we actually disappeared, only partic¬ 
ipating on all those tributes sporadically. As 
musicians we definitely didn’t. We were all play¬ 
ing in other well know bands since ‘98. Me and 
Martin in LOST HORIZON, Michael in DARK 
TRANQUILLITY and Hans (who replaced Peter 
directly after „Demonication (The Manifest)") in 
CRYSTAL AGE and later DIABOLIQUE, DIMEN¬ 
SION ZERO, THE GREAT DECEIVER... 
-Do you have any info about „The Apostate" 
sales? Fans’ responses so far, etc...? 
No, we don’t have any info about the sales yet. 
It’s too early. I don’t consider this information 
being of any interest for other people, and for us 
only when it comes to the payment for our blood 
work. What counts is the quality of the music 
and the magic inside, not how much confirma¬ 
tion" we get judged on the sold amount of the 
CDs. We are very conscious about our values 
without that. 

work with? Are you satisfied with your coopera¬ 
tion with them? 
We choose Listenable because we have cooper¬ 
ated before and also because we didn’t have the 
strength to be involved in the business mess 
with any other company in connection to this 
release. I can’t say if I am satisfied, as we have 
to wait a little bit longer, but what I personally 
appreciate is that we had free hands regarding 
all the artistic parts. I wouldn’t accept anybody 
intervene in our work, so I guess it could be 
unnecessary arguing, which wouldn’t lead any¬ 
where, as we are not doing compromises of this 
kind. So regarding that part the cooperation has 
been very good so far. 
-Members of LUCIFERION used to be also in 
LOST HORIZON, DARK TRANQUILLITY and DIA- 
BOUQUE. Are you still involved with those 
bands or are you fully concentrated on LUCIFE¬ 
RION now? 
I am not a member of LOST HORIZON anymore, 
which I am happy about. The rest of the guys 
are continuing playing in their bands. „Fully con¬ 
centrated" is a little bit exaggerated, me and 

was remastered recently (in May 2003) in 
Tremolo music by Tobias Lindell. We really like 
this cover. For me it’s in a way the favourite 
cover among the other ones we have done 
through he years. 
-What are the lyrics of Jhe Apostate" dealing 
with? 
The Apostate is he who delivers himself from all 
forced upon believes, predetermined ways of 
life, implanted interpretations... The lyrics are 
among other things about the oppression of 
mind and infecting of the soul by the true neg¬ 
ative forces in the world. The apostasy is a new 
beginning, a first step to the true salvation of the 
individual. A salvation by finding one’s truest self 
by one self. 
-Enough for the new spawn. Tell us something 
about yourself - what was the first Metal record 
you bought? What about the first Metal gig you 
visited? 
The first Metal gigs I experienced were when I 
still lived in Poland, seeing some of my favourite 
Polish bands, like TSA, ODZIAL, ZAMKNIETY, 
PERFEKT... My first concert with a forefinger 

DEICIDE „Deicide“, RIOT „Thundersteel“, Joey 
Tafolla „0ut Of The Sun". 
-Are there any new bands that impressed you 
lately? 
Well, I could mention GRIEF OF EMERALD’S 
Christian Termination", GODHATE’s „Neither Of 
Gods,,, the soundtrack of „Matrix Reload", the 
soundtrack of „Queen Of The Damned". But I 
must tell that I am absolutely not updated. I am 
not following any scene or any specific music 
style. The music I listen to reaches me sporad¬ 
ically, so I have for sure missed a lot of good 
stuff. 
-I know Sweden refused to enter the EMU. Your 
comment on that? What’s your opinion about 
globalization, by the way? 
I am totally against globalization because of dif¬ 
ferent reasons, but also because I know „who“ 
lies behind all of this, and what is the real pur¬ 
pose. It’s all one giant masterplan. I am also 
totally against mixing of cultures! My happiness 
is great regarding Sweden’s refusal to join EMU. 
Maybe even the gray mass is about to open their 
eyes a little bit... What I know is that the gov¬ 

ernment will not stop this enterprise just 
because a single one time opposition. Soon, 
they will find a way to do a re-voting. They will 
continue doing it until the people give in, just like 
they did in another Scandinavian country. 
Hopefully, the oppositional forces will be strong 
enough. 
-Will you release a third album soon? I hope it 
won’t take another seven years though... 
„Soon“ is very optimistically said, he, he... The 
material for the third album is already written, so 
there will be another album for sure. It’s hard to 
say when it is going to be recorded, as it will 
demand an abnormal dedication, because of its 
extreme complexity. I will do my best to have it 
out within three years. I will also do some pro¬ 
jects in the nearest future, so I couldn’t give all 
my priority to that anyway for now. But I really 
can’t wait for final result of the third album, 
meaning in a proper form, as I have heard this 
material in midi form in years now. It’s going to 
be really exciting. The magic is strong. 

http://www.luciferion.com/ 
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AGATHOCLES are just 3 people from Belgium, who love extreme 

music - metal, punk, hardcore...and are socially aware... 

It was in 1990, when a friend from Plovdiv sent me a tape with 
some music and told me something like this: "Hey, pay attention this 

band - AGATHOCLES"... What...a name... AGATHOCLES? Where are 
they from? What does AGATHOCLES mean? I discovered one of my 
truly favourite bands back then. And the passion for them remained 
through the years. A band with over 500 releases and still active in 
the scene. But it was September 2003 that I actually met Jan, the 

guy behind the project. We drank a beer or two, we talked a lot and 
we found a lot of similarities. The vodka drank at the sea garden in 
Varna only made us talk more and more about old Finnish punk or 

concerts here or there or common friends and enemies! 
And here's what he shared with me... for you to enjoy... 

IVAILO TONCHEV 

-So, first...how will you introduce your band? 
To introduce AGATHOCLES to the people in Bulgaria? 
AGATHOCLES are just 3 people from Belgium, who love 
extreme music- metal, punk, hardcore...and are socially 
aware.. Socially awareness is something that is very 
important to us... we have something to say to the peo¬ 
ple and something to show to the people. The social 
awareness is not only in the lyrics, but also in the way 
we work. AGATHOCLES is a band that everybody can do 
by themselves and this is what we want to show to the 
big commercial arseholes and give to the people the 
message that you can do everything by yourself. 
-So, I have a question I have always wanted to ask 
you...Do you know somebody that has the entire AGATH¬ 
OCLES discography? 
Aghhhhh, not even myself, as there are some tapes which 
were released in Indonesia or Malaysia or Venezuela, 
which I do not have myself. There are tapes in Bulgaria 
as well, I think, which I don’t have!! For me it is not a 
problem, everybody can release some AGATHOCLES stuff, 
copy the stuff to everybody, it’s not a problem, but 
please, if you make such a release, send 3 copies to my 
address... As members of AG, we would like to have 
some copies of our own stuff, ha, ha ha. 
-How many releases have you done up to now? 
I think about... hm... everything with the vinyl and tapes 
and CDs...maybe 500. 
-What kept you running through all these years? 
It’s a very good question... what kept me doing the 
stuff.Js first of all the people everywhere in the world 
that show me support and people who like AGATHOCLES. 
Who say „you are fucking brilliant, I like the way you do 
things..." it keeps me alive and motivated! But not all old 
members of AGATHOCLES had this -same view, some 
wanted to go commercial, to be famous in Belgium... but 
not me and not the members we have now, which is a 
good thing. So it is the respect of the people, the belief 
in the DIY ethic, that kept the real scene alive as well 
which kept me motivated. 
-So, you are the only original member left? 
Agh, yes! I started the band together with Erwin in 1985 
and I’m still here... I’m an old bastard... Dirk, the guitar 
player has been in the band since June 1998 and Roel, 
the drum player we have now is since T year a member 
of the band. Roel joined us in August 2002.1 knew our 
guitar player Dirk since 1994 and the drum player ROEL 
since 4 years as both of them were studying in the city 
where I live now. 
-So, how did you start the band? What made you start 
the band? 
Ah, a very good question. In 1981- 1982 I started to 
make fanzines. Metal fanzines and I made interviews with 
bands, first only Belgian or Dutch bands, as I was very 
young and I couldn’t speak English or other languages. 
Later I got some more money from my parents and I 
bought my first guitar. Through the fanzines I met some 
other people from Belgium who made fanzines. One of 
them was Erwin, the first AG-drum player. We met and 

decided to start a band. The idea was to make something 
different than the normal Punk and Metal stuff and the 
fact was that we couldn’t play at all (now we can’t play 
at all as well, ha, ha, ha, ha). Just DIY was our motiva¬ 
tion. And to create something different! 
-So, what was your first record or tape? 
Ah, the first AGATHOCLES release, you mean? 
-I think it is a release with a picture of a guy, that looks 
like Silvester Stalone on the cover? I think it’s a tape... 
Ah, I see... 
-Is this really Silvester Stalone? 
The tape you mean is the CABBALIC GNOSTICISM tape, 
which was recorded in January 1988 and first released 
on tape and later as a 7“ EP. The artwork is a guy with 
a chainsaw in his head. It’s not Silvester Stalone, 
although he might look like that. It was the first demo we 
recorded at Fnaff studios (It’s a small studio) but before 
that we made rehearsal recordings for compilation tapes. 
The first recordings are from 1985 and were released on 
tape (10 copies, I think), which we gave to people. We 
didn’t have real instruments, I had my guitar and we used 
cans and garbage cans as cymbals and we recorded that 
at my parents garage... but only 10 copies were spread, 
I think. Total fucking noise. 
-So, who did your first vinyl? I think it was the AGATHO¬ 
CLES / RIEK B00IS 7" EP? 
RIEK B00IS were from Holland-and the guy who released 
it was called Mark and the label was called „Marrekie“. It 
is a nickname for Mark. The guy saw us in 1987 and he 
wanted to do the 7". First he was active making compi¬ 
lation tapes and some years before 1987 we were on a 
compilation tape with bands like LARM, PANDEMONIUM 
(the old Dutch band) and later he got some money from 
selling the tapes which he used to make a vinyl and he 
asked AGATHOCLES to make it. And RIEK B00IS, as they 
were living in the same town as him. RIEK B00IS were a 
football team as well. 
-Well, but they were very soft, very different to your style? 
Well, I know, but we don’t care about different kinds of 
music. We respect people as people and not because of 
the music they play. We didn’t care to have another grind- 
core on the flipside of the V. We respect RIEK B00IS as 
people and their first demos were fucking great. 
-So, being a record collector myself I want to ask if this 
is the rarest record of AGATHOCLES? 
No, no! The rarest record of AGATHOCLES is only 15 
copies. It’s the single 7“ EP „Keep Mincing" with record¬ 
ings from 1988 (also recorded in Fnaff Studios). We have 
released it as a double 7", but besides the double 7" EP 
there is°also the „Keep Mincing" single 7". This one is 
only 15 copies, made for the band and the friends. It’s 
like the TERVEET KADET, the ..Message" one sided 12“ 
mini LP, released on 10 copies, I believe. Later it was 
released on two sides with live stuff as bonus. But the 
studio side was released only in 10 copies a long time 
ago. 
-So, it is very expensive? 
Yeah, it is really expensive.-1 saw it once in a list of some 

stupid guy from Finland... 
-Alternative Action Records? 
Yes, and you saw the prices? So, we all know how much 
it is. Five hundred Euro! 
-Why do you still keep releasing vinyl? Most of the labels 
do CDs and nobody else does tapes. 
Why vinyl? When I grew up with Punk and Metal, every¬ 
thing was on vinyl. And the split 7“ came as the bands 
didn’t have money to release one whole 7“ by them¬ 
selves. Like NEGAZIONE / DECLINO - they made a split 
tape and later split LP together (old Italian Punk bands), 
I may be a little bit nostalgic about vinyl, but it is also for 
the sound. Vinyl really does sound better! And you know 
the crack between the songs... I love it! It gives more 
groove, more raw stuff into the music. Vinyl is now more 
expensive to make than CDs, but I personally support the 
vinyl. It does look nicer too! Especially the 12“ - you have 
something to grab... and with the CD, one scratch on it 
and you can throw it away. While you can still play the 
vinyl with some scratches on it. I love to flip over my 
records. 
-So, what is your favourite record then? 
From AGATHOCLES or from other bands? 
-From other bands... 
Ha, hah, you won’t have enough time to write all these 
releases and bands down. There are bands that I really 
respect for their music, and some for their lyrics... Some 
great bands that have a big influence on me are LARM, 
PATARENI, UBR, REVENGE OF THE WHORES (from 
Germany), BUKA, NIET, KAA0S, TERVEET KADET, KU0LE- 
MA, DISORDER, GAI, CONFUSE, GISM, early DISCHARGE, 
DEATHSTRIKE, HELLHAMMER and many more. 
-I think SWANKYS (Japan)? 
Yeah, I like the music. But I do not like the idea, as they 
were fucking rock stars, but they made really good 
music. 
-I think I read somewhere you have a special adoration 
for them! 
Well, it is a special thing as I make the hobby band Jan 
AG and the Gajna", where we try to copy Japanese raw- 
punk bands such as SWANKYS, GAI, CONFUSE, you know. 
We put on the guitar distortion at maximum, bass level 
of the guitar on zero and the treble level on 10 to make 
it (goes with his mouth) 

thing which well enough describes the sound of these 
bands). Then a big fat bass on it! And a crispy wining 
voice over it, all in bad English like the old Japanese 
bands. I love SWANKYS, but I do not follow their lifestyle, 
ha, ha, ha, ha... 
-So, what is your least favourite AGATHOCLES record? 
I love all AGx stuff as every recording brings up some 
memories from the time it was recorded. 
-The first AGx I heard was your split with DRUDGE. That 
was really extreme and good, then I heard some of your 
7‘s and...ttien came the .Theatric Spbolisation of Life" 
album... and it was different... a Death Metal album. Why 
did you do it? We were all surprised that you did a Metal 
album... 
The CD was made by Cyber Music and a Brazilian label 
made a 2 LP version of it, both in the early 90’s. Yes, 
there was a change in music...the AG / Drudge split LP 
was recorded with all members coming from Mol but the 
3 other guys from Mol wanted to start another band with 
a different name. I told them I could sing for them, but 
as I wanted to keep AGATHOCLES alive, i looked for and 
found two new members that were into raw Death Metal 
and it was because of these new members that the band 

sounded like that at that time. So, in the beginning of 
1990 there was a big split in AGATHOCLES. Three mem¬ 
bers left the band and started ANSWERABLE CONSCIENCE 
with me on vocals. That was like AGx under a different 
name, but lasted only 2 months as I said “I will not do 
any mail, I will not arrange record deals or concerts. And 
I wanted to keep the name AGATHOCLES and go on with 
other people. That’s the story. I know AG is just a name, 
but for me it’s important, as we worked 5 years (85-90) 
for this band and I wanted to keep it alive, including the 
name. 
-Do you make your living out of AG or you make your 
money from something else? 
Yes, of course. I am a big fuckin’ rich rock star in 
Belgium and I get all the money I can have by playing this 
kind of noise, ha, ha ha, ha. No, no! We do not get any 
money from the band and if we get any, it goes back into 
AGATHOCLES to release records, to pay for the rehearsal 
and for the recordings. And we have different prices when 
we play gigs... It depends. We play many gigs in squats 
and for these people we take just part of the entrance. If 
there are not enough people...we play for nothing. When 
we play for a commercial festival, which has a lot of 
money or gets a lot of money from the state, we ask a 
lot of money...! It’s practical. 
-So, what do you work? 
I am a social worker. My work is for an organization of 
people with disabilities. I organize holiday camps or look 
for jobs for people with disabilities: I talk with politicians 
to get money for the organization... blah, blah, blah... Our 
drummer is also a social worker and he is working for 
the local cultural center. Our guitar player has a social 
degree as well but he is working for a transport compa¬ 
ny. 
-Would you mention something about the way you record 
music? 
When we have money, we go to a bigger studio and we 
do 16 track analog recordings. When we don’t have 
money, we just go to our rehearsal room and record with 
a 4 track analog recorder. We did a lot of our material 
like this. I like the sound of 4 trackers. 
-Who / what inspires you to write songs? 
It’s full of songs in my head. I do not want to show off, 
but when I come together with our drummer, I can make 
songs for one album. I have so many things in my head. 
The inspiration comes from the old extreme bands - 
Metal, Punk, HC, which I listen to. It doesn’t matter what 
kind of extreme music... because when you listen very 
carefully to AGATHOCLES you will notice how many things 
are influenced from old bands... 
-URIAH HEEP? 
Not URIAH HEEP... ha, ha, ha... but maybe I must try it. 
It could be fun. URIAH HEEP! 
-When was the first time that you heard something about 
Bulgaria? I think you had some traders back in the early 
90s...and they sent you vodka?! 
Yes, yes! That was great. That was unbelievable. You 
know, Bulgaria, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Russia...compared to the Belgian standard do not have a 
lot of money. When we sell one tape in Belgium for 2 
Euro, it is cheap...but for other countries it is very expen¬ 
sive. I just wanted to spread my music and I sent so 
many free tapes that people wanted AGATHOCLES T-shirts 
and everything. I put all the T-shirts out of my closets and 
put AGATHOCLES on it and traded it for vodka... half a 
liter of Bulgarian vodka. I got many packages with 
Bulgarian vodka at home and I sold these bottles to 
friends at my University, where I was studying. And these 



friends paid the same price for a bottle as for an AGATH- 
OCLES T-shirt. I didn’t earn money on it because I used 
the money to print the shirts. Nice story, don't you think? 
-Ha. hhaha, I know...loads of my friends had AGx shirts 
back at the time, and I really envied them. 
But you never sent me vodka or rakia, right? And I sent 
out all these free tapes with songs from different releas¬ 
es. Maybe you got hold of one of these tapes. 
-Do you know any Bulgarian bands? What was the first 
Bulgarian band that you heard? 
The first one... I don’t know... maybe DISCHORD, aaaaah- 
hh... DISCORDIA... and KOKOSHA GUWA. 
-IMMORTAL DISCHORDIA?? 
Might be, we made a split with them a long time ago, a 
grindcore band. I have only the tape, no cover with a pic¬ 
ture of the band members, drinking vodka. Now that I 
have visited Bulgaria, I know many more Bulgarian bands. 
-So, you still like noise core? 
I’m still into noise core, I like it, when it is made with the 
right feeling. And not as some cheap way to record 
music. —~ 
-So, there is good and bad noise core, ha, ha, ha!? 
For me, there is good and bad noise core. One of my 
favourite bands in this kind of music is 7 MON, one of 
the first ones. But also, PERMANENT DEATH from 
Belgium is kicking some serious ass. 
-And this is your first visit to Bulgaria? 
Yes, it is the first time for me and my girlfriend and we 
enjoy it very much. 
-Is it the most exotic place you have been? 
Aaaah, I think it was Istanbul. We made a gig there a long 
time ago. Back in 1996. We played there with RADICAL 
NOISE, a band from Istanbul. 
-I heard about it being pretty successful! 
Hahah, where did you hear that? 
-A friend of mine went to see you. 
It was strange, as there were a lot of people in the hall 
who were into jazz. Later in the evening we went to the 
bar to have some beers and somebody said we used a 
lot of „triolla“ in our songs. And I said“ What the fuck is 
that?“...ha, ha, ha. I still don’t know what it means but it 
has something to do with songstructures based on a 
rhythm of three or something like that. 
-By the way, how did you pick this name? We really won¬ 
dered what it meant. 

AGATHOCLES was an ancient tyrant. He was first a rebel 
against the state oppression back in ancient Greece, 400 
years B.C. He was something like a Che Guevara at that 
time, starting a revolution. But when he got power, he 
became a tyrant like Hitler. Power corrupts! 
-Or Fidel Castro?? 
Oh, no no! If you look at Cuba, the social security sys¬ 
tem is quite good over there. Cuba is a third world coun¬ 
try and the deaths at child birth are nearly the same as 
the one in Belgium - pretty good for a third world coun¬ 
try, not supported but boycotted by the USA and other 
countries. In Ethiopia and Somalia, supported by the USA 
the deathrate is much higher. 
-But I’ve heard terrible stories about their low wages and 
the prostitution... 
But all the prior needs are free there... hospitals, 
schools... 
-I think it is a trap! 
It could be! 
-We used to have free health care as welL.but at the end 
we had to pay to be treated with care. Cheap or free 
things are never good. 

You know it better, for sure... 
-So, what are your impressions from Bulgaria? 
We’ve only been to Balchik, Albena and Varna. I liked it a 
lot and the people are friendly. Last year we went to 
Greece and the people we not at all friendly, except for 
the friends that I have there. About Bulgaria, we have 
seen many nice buildings, for us coming from Belgium 
things are very cheap, Zagorka beer is great. And the 
rakia rules of course. Open-minded country, very nice 
people. I will tell that to all of my friends. 
-What is the future of AGATHOCLES? 
When I return to Belgium, I have to do some studio work, 
catching up with my mail. Our guitar player is at honey¬ 
moon in Egypt now, but when he returns, we will record 
songs for some 7“ EP’s. Veselin (Ozz Records) will prob¬ 
ably do a CD of AGATHOCLES in Bulgaria - like a Bulgaria 
only release. It will contain songs from 7“ EPs and 
more...as people here do not have record players any¬ 
more. And by the end of the year hopefully a new album... 
-If think this is about the end of the interview, do you 
want to say something to the people of Bulgaria? 

I want to thank them a lot, as their letters and interest 
were one of the main reasons to keep the band alive! I 
know that life in Bulgaria is different and probably more 
difficult compared to Belgium, but it is great to see that 
there is such a good Underground scene! And this is the 
true and good-working alternative to commercial 
musicbusiness. 
-And one last question...when are you going to play in 
Bulgaria?? 
Hopefully soon... if somebody is willing to organize it! 

AGATHOCLES contact: 
JAN FREDERICK 
ASBERG 8 
2400 MOL 
BELGIUM 

e-mail: 
mincemania@hotmail.com 
www.aoathocles.com 
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To have fun is definitely on top of the list 

I decided to do this interview immediately after I heard their debut album 
„For Maggots To Devour44. Why? Maybe simply because this Finns really 
entertain me with their killer, oldschool Death Metal. I speak about the 

music, which is the most important thing for me!! This band is a proof that 
sometimes the basing things rule. This band (and interview) is for everyone 
who feels nostalgic for the glorious early Death Metal days when the spirit 

was the fuel and the passion was true... 

CHAVDAR TZACHKOI 

-Hi guys, I hope I’m finding you in a good mood 
for interviews? 
Hey man, yep totally. 
-Last year I received maybe more than 1000 dif¬ 
ferent CDs and I could tell you that your „For 
Maggots To Devour14 album was the most remark¬ 
able debut. Could you tell the story of the band 
and the album itself? 
Thanks man, wow... I’m glad you found it that 
good. Here’s how it started: We first started out as 
a fun project during the spring of 2002, when we 
hung out at our rehearsal rooms drinking beer and 
playing our favourite SIX FEET UNDER and OBITU¬ 
ARY songs. After a couple of months a sudden 
possibility to play live at a local Metal show rose 
out of nowhere and after a small discussion we 
agreed to perform a set of SFU cover songs. The 
band name was chosen after a track we played 
that night: Jorture Killer". After that weekend we 
decided to try writing similar kind of stuff our¬ 
selves. After a couple of finished songs I suggest¬ 
ed that we should write a full album, record it and 
I would release it with my small Underground 
Death Metal label / distribution called Severe 
Music. So in January 2003 we went to a studio to 
record the album and after a couple of days we 
started calling to each other saying that this was 
actually good enough to get signed with a real 
label. We sent a small number of copies to select¬ 
ed labels and here we are... 

-Old school Death Metal from Finland!? As though 
this style of Metal is not very popular in your coun¬ 
try? Or maybe I’m wrong? 
No you’re not wrong at all. Death Metal is not 
doing well here at all, for some reason people 
seem to be more into the melodic stufLhowever 
we do have a small number of Death Metal bands 
and people who keep up with the spirit so it’s not 
totally dead, but like you said.Jt could be A LOT 
better. 
-After I heard some passages only from the first 
track „Flesh Breaks To Open Wounds441 was com¬ 
pletely certain that TORTURE KILLER features sole¬ 
ly mature and well-experienced musicians. What 
are you guys occupied with for the last 5-6 years? 
Well we’ve had and still have other bands, I’m glad 
that the years with those haven’t been a total 
waste of time...ha, ha...no seriously, I agree that it 
definitely has helped us with the song writing, 
arrangements and of course playing it. TORTURE 
KILLER is pretty basic compared to the other 
bands we have but in my opinion it is our strength, 
not a weakness. I played in a Death Metal band 
called ADRAMELECH, Latvala (drums) has 
DEMIGOD, DEEPRED and TORN... Karppinen (bass 
on the album, now lead guitars) plays also in 
TORN and FUNERAL FEASL.and Liuke (vocals) is 
helping out FUNERAL FEAST with the bass. All of 
the aforementioned bands play Death Metal apart 
from FUNERAL FEAST which has more of the Black 

Metal stuff mixed with Death Metal. TORN’s album 
is available through Severe Music mailorder, 
DEEPRED is available through Forensick Music, 
and DEMIGOD through Spikefarm. FUNERAL FEAST 
is available through Northern Heritage. 
-What is TORTURE KILLER for you? Is the band 
kind of a fun project, an aim at returning to the 
glorious days of Death Metal or is it anything 
else?? 
Well it started out as a fun project, when we wrote 
songs to this one it was only so that we would 
have something to play the next weekend... ha, 
ha...really, we didn’t pay so much attention if we 
sounded too much like our influences. We didn’t 
have a deal or any plans for the future, only the 
next weekend was important to us...ha, ha.Jt 
eventually ended up in the situation it is in now, to 
me and most of the guys this is top priority. 
Latvala (drums) plays almost in every great Death 
Metal band we have in Finland, but he enjoys this 
as much as the rest. 
-Your influences are mostly from SIX FEET UNDER, 
OBITUARY, BOLT THROWER... But I’m sure most of 
the Death Metal fans have to check out your band 
because there are a lot of great and catchy 
moments in your songs. What about your person¬ 
al opinion of the fans? I think also that Gore Metal 
fans will like your lyrics, artwork, etc. 
I believe people will like TORTURE KILLER like you 
said, we are not original AT ALL but I think we are 
doing a very good job with the music we are 
doing. The lyrics and the music have 0% of origi¬ 
nality, all this has been done before BUT we do 
have great songs and catchy moments like you 
said. A lot of the new Death Metal bands are doing 
the fast stuff and they are doing a very good job 
with it, but I think people need the slower and 
groovier stuff as well. At least I do. Also since the 
tempo is not 200 bpm people who are not into 
Death Metal can find something good in it because 
it’s based on the heaviness and the riffs rather 
than on the speed and brutality. Still there is a lot 
of brutality in it, and the lyrics are just plain butch¬ 
ery so I think the gore fans will like it as well. 

-The distance between Finland and Bulgaria is real¬ 
ly huge. Still, there is a historical fact that appears 
to connect mine and your country to some extent 
back in 1877, when Bulgaria was still under a 
Turkish yoke, soldiers from both Russia and 
Finland came to our lands to fight for our deliver¬ 
ance. We even have monuments built in memory 
of all Russian and Finnish soldiers who fell almost 
130 years ago. Did you know that? I’m talking 
about Finland’s contribution to the deliverance d 
Bulgaria. 
I did not know that, so this is something new to 
me definitely. Cool, man. I’m not too sure how the 
things we going back then but I think we did you 
a favour...ha, ha...You’re better off without the 
Turks. 
-I can’t believe that „For Maggots To Devour44 is 
recorded for only 30 hours. Was it that the band 
was well prepared or was it that the studio was 
too expensive and you had to work faster? 
At the time we didn’t have a deal of any kind so 
we didn’t have a budget to record it. We were in 
the studio with our own beer money so that’s the 
reason why we had to do fast. This was something 
that having bands before helped a lot. A friend of 
ours owns the studio so it wasn’t that expensive 
for us but like I said, we were there with our own 
beer money...ha, ha. I’m really satisfied with the 
sound and the studio engineer turned the right 
knobs and gave us the sound we wanted. Old- 
school style, raw yet powerful. We were prepared 
because we knew we wouldn’t have time to prac¬ 
tice" the songs in the studio anymore. 
-Did you have the chance to play live already? 
Since TORTURE KILLER was started as a side pro¬ 
ject, I guess you haven’t played live before releas¬ 
ing the debut album, right? 
We have had some gigs in Finland, TORTURE 
KILLER is definitely a live band - the best I’ve ever 
been in, and the gigs have been a great promotion 
for us. The guys are totally aggressive on stage 
and I really feel that we are one of the best live 
bands Finland has to offer. But like I said earlier, 
playing in a Death Metal band in Finland is not that 



smart if your only goal is to play a lot of gigs... 
We have some cool plans for Finland for the com¬ 
ing months and hopefully we get to play as much 
as we can. 
-Tfie most important thing now is to promote .For 
Maggots To Devour8 as much as possible. The 
album is great and it would be pity if it remains 
unnoticed! Is Karmageddon Media doing its best to 
promote the album? 
I think it is, at least I’m happy with the job they’ve 
done. A lot of interviews during the past months 
and a shit load of promos have been spread 
throughout Europe so I really can’t complain about 
anything. 
-Now let’s talk about the 9 tracks included in your 

^debut album -1 guess each one has its own story 
' both concept-wise and record-wise? 

Ha, ha...not really. The concept is only to make 
good and groovy Death Metal songs and the lyrics 
• e just imaginary descriptions of random acts of 
violence. But to come up with an answer here’s a 
few facts about it: .Flesh Breaks To Open Wounds8 
was actually the first ever TORTURE KILLER track 
we did. I still think it’s one of the better ones 
though...a very good description of the style of 
TORTURE KILLER. „Necrophag“ tells a story about 
necrophilia. A disgusting tale of a cannibal devour¬ 
ing the dead. .Fuck them When They Bleed" is the 
coolest track title we have...ha, ha...this was one 
of those tracks where we stepped over the line of 
being a tribute to plain rip-off...ha, ha...just listen 
to OBITUARY’S „By the Light" from .Back From 
The Dead". .Gore Terror" is about a slaughter 
gallery placed down the basement of a psycho. 
.Strangulation" - the name says it all...choking a 
victim to death... 
-Did you comply with any concrete criteria regard¬ 
ing the sound of your album? I mean, did you for 

example take a SIX FEET UNDER CD with you or 
did you decide to leave everything to the sound 
engineer? 
I think we had OBITUARY CDs and SFU’s 
.Haunted" CD with us, but to be honest they did¬ 
n’t have a big input on the final sound. You see, 
it’s all about the equipment you have, there’s no 
use to bring a MACHINE HEAD CD to the studio if 
your equipment is made for DARKTHRONE. The 
studio is not a magic place where you can turn a 
pile of turd into a birthday cake...ha, ha...we had a 
pretty good sound already looked out in the 
rehearsal place, so all we had to do was to get it 
on tape. We were not after a hi-fi-clean sound at 
all, but a raw, dirty but still powerful sound. We 
knew that a sound would have a big role of how 
the album would be at the end. This kind of music 
needs a fat sound to be effective. There’s not 
much you can do in 30 hours so I’m very, very 
pleased of the final result. When we thought the 
guitar sound was good, we said to the sound engi¬ 
neer to keep it and moved to the drum and on to 
the bass sound. We didn’t analyze it for long, and 
sometimes it works like now. 
-I guess any unsigned bands would be interested 
to leam how a young act like TORTURE KILLER 
succeeded in signing with such a famous label as 
Karmageddon Media (ex-Hammerheart)? 
It’s pretty standard way to contact a label really. 
Send in a promo...ha, ha...that’s how we did it. 
The only difference was that we had the album 
ready, so the label could hear what they were 
about to sign. I think there’s always more concern 
from the label when you send in a demo that 
rocks, but they don’t know how you can pull it off 
on the album. 
-Do you have an idea of why Guido and Peter 
decided to change their label’s name into 

Karmageddon Media? They also changed the 
whole distribution policy of the label, I guess they 
might have told you something about that? 
I’m not the right guy to answer this one simply 
because I don’t know too much about it. I think the 
main reason was that they collaborated with 
Plastic Head Distribution from UK... 
-It seems that the Metal scene in Finland is very 
strong at the moment. But why do most of the 
bands choose to play CHILDREN OF THE BODOM’s 
style or Black Metal? As though Spinefarm 
Records is most influential in Finland at present? 
What is your opinion about the current situation 
with the Finnish Metal scene? 
It seems to be doing ok. I mean, if bands like 
CHILDREN OF BODOM end up being No.1 in the 
national album charts above Eminem and P.Daddy 
it can’t be all that bad... To me however, and to be 
totally honest, the scene has nothing to offer. I’m 
into Death Metal man, and to me the best bands 
from Finland are DEMIGOD, DEEPRED, SLUGATH- 
OR, TORN, SOTAJUMALA and KATAPLEXIA. Those 
bands that are better known outside of Finland 
(most of them signed with Spinefarm) have noth¬ 
ing to offer or interest me. 
-How many albums do you have to record for 
Karmageddon Media, according to your contract 
with them? 
We’ll see about that in the future, I’d be more than 
happy to continue with them but I can see their 
side of it too.Jf we don’t get enough copies sold, 
there’s no reason for them to keep us. 
-What I’m most recently crazy about is collecting 
music DVDs, but not so much of my fave bands 
have the possibility to release a DVD. I guess it is 
fucking expensive to make a DVD in Finland, right? 
Yes I suppose so, it has to be the reason, other¬ 
wise everybody would do it, right? I haven’t 

thought about it really...ha, ha...Sounds too big for 
TORTURE KILLER anyways.J heard there’s a DVD 
from IMMOLATION soon available though! and my 
fave band MONSTROSITY is planning for it, so 
hopefully those will work out. 
-What is your main goal with TORTURE KILLER? 
Do you have serious intentions for this project or 
having fun is the most important thing for you? 
To have fun is definitely on top of the list, but with 
a deal with Karmageddon Media, the response 
we’ve been getting.Jt feels good, man...ha, 
ha...and there will definitely be more Death Metal 
coming from TORTURE KILLER in the future. We 
have new stuff written and I feel very relaxed about 
it...a lot more effort has been put to the songs and 
the future looks really good to me at the moment. 
-I’m asking every band about their opinion con¬ 
cerning the war in Iraq. Do you think it was really 
necessary, this war? Also, what are the current 
moods in Finland like, as a result to the USA’s 
.divide et irnpera8 policy? 
I have an opinion about it, but I’m not talking about 
it here. My English in not good enough to talk 
about it really, I would end up sounding like a 
retard with it so I’m skipping this one. If you need 
an answer for this one then I’ll say yes. It is pret¬ 
ty fucking easy to judge Americans for their 
actions when you don’t have anything to do with 
it. Sitting here far up north safely, this without any 
problems seems to make people the most liberal, 
peace-loving hypocrites like Americans. I’d rather 
have them in charge instead of the Arabs. Most of 
the Finnish people seem to think otherwise. 
-Your final words? 
Thanks a lot for the interview, man. Keep up with 
the brutality man, go check out 

www.torture-killer.cib.net 
for samples and shit. Take care and Cheers!!! 
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Hi, it was a really long time without any news 
from you. It’s awesome that you play again? 
Thanx... I made decision to bring the band back 
to life at the beginning of 2003. 
What was the concrete reason for your break¬ 
up in 1999? 
Some misunderstanings inside the band. But 
now when the band exists again, it’s nothing to 
speak about... 
Did you miss all these concerts? 
Yes, I did. But I hope that the best is still before 
us. 
Can you inform our readers about your current 
line-up and more particularly about the two new 
guys Camel and Husar? 
Camel & Husar don’t play in the band anymore. 
Our relationship wasn’t too good... The present 
line-up is: Jaro - vocals, Tocha - guitars, Cyjan 
- drums. 
Are you satisfied with the final results of your 
new album „Brain Corrosion"? 
Too soon for this question. I’ll let you know later 
bacause we enter the studio in March this year. 
Was Jhe Lethal Collection" some kind of a pre¬ 
sent for your fans or did you just prepare them 
for your new album? 
I’m not sure... It was Obscene Productions’ idea. 
Is it so hard to play such extreme music in 
Poland? Because here in Bulgaria it is almost 
impossible... 
No, it’s not... You can play what you wish. Most 
important thing is to find good place to 
rehearse. Also, you have to spend a lot of 
money to get decent music equipment. Then you 
can start playing and fight for good band pro¬ 
motion. 
What is your opinion of other famous Polish 
groups like VADER, BEHEMOTH, DECAPITATED, 
LUX OCCULTA, SQUASH BOWELS..? 
The Polish brutal scene is very strong and pow- 
erfull! I think it’s the strongest in middle 
Europe...and not only. 
Who are the leaders in your country’s 
Underground Scene, maybe you could recom¬ 
mend us some bands? 
There’s a lot of good bands. I could recommend 
bands like: NEUROPATHIA, INCARNATED, 
SQUASH BOWELS, DAMNABLE, TOXIC BONKERS. 
Do you like the American Death and Grind acts? 
I also enjoy the American Scene. My favourite 
bands are: MORTICIAN, DISRUPT /r.i.p./, TER- 
RORIZER /r.i.p./, old DEATH, PIG DESTROYER, 

The Polish Gore/Grind machine works again! 
4 years! During that period of time we were just sitting and listening to 

albums like „A Chapter Of Accidents" , Jhe Greatest Shits"... and wondering 
when these dudes are gonna play again. Well, the waiting is over, because 
DEAD INFECTION are back!!! Be ready for decapitation and bloodbath. We 
will talk about life, bands, albums and DEAD INFECTION with Cyjan ... the 

legendary drummer of one of the sickest bands in the world. 

STEFAN RUSE V 

old BRUTAL TRUTH. 
How do you manage to achieve this incredibly 
brutal and unique sound? 
I think that’S through the years of experience. 
That’s all. 
Do you use any vocal effects? 
Now we’re not using any vocal effects... 
And how can you play so fast and brutal, Cyjan? 
Is this due to strenuous rehearsals only, or is 
there something else about it? 
Practise makes you perfect. I still keep playing 
drums, sometimes 5 times a week for a few 
hours. If you wanna know.J never used any 
medicaments or drugs... 
Which are your favourite groups? 
INHUME, REGURGITATE, HAEMORRHAGE, GEN¬ 
ERAL SURGERY, old CARCASS, old NAPALM 
DEATH... 
Are SPINELESS and COFFEE GRINDER active? 
No. When DEAD INFECTION plays again, then it 
doesn’t make any sense to continue those pro¬ 
jects. 
I read that you were married. What is it like to 
be married? I mean, does this have any effect 
on your stage behavour, are you more sensible? 
I’m not married anymore. I got divorced on 
Autumn ‘03. 
Which are the bands you had your best tour 
with? 
Too much to mention, but... HAEMORRHAGE, 
CSSO, BUTCHER ABC and many others. 
Have you ever heard of a good Bulgarian Gore 
bands or have you ever listened to a good 
Bulgarian Gore / Grind band? 
Sorry but I don’t recall now any Bulgarian bands. 
You said that playing extreme music in your 
country was almost impossible... Huh... 
Which were the last albums you were impressed 
by? 
INHUME Jn For The Kill", BUTCHER ABC 

..Butchered At Birthday". 
Do you listen to any music other than Metal? 
Mostly...! really enjoy bands like ELECTRIC 
LIGHT ORCHESTRA, CHUMBAWAMBA, BAD RELI¬ 
GION, REPUBLICA, MADNESS and music from 
motion pictures. 
When you start recording an album, do you have 
any concrete idea of what the final results will 
be like? 
It’s the most important thing when you work in 
studio! 
Your favourite 5 albums? 
CARCASS - „Reek Of Putrefaction" 
NAPALM DEAT - „From Enslavement to 
Obliteration" TERRORIZER - „World Downfall" 
NAPALM DEATH - „Peel Session" SLAYER - 
„Reign In Blood" 
When you see a fan on the street and he rec¬ 
ognizes you, do you feel like a star and do you 
talk to him, or do you just ignore him? 
I never ingnore our fans. 
Do you receive many harsh e-mails? 
I don’t remember when I got last time an e-mail 
like that. 
What are the comments in Poland on your 
reunion? 
We are very happy that people still remember 
us. It’s nice. 
What can we expect from DEAD INFECTION in 
future? 
Grind, Grind, Grind!!! 
Do you have plans or offers for touring Europe 
in the future and especially playing in countries 
like Bulgaria? 
Next year we’ll get some tours in Europe and not 
only. But at the moment I’m not sure if we’ll get 
any Bulgarian dates. Please watch our website: 

http://www.deadinfection.ht.st 
Thanx for the interview! Take care., all of you! 

HELRUNAR 
.Gratr' Promo CD-R 
Self Released 
If it wasn't the info-sheet in my hands I would swear that HELRUNAR vr- 
Norwegians! As a matter of fact, this trio hails from Germany and is «i 
release its debut the promo copy of which I’m listening to right now. Wa: 
you might assume by the very band name) these guys have chosen to k 
forces in creating an album entirely accorded to the mid 90’s Black Meta?: 
expressed in resorting to Scandinavian sagas inspiration-wise. In other ro; 
-Gratr* will certainly appeal to anybody who is fond of the earliest wt i 
SATYRICON, ENSLAVED or ULVER. I have never been into stuff like that res':: 
what I heard from HELRUNAR was far from bad. Contactseelenwintergr 

Vanya Mr; 
DEJECT 
.As Our Days Come To Pass' Demo CD 
Self R-’—-J 
What an impactful appearance on a demo level! DEJECT hail from Oslo. II".: 
and what they have for you is 4 thick and moderate Death Metal track;:. 
awesome record quality. Conceptwise this demo simply startles with fen 
realism, especially if you bear in mind that the DEJECT members’ averaor;: 
is like 19-20... The guys didn’t print the lyrics on the CD booklet but werers 
kinder to explain what each song was about instead. The front cover is id; 
sweet dreams bringer either.Jt actually represents a vague silhouette fed u 
a straight jacket and with...ballet-shoes on! Contact s femercier(S)lKte 

Vanya f.’r 
NOBLE SAVAGE 
.Shadows of the Night‘ Promo CD-R 
Self Released 
Well...! can’t say that I am entranced by what this Italian band has 
because I’m not into Power Metal at all. Tne same old story here... high-pitcfe 
vocals and howling leads making you feel like you're suspended on a whrtn? 
ventilator and, of course, the obligatory sometimes-heroes-cry-too momer'; 
expressed in slower acoustic passages. There ain’t no lyrics here but 
reading whatsoever I bet that me good win in the end, heh... 
noblesavage@supereva.it 

Vanya N 
IMPERIAL CRYSTALUNE ENTOMBMENT 
.Same' Demo CD 
Self Released 
What we have here is 3 tracks of rapid, winter praising Black Metal. And that 
reminds me... I’ve heard say that the Eskimo language had like 40 words fer 
snow, so I guess a possible Eskimo-English dictionary could be in a luge ac 
of bands like ICE about lyric writing... Kidding of course, „ICE‘ sounds just oral 
for a demo! Apart from that, the guys in tne band must have practiced a r 
since the tracks on the CD are very well constructed. Let’s see how fiieyri 
develop in the future... http://www.imperialice.com 

-- Vanya Mans 
LOST EMOTIONS 
.For Each Tear That You Spill* Promo CD-R 
Solt Released 
I haven’t heard the previous two CDs of Spain’s LOST EMOTIONS but sfl srr 
thing tells me that they do hardly differ from the one I’m listening to Mb 
moment.. Thus, what we have is 8 tracks of melodic Death Metal vii as- 
ble Doom touches that bring more melancholic moods here. I wouldn’t cal Jn 
Each Tear That You Spill* a bad release but I can’t help reminding these guis 
that the Scene is literally acrawl with bands like theirs! 
http://usuarios.lycos.es/iostemotions 

GRODHAISN 
Demo Sampler’ 2003 
GRODHAISN Productions 
The Czech Grodhaisn Prods offers this comp. CD with seven ultra brutal tart 
First are FEEBLE MINDED - crazy, furious Death / Grind reminding to so-; 
the best American bands in the genre. Next are DESPISE - two songs of grn- 
ing madness, one of which is a cover version of PYREXIA’S .Confrortar 
Those guvs use a drum machine and vocal effects that don’t appeal tomest 
much. IMPERIAL FOETICITE are third - decent Death / Grind, but noth;: 
standing. SUN.HAS.CANCER are the most unusual band on that core. 
Industrial / Death with loops and electronic beats. SYNTHETICALLY tm 
offers ordinary brutal Death / Grind with fierce but boring voice. CRANOf 
attack with brutal Death Metal in the vein of CRYPTOPSW The comp ends if 
DESTROYING DIVINITY - darkened Death Metal reminding of M0NSIE5' 
Valuable compilation beyond any doubt! And finally my admirations goto ft 
beautiful girl with the bass guitar whose picture is put on the back of Is HI 
cover. Unfortunately there’s no info about her... 

Tsvetan tea 
FROST UKE ASHES 
.Pure As the Blood Covered Snow‘ Promo CD-R 
§OTD 
When I first took a look at the front cover of this promo CD I thought that I r 
to hear another piece referred either to the sympho-Black or the Gothic genre. 
Just visit the SotD Records page and you’ll find out what I mean! Every 
FROST LIKE ASHES turned out to play wintrily gloomy Black Metal with $of: 
Death / Doom touches... What was most amazing about this recording wash 
I was JUST thinking how much the rifting here was reminding me olSUfl 
SABBATH’s earliest works when the 4U1 track on the CD started and I ended « 
with listening to a cover version of... .After Forever*!!! Definitely .PAIS 
appeared to be a very good lesson for me that judging for the music by hit 
out itself would not always be the best idea... FROST LIKE ASHES’ mate;; \: 
nothing to do with those pathetic moods surrounding like an 80 % of tod?; 
bands in my opinion. The 5 tracks on the CD intrigued me a lot and mad-~ 
feel completely certain of the band's success on me Scene in the near ter: 
http://www.frostlikeashes.com 

Vanya Mamra 
RAVEN BLACK NIGHT 
.Morbid Gladiator* Demo CD-R 
Self Released 
This is the second demo of Australia’s RAVEN BLACK NIGHT and what it offer 
is okavish Doom / Heavy Metal. You can distinguish .Morbid Gladiator* tiyfe 
remarkably adroit Jeads and vocals reminding of CANDLEMASS’ a bit It’s r 
.The White Knight* who is both the guitarist and the singer here and he see-; 
to be on a level sensibly higher than the rest of the band members, wtat 
comes to musical performances. I would advise the other guys to practice 
more, so that some more harmony could be achieved. Atmosphere-wise, the 2 
tracks suggest visions of glorious encounters with fabulously ominous create 
from times forgotten ana probably that’s the reason for me to find .Mate 
Gladiator* sort of nostalgic... The sound quality is far from bad, too. 
RavenBlacknight@hotmail.com 

Vanya Marrow 

GROM OTORIC 
.Dark Fears' Demo CD-R 
Self Released 
I was very surprised to see a Bulgarian name here! GROM OTORIC hafl tom 
Germany and Oimo Dimov guests with some drumming and lyric writing... Well 
I am sony, compatriot, but THIS turned out to be too inferior for a demo record¬ 
ing even! First off: the sound sucks totally! Second: the vocals of Sebastian 
Heilmann are simply excruciating and spoil EVERYTHING by making this Doom 
Metal piece sound like a big bad joke! Still, I could discern that the track con¬ 
structions were not that baa and I could also hear some very good guitar sote 
here and there. But one stork can’t call the spring, guys! What absolutely ft 
me in anyway was tracks 6 and 7 ... GROM OTORlC’s covers of THE CRAN¬ 
BERRIES’ ^Zombie* and METALUCA’s ....And Justice for All*!!! 
qrom otonc@qmx.de 

Vanya Marix*: 
TOTAL MASSACRE 
.Promo 2002‘ Promo CD-R 
Self Released 
With its one-track promo CD this band from Greece offers few minutes of nrr- 
itively straightforward Death Metal. The .Kill My Brain* song leaves you vift 
impression that it has become the result of one of those blitz inspiration visto 
when you should act really fast if you don't want to omit your chance oft? 
ating something, be it unique or merely worthy to attract people's attention to 
In this very case TOTAL MASSACRE have managed comparatively good, bullet's 
see what future will bring though... total massacre@hotmail.com 

Vanya Mam? 
WINGED SERPENT MASTER 
.Serpent SigiP CD-R 
SgH Released 
WINGED SERPENT MASTER is a project of Adhab Al-Farhan (aka lsi 
Nefarious), .Serpent Sigil* is his album #2 and what it offers is i1 Bad 
Death songs that shine with nothing peculiar in my opinion. What I could aad 
in Lord Nefarious’ aid is that he. although being only 20 years old. has ai>:> 
er 3 projects namely METANEMFROST (Industrial / Dark Ambient / Noise), 
AGE PRIMATE TARGET (Industrial / Digital Hard Core) and THE OPIOID (ele¬ 
mental electronics). Get in touch, in case you feel interested. 
http://www.expage.com/wingedserpentmaster 

Vanya Marn:>: 



Jose Afomo: To hear people say stuff like 
“Sweden has BATHORY and Portugal 

has DECAYED”., that is nice! 

This summer something had urged me on visiting the official website of 

DECAYED only to find out that Portugal’s oldschool Black / Death Metallers 

have just finished the work on their latest CD! I haven’t heard Jhe Beast 

Has Risen“ yet but still I am more than certain that the new release is 

intended to be another fuel infernal for all those who might be missing the 

Black Metal sound in its purest, most unrefined form! Still, it is really sad 

when your goals don’t coincide with your bandmates’ ones, since the 

guitarist Jose Afonso is the only DECAYED member left nowadays... So all 

I can do is to wish him good luck with finding more reliable musicians to 

collaborate with in the near future! 

VANYA MAR I HI OVA 

-How does it feel to be involved in a band for 13 years 
already, did anything change for you during that peri¬ 
od of time? 
First of all, it feels like there is no band actually, just 
me trying to accomplish something while people come 
and go. I feel tired and sometimes frustrated for not 
finding people with the same goals and ideals as 
myself. Don’t get me wrong, I’ve made some friends 
in this band, but... It gets tiring after 13 years of look¬ 
ing for people to join the band. Obviously many things 
changed in 13 years. I am older, if not anything else. 
I went through lots of shit, both inside and outside of 
the band and that changed what I am and therefore 
changed the music I create. 
-What changed exactly? Also, why did JM leave the 
band? 
I think that the music nowadays is more... from the 
soul. It is more simple. With time I discovered that life 
is simple; it is Humanity that makes it so damn 
complicated. The best things in life are basic and 
simple and that is what I want to create with music. 
Music should be about feeling and that is what I think 
that I’ve managed to do now with DECAYED. Whenever 
I create something I just use it cause it is „pure“. As 
for why JM left the band, I’m not sure cause the last 
time I saw him was 6 months ago but I was told that 
he is busy with his project IRONSWORD. 
-I was more than glad to leam that DECAYED showed 
up with a new CD! What shall we expect from Jbe 
Beast Has Risen8 and which MOTORHEAD song did 
you insert a cover of there? 
This new album is a sort of „back to the roots8. I 
decided to use some of the old ideas (from ‘91/’93) 
that were never used or recorded. That alone brought 
back some of the feeling that you can get when lis¬ 
tening to the debut album that so many claim as our 
best work ever. But, I just didn’t want to repeat the 
past and there are also lots of stuff that could have 
been included on the „Nockthurnaal“ album. Basically, 
I just tried to combine the first and fourth album into 
one. According to the few who already listened to the 
new album, I have succeeded. The cover we did this 
time is „Rock’n’Roll“. It just felt right after composing 
the whole album. 
-So .The Beast Has Risen8 is meant to be some kind 
of reminiscence? 
Something like that... I think that it was time to close 
a certain chapter. I don’t know. This album was cre¬ 
ated in a very turbulent period of my life and my mind 
wasn’t the most focused at the time, so a lot was 
done upon decisions that now I can’t remember where 
they came from. At the time it felt right, now I think 
that it sounds right. But I wanted to go back to when 
we started this band, when everything was fresh and 
fun... yeah, I think that it was all about .missing the 
good old days8. 
-How did it come about your collaboration with 
DESASTER’s Tormentor? Does this have anything to do 
with the fact that you are DECAYED’s sole member 
now? 
I met Tormentor in August 2002 when DESASTER 
came to do a show in Portugal. I hanged out with Mr. 
Tormentor (a very cool guy) and later on we kept in 
touch. He got hold of our live album and said that he 
would like to play for DECAYED. I was very flattered for 
that and immediately started to think of something to 
do with him. At the time, JM was still in the band so 
it has nothing to do with the fact that I’m the only 
member now. This idea comes from late 2002. 
-Your material as yet was released via different labels, 
why? Was it due to your more specific requirements 
or was it because of the disloyalty of the people you 
worked with thus far? 
There are several reasons why we’ve worked with sev¬ 
eral labels since ‘93. Some of the labels were run by 
incompetent people so they went bankrupt, but after 
Drakkar, everything started working much better. 
We’ve since worked with other labels cause Drakkar is 
just a small label and they can’t put out all the releas¬ 
es that I come up with so I started asking to some 
other labels or labels started asking for material. Since 
we aren’t bound to Drakkar exclusively, we can work 
with whomsoever we decide to. This way, everybody is 
happy. 
-You have plenty of side projects as well - which were 
the ones you put most zeal in? 
My side projects reflect stuff that I went through in my 
life. Each one is different and has different reasons to 
exist or cease to exist. The ones I have invested more 

were HOTH, ALASTOR and NETHERMANCY. 
-Do you find a vent in creating music? 
Hmmm. Not sure. You can call it that, but it is much 
more than just that. I just have these ideas in my 
head, coming from everywhere and I just grab the gui¬ 
tar or the computer or the drum machine or a piece 
of paper and everything becomes real into this world. 
But sometimes it can also be a vent, although I would 
call to play the music more of a vent then the actual 
process of creating it. Did I make sense? 
-2000 appears to be DECAYED’s wildest year about 
live performances; back then you visited Germany, 
Switzerland, Belgium, France, etc... Where did you 
enjoy your stay the most? 
This one is difficult... there were a few shows that 
were memorable. The show in Wermelskirchen, 
Germany (if I’m not mistaken) was pure Metal and for 
that I cannot forget it. The place was good, the sound 
was good and the crowd was just fucking unbeliev¬ 
able. Not to mention the great soup that we had for 
dinner! Everything was just great! The show in the boat 
was also... fucking bizarre and we had the best beer 
of the whole tour. That show where we only had 1 guy 
in front of us was also... different. I don’t know, there 
were several great shows. I just wish that I could do 
it once more... 
-Where else would you love to go on tour and why? 
I would like to do a full European tour so that I could 
check out all the countries that I still haven’t, go back 
to the ones I already went. Why? Cause I love to play 
live and I like to see how people react to my music. 
It’s great to be on stage and have a bunch of 
Metalheads banging to your creations. It just is! 
-How about South America? Fans seem to be quite 

dedicated out there, it’s the bands I’ve heard as yet 
that makes me think so - MYSTIFIER, DEVASTACION, 
OSSUARY, MORTEM, or even earliest SEPULTURA and 
SARCOPHAGO... 
South America is a bit too far to make part of my 
plans. Obviously I would like to play there, if not for 
the similarities in the language, but I don’t think that 
I’ll ever have that chance. 
-When do you feel more contented of being involved 
in a band - on stage or in studio? 
Both, cause they are totally different. When you’re in 
the studio you’re creating something, you can stop, 
think, play it again, experiment with effects and small 
details and when you’re playing live you just... let 
yourself go, what is done is done and you will never 
again have it. It’s a sort of coming and conquering, 
but it is just perfect when the people you’re 
conquering just go crazy and enjoy the music. Some 
people call it a ritual, I call it a „feeding“. 
-How about DECAYED’s status in Portugal for the time 
being? I mean, are you considered as your country’s 
Black Metal coryphaei or are you regarded as the 
antique of today’s Portuguese scene? 
Our status? I don’t know. Some people love us, others 
just hate us, so, in my eyes, either way, we are doing 
it correctly! LOL! The ones that like us and that listen 
to our music (I think) regard us as the old band that 
still kicks ass and that have remained truthful to it’s 
ideals and sound. I’m not sure of what people really 
think, but when they talk to me they say that we are 
something that makes them proud to be Portuguese 
and to me, it just can’t get better than that you know. 
To hear people say stuff like Sweden has BATHORY 
and Portugal has DECAYED8... that is nice. 

-And guess what I dug out recently: that DECAYED 
interview for Sweden’s Immortal Magazine since... 
1995,1 think. You stated there that you felt ashamed 
of living in Portugal, that you didn’t even have a 
scene, etc. Could you say the same things now? 
Yup! Nothing has changed, although some people like 
to think so. Most bands are still more concerned with 
showing off and following what foreign bands do 
instead of trying to come up with something different 
or Metal. Most people don’t even listen to Metal, they 
just listen to some styles of Metal and that is not how 
you should live your life, if you’re a Metalhead. But I 
don’t concern myself with that nowadays, I just do my 
own shit and let the kids have their fun, listen to their 
wild theories about what is true Metal and what is not. 
How can we have a scene if most bands don’t talk to 
each other and musicians don’t want to be labeled as 
Metalheads and the people who listen to the music 
prefer to stay at home, chatting in the internet (being 
evil and misanthropic) instead of attending the shows? 
-Your opinion about the world Metal Scene at 
present? 
Basically, the same as in Portugal! 
-We have been witnessing many reunions of 80’s- 
related bands lately... Honestly speaking, I’m apt of 
associating this all with some people's lightened wal¬ 
lets basically; what is your point though? 
I guess that you’re right in some cases, but I don’t 
give a flying fuck about re-unions cause the ones I’ve 
seen, they suck! The only 2 that I enjoyed were 
NUCLEAR ASSAULT at Wacken and EXODUS, but the 2 
new songs suck! So, let the past rest cause you can’t 
re-live it! Unless you still live it. But when musicians 
start broadening their horizons8 and listening to new 
shit and changing the old songs to sound more 
updated8... FUCK THEM! I mean, I went to see DORO 
in the north of Portugal and everything was perfect, 
except for that stupid guitar player! Jumping when 
playing old WARLOCK songs? Asshole! And those silly 
clothes. Argh! Metal till Death. 
-What would you (not) change if you happen to be 
given the chance of going back in time? 
I would kill the one called Jesus and thus, maybe, just 
maybe, prevent Christianity of rising. I would like to 
see this world if Paganism had prevailed. 
-Which labels do you purchase your CDs from most 
often? Are you listening to Metal only, by the way? 
I don’t buy that many new stuff, but I buy it from 
everywhere cause usually I just like 1 band in each 
label. There are so few worthy, but maybe Iron 
Pegasus is the label with more interesting bands, not 
sure though, but I just bought 3 of their releases, so... 
I never listen only to Metal, I also listen to Rock, but 
I guess that 90% is Metal. 
-How would you feel in case you happen to hear an 
Industrialized cover of a DECAYED track? 
Depends... if it is well done I wouldn’t mind. I think 
that MINISTRY’S „Psalm 69“ is one of the best albums 
ever, so... But then again, that is the only album of 
theirs that I have and it sounds a lot like Thrash Metal. 
LOL! 
-The musician(s) you might dream of collaborating 
with one day? 
Sataniac from DESASTER on vocals. Very good vocals 
I can tell you and live, he rules! Draugen who played 
drums on the first MCD of DARK FUNERAL - what a 
drummer and a very friendly guy. And some good gui¬ 
tar player, but right now I can’t remember of one, 
except Pica who used to play in SACRED SIN. I’m sure 
that there are several more guys I want to work with 
and probably will in the future, but right now my 
fucked up mind just thought of these. 
-Your visions of DECAYED’s future? 
I already have stuff for our 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th 
albums. So, you can expect at least 4 more albums, 
but I must warn you that they might be different from 
what this band did in the past. Now that I’m the only 
member of DECAYED I will do stuff that I sometimes 
did in my side projects. Expect the unexpected. I 
would like to do one final European tour with a great 
line-up, have lots of fun... See all of our releases on 
good old vinyl and leave my mark on the Metal 
Universe. We’ll see what the future will bring. I’ve been 
around for 13 years and I have never surrender. I 
guess that I can hold on for 5 years more. I know that 
I will make lots of people miserable so... 
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-How is your life going and how are you a year 
after Chuck’s death? 
Life is a daily struggle for me without him, 
Chuck is profoundly loved and missed in so 
many ways. He was a very loving and caring 
son, brother and uncle, spending much of his 
time doing things with us. We had dinner 
together most days at his house, he loved to 
cook and barbeque and there were many 
movies, trips, etc. Our lives were filled with 
Chuck and it is very empty now, for all of us. 
-We all know something about what happened. 
But tell us. How Chuck got when he received the 
result of the exams telling that he was sick? 
When Chuck got the news of the tumor he was 
of course upset, but he quickly got into the 
fighting mode that he stayed in throughout his 
fight against that tumor. 
-Do you remember any moment, word or phrase 
from him to you or to others after the revelation 

promised him that we would make sure of it. 
That album was his last, and it was very, very 
important to him. 
-After Chuck’s death and during his treatment 
we had some really praiseworthy movements by 
artists, including some unexpected ones like 
RED HOT CHIU PAPERS, KID ROCK, KORN, etc, 
besides other more Metal names like PANTERA, 
ANTHRAX, EXODUS, etc. Did you have any con¬ 
tact with those artists? 
Yes, I did have contact with them, letters and 
calls, and they spoke of their sorrow for the 
tragic end of Chuck’s fight for life and their 
admiration for Chuck as a musician. Some of 
them were in touch with Chuck when he was in 
recovery the first time in 2001, giving their sup¬ 
port, some very nice caring people. In music 
there is a kinship, no matter what kind of music 
it is, and when there is a problem or sickness, 
whatever, they close ranks and support one 

Chuck got involved with music when he was 9 
years old. His brother, Frank, was killed in an 
accident. They were so close and Chuck was 
devastated, so we bought him a guitar and took 
him for lessons. He loved playing but got tired 
quickly of the lessons, and continued playing on 
his own. He heard KISS play and they were his 
favorite band for years, having quite an influence 
on him. Jimi Hendrix he thought was fantastic 
and he also liked THE DOORS. When he was 
thirteen years old I took him to his first KIT 
concert. 
When he started to play guitar and MNW&ta 
turned into DEATH, what did you think? Did you 
approve his decision? 
I suppose it was because Chuck was never a 
problem child that I accepted his music and 
thought if he liked it, then it was okay. Chuck 
always loved animals and cooking, he told me 
once that if he had not been a musician he 

December 13, 2001 - This date will be always remembered by Metal fans with suffering and pain. The founder of DEATH lost his battle against cancer and 

nobody could believe it. He was a hero for most headbangers, and heroes don’t die, right? Maybe this is not the truth. Chuck Schuldiner is gone and more 

than 2 years after his death, we would find that he was a hero not only to his fans, but also to his family. This was the most difficult interview to do ever. I 

had the idea in mid November and I decided to contact Chuck’s mother, Mrs. Jane Schuldiner. She answered quickly as she does with every journalist and 

also with every fan that Chuck has in this world. We talked for a long time. After sometime, even 1 started to have doubts as to whether or not this inter¬ 

view would be good for her (this was so important) and for Chuck’s fans. I thought about giving up on the idea and she also thought the same. The end. No 

interview. After almost a month, nearing the date of Chuck’s death, Mrs. Schuldiner sent me a message telling me that she was fine with the interview. But 

the period of Chuck’s death, and also Christmas time weren’t very good to Mrs. Schuldiner. So the interview was ready in the first days of January. This was 

one of the longest interviews and easily the most touching interview ever. Mrs. Schuldiner opened wide her feelings, the history of her family, of her son. 

The result of our conversations can give you an idea of how Chuck was as a child, a son, a family member, etc. But it also shows who was behind and sup¬ 

porting him all the time. I only hope that this interview was as important to Mrs. Schuldiner as it’ll be to Chuck’s fans. 

THIAGO PINTO CORREA SARKIS 

of the disease? 
When Chuck came into the door of my house 
and I had to hear those words, I was so devas¬ 
tated. Chuck just put his arms around me and 
we stood there hugging each other. After I 
calmed down, his sister, Chuck and I began 
plans for getting the best help possible. As 
always, we did it together, as a family. 
-In that time, was music the only thing that 
involved Chuck to keep going on and fighting? 
Or did he search for religion or anything like 
that? 
What kept Chuck motivated in his fight was his 
love of his family, his music and the fans, who 
responded with tons of mails of encouragement. 
I can’t stress enough the role they played 
throughout the past three years. And still do. 
-Do you remember what was Chuck listening to 
at that time? Any album or artist in particular? 
I know Chuck listened to music frequently dur¬ 
ing that time, but I do not know the names of 
the artists. He wore headphones a lot. Chuck 
never listened to depressing songs, they were 
about life, much as the songs he wrote. I do 
know he received inspiration and gratification by 
the music he listened to, and as always, CDs 
were always nearby. 
-The first album of CONTROL DENIED says 
already a lot in its title, Jhe Fragile Art Of 
Existence". Even the lyrics of the songs are very 
related to what Chuck would live in his next 
years. It seems like a premonition sometimes. 
Do you have this same feeling? 
No, when that album was written it was well 
before the time Chuck found out he was ill. It 
surely is amazing that it did seem to be a pre¬ 
monition, and when someone said that to, 
Chuck, he said there was nothing to it, there 
was no premonition. Chuck was a philosophical 
person, concerned about many things he saw 
and experienced himself, and his lyrics reflected 
that. Chuck was always in great health through¬ 
out his life until this happened. 
-Talking about CONTROL DENIED, do the mem¬ 
bers still have the idea of completing and releas¬ 
ing the second album, „When Man And Machine 
Collide"? 
Chuck had completed most of his part of the 
new CONTROL DENIED album and his band- 
mates are going to make sure it is completed. 
That was very much on Chuck’s mind and we 

tpcsark@zipmail.com.br 

another. I admire that because it is rare. 
-Which were his closest friends in his final 
days? 
The people closest to Chuck in his final days 
were Richard, the drummer in his band, and 
David, his best friend from 5th grade. Richard 
was always a good friend and he was there for 
Chuck throughout his illness, bringing little 
meaningful presents and sensitivity. He and 
Chuck always had the same sense of humor and 
he made Chuck laugh, he lightened all our lives 
during that time. He has kept in touch and is 
included in special occasions in our family and 
is very dear to us. 
Before this all... did you have any idea of how 
much of an icon Chuck was considered to be 
and how much he was a representative of a 
style to the music world? 
I did know Chuck was a force in his music, but 
not until he became ill I was aware of how very 
large that force was, and still is. From the begin¬ 
ning of Chuck’s illness there were so many 
emails, letters, and gifts of support from fans 
that I had to have help answering them. And 
when they found out that Chuck was being 
denied surgery because of lack of insurance, 
they responded with a roar, sending financial 
support to help him. They were instrumental in 
helping Chuck get the medical help he needed. I 
will always feel close to them for that. 
Let’s get back a bit more. Tell us about Chuck’s 
childhood. 
Chuck was a great child, loving and always so 
good natured that everyone loved him back. I 
always had to caution him against strangers as 
a child because he thought everyone was his 
friend. Chuck played baseball and soccer in 
school, soccer was his favorite. His grades were 
always good throughout school, and this may 
surprise some people, but he always got excel¬ 
lent in conduct. We always camped throughout 
the years when our children were growing up 
and Chuck loved it, the woods, and fishing, hik¬ 
ing, he loved it all. We moved to this neighbor¬ 
hood next to the forest when Chuck was two 
years old and he and his friends spent many 
hours building forts and treehouses when they 
were children. Chuck always told me that he had 
the happiest of childhoods, and he really did. 
When aid he get involved with Metal? Before 
this, what did he listen to? 

would have been either a chef or a veterinarian. 
I always thought that the name of the band 
derived from the death of his brother, and while 
the word had such painful memories, I did not 
object. 
Did you like his music? Since the beginning, did 
you listen to his records and enjoy mem? 
Chuck’s music was very loud and it took me 
some time before I really listened to it with a 
critical ear. I have always loved the drums, and 
early on I loved the way Chuck could play the 
guitar, always amazed at the progression of his 
talent as he taught himself. Chuck could play a 
lot of instruments. He was such an interesting 
person, and my garage was always full of 
young, hungry musicians. Great young people. 
Was Chuck a 24hrs a day Metal man? Which 
other styles he used to listen to? 
Metal was the music Chuck listened to mostly, 
though he liked Jazz very much also. There is no 
music that I don’t like. I always have either the 
radio or television on turned to the music sta¬ 
tions. Chuck did not like country, thinking it was 
a sad music. 
Besides the 2nd CONTROL DENIED album, is 
there more unpublished material that probably 
will see the light soon? 
I did find unpublished songs that Chuck had 
written and lots of demos and there was music 
he had written for a friend in another band, but 
when I asked his friend about it, he didn’t think 
he would go forward with their plans for it. I 
don’t know what plans we have for all of those. 
Which are the last words that you remember 
Chuck saying to you or to another person? 
Chuck’s family were around him at the last and 
many words of love and comfort were spoken. 
It felt as though my heart and soul were break¬ 
ing, and I still feel that way. 
Mrs. Schuldiner, thanks so much for the inter¬ 
view. We know how hard those times are and 
you can count on us. This space is yours to 
leave a message to Chuck’s fans, friends... and 
whatever you want to do. 
I want to thank you, Thiago, for your patience. 
Some of the answers were very difficult and it 
has taken me a long time. My message to 
Chuck’s fans and friends is very much what I 
wrote in his memory December 13th of this 
year. Thank you all for your continued support to 
me and Chuck’s music, he would be so proud. 
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The Spirit of Alftcient Vikings is Musically Revived 
MANEGARM have impressed us quite a lot with their original music based on ancient Nordic folklore, 

Heavy and Black Metal. Being curious to know more about their art and ideas as well as about 
the band itself, we arranged an interview with Eric Grawsio, the band’s drummer / vocalist. 

SIMEON ILIEV 

-Do you like your new album? How long have 
you been writing it? Did you put on the CD 
everything you wanted to? 
Yes, we’re very satisfied with the album. We 
worked on it for a while, I don’t know exactly for 
how long. Everything we wanted is on the CD 
except for one song. We felt that we didn’t get 
it right, so we saved it for the next album. 
-Are you pleased by Displeased Records? You 
have been working with them since 1997. 
The relationship with Displeased Records has 
gotten better and better through the years. We 
have been working with these guys for more 
than 6 years now and it feels good. 
-Why are you playing Viking Metal? Why not reg¬ 
gae or something else? 
Ha, ha... No need to answer that one... 
-What are your musical influences? 
Heavy Metal and Rock N’ Roll in general. 

What are the lyrics of your songs based on? 
The lyrics are mostly inspired and based on our 
heathen heritage. Pierre is the one of us that 
writes most of the lyrics. What inspires him, no 
one knows... 
-What does MANEGARM mean? I know that 
Garm is an evil mythological dog, eating the sun 
on the last day or something. 
Manegarm is the wolf that swallows the moon. 
-Has the style of MANEGARM changed over the 
years? I mean, does your new album differ from 
the old material and if yes, in what? 
The style of MANEGARM hasn’t changed that 
much I think, even if we have slowed down the 
pace. With this new album we feel that we have 
developed our music and matured a bit. I think 
that this is something every band experiences, 

-Do you leam theoretically from Northern folk¬ 
lore to use this knowledge in your song writing? 
No, we don’t. None of us is a theoretical 
musician. It all comes down to expressions and 
to a feeling of what fits in our music. 
-What is this death journey you are on? (I’m 
talking about the title of the album). And where 
is MANEGARM going? 
We're on no death journey ourselves. The title of 
the album is reffered to the ancient Viking buri¬ 
als. We came up with an idea for a title and for 
a front cover and from that idea Kris Verwimp 
made an exellent artwork. 
-Do you have any philosophical influences? 

-What types of bands are you playing with live? 
Do they play Viking Metal too, or some other 
stuff? 
It’s pretty sad to say, but we haven’t played live 
for a very, very long time. I hardly remember 
who we played with the last time we did. 
-How does such kind of music sell in different 
countries? Are you happy with your audiences? 
You have to ask Displeased about that. I don’t 
really know exactly how many records we have 
sold of the previous albums. Hopefully 
“Dodsfard" will do even better. 
-Except for playing in MANEGARM, what are the 
members of the band doing in their everyday 
life? Is there something eccentric about you? 
There’s nothing eccentric about us. Concidering 
we’re not rockstars, we have to work to make 

our living. We all have everyday lives with 
everything that comes with it. 
-What do you think about extremism... political, 
religious, whatever? 
Personally, I’m not into any of these things, so 
I really don’t care that much. To be honest, I 
don’t think extremism is good in any way. 
-Generally speaking, are you satisfied with the 
way the world turns? I know other Metal musi¬ 
cians that are quite pessimistic about the future. 
Of course, I can understand that other 
musicians and other people are pessimistic 
about different things in our world and in our 
future. I am too, in some way. I try not to think 
about the pessimistic things in life that much. 
The answer to your question will have to be that 
I’m contented, generally speaking. 
-Are you planning some big tours, some new 
albums? When are we going to see you in 
Bulgaria or hear your songs on the radio? 
Displeased was talking about a 2 week tour in 
Germany in December / January. Of course 
we’re planning a fourth album. We have started 
writing some new songs and if we’re ready we 
can hopefully record the album in one year from 
now or so. It would be great if we can tour 
Bulgaria and to be played on the radio would of 
course be great as well. Let’s hope the Bulgarian 
radio stations read this. 
-Thanks for the answers. We will be waiting for 
MANEGARM’s next release. Bye. 
Thank you. It’s always fun with interviews. 
Hopefully the waiting for the next album won’t 
be that long. We’ll try to be creative. Bye!! 

& 

„_, _ band from Algeria was the last thing to 
have ever expected to do!!! Thus, .Dhar Ennar (shade of fire) is UTr, 
debut and what it offers is melodic Death / Doom Metal expressed in strar 
forward guitar riffs decorated with delectable leads. The atmosphere isfc 
autumnalty melancholic and Oriental mysterious; construction-wise, the 8 dt- Ksitions are faultless and you can sense that some people just didn’t m 

iir time through the years (UTHAM was founded in July ‘96! 
http.V/wvw.litham.fr.st 

Vanva Marn 
HONEY FOR CHRIST 
.Forging Iron Will" Promo CD-R 
[ElM metal 
In the very first moment I just couldn’t help laughing when I read the nars: 
this band from Northern Ireland... A little bit later I decided that it was a Hi 
Hard Core-oriented. Eventually, the three tracks on .Forging Iron Will tumeci 
to be a 300 % Metal-orientea and quite simple in construction. Okayish, la- 
say. Otherwise, HFC exist since 1998 and fhus far have warmed the crow: 
for bands like CATHEDRAL, ORANGE GOBLIN, LACUNA COIL MY DYING Mi 
NILE, etc. http://www.honeyforchrist.co.uk 

HjTO 
MYSTICE 
.Mystice' Demo CD-R 

Released 

■-. ~7------ _. e totally devoid ol cot 
sistence... recitations in French against the background of organ tunes ate 

-I-->--“- *-J —u |n vocals is I nating chaotically with sleazy guitar riffs and vomit-like vocafs is Ifte cU . 
Despite my sincere sppathy for MYSTICE’s only member Oknam (his to: i 
abundant in tragic losses and accidents!), I would like to advise him to star! 
working harder in the future. What I can add as an interesting detail is la! ire 
band logo was made bv Christophe Szpajdel who turned out to be responsr- 
also for that of... EMPEROR. Contact MYSTICE here: Oknam Nicolas; 5, ft 
Quincy 92170, Vanves 0147362486, France. 

HELLGIUM METAL VanKlte i 

If ANCIENT RITES is the only band that pops up in your head whenever it core 
to Belgian Metal acts, then you should definitely give this compilation a ism 
.From the Belgian Underground 1“ features 21 tracks from 21 bands refer?: 
to genres ranging from melodic Black Metal through rhythmic Deal /Itas 
to raw Grind Core. The bands I enjoyed most were the Death / Thrashers EH 
(RIP), AGATHOCLES (no need of mfroduction. I presume?), GARMENHGF: 
reminding me that 1 haven’t listened to STORM’s .Nordavind* foraces 
ENTHRONED and ANCIENT RITES (need I say anything about these 2 m 
ICONOCLASM (rapid Black / Death), AXAMENTA (euphonic Black / Heavy). CU 
TAR (melodic Black) and CATAFALQUE (melodic Death, the band ex::: 
longer). The rest of the bands are as follows: ABORTED (Death), PANCffi: 
(Death / Black), LEGAL BUTCHERY (Death), KATASSAMALAS (DeakPUBf 

SUHRII 
ITH (Death'/ Grind],'BLOOD SuS 
,rW (brutal r -^ “’“ if Death), IN-QUEST (I 

and ASHfloLEAN (symphonic Black). You can contact ffellcommander 

- PUMSt 
SERIAL BUTCHER (D 6 
-1), ECTOPIA (0 5 

Shotmail.com 

CANAUS ANAUS / STOMBAMFIRER STEDKE ^ 
.Split' CD-R 
twOJASTARACHLEJE Records 
This material would certainly delight anyone who is into those good old Gr:: 
Core bands that are capable of releasing a 10-minute double album! 
CANAUS ANAUS and STOMBAMFIRER STEDKE hail from Poland and this # 
CD-R features the rehearsal of the first since Easter 2001 and the .Live at Ur? 
Fest 2002“ recording of the latter. I am not a fan of stuff like this but si ‘ 
have to choose which band appealed to me more, I would point out ST0UE- 
FIRER STEDKE (their .cover' of DEEP PURPLE’s .Smoke on the Water* etas 
literally did me in, ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!!!). k4*~/A.. 

ZEROTONIN 
, Reinvention ' Promo CD-R 
Menendo music 
The 4 tracks on this promo CD are from the .Institute ot Unlearning* ms 
that ZEROTONIN are still working upon. Well, It is hard (yet quite pointed 
would say!) to refer this band from Belfast to any concrete genre... tne morrr 
you come to the conclusion that you are listening to another PARADISE IKI 
clone, you are suddenly being blown off by typically Nu Metal riffs which, r 
their turn, transform info a pure Hard Core' aural assault! And tWs'isqii 

clue of what ZEROTONIN’s music is like, so you would better hear to vague clue ot what ZERUTONIN’s music is like, so you____ 
yourselves. What I will add in conclusion is that I would love to give the ertr; 
album a listen someday! http://www.zerotonin.co.uk 

BLOODTHRONE Vanya Mam^ 

.Shield of Hate' Promo CD-R 
Forever underground 
These 2 tracks are taken from the upcoming .Shield Of Hate’ release *tn 
appears to be the second one in the discography of New Jersey's BUB 
THRONE. Okay, what we have here is several minutes of rapid and fierce M 
Metal that will certainly appeal to the ordinary fan of the genre. What I mean 
that the promo doesn t shine with anything specific... the BLOODTHRONE te: 
sensibly chosen to walk well-trodden paths... but at least the songs are to* 
constructed and headbang-suggestive. Otherwise, the band exists since m 
and, as I could read from the info-sheet, the guys have played a lot of sto: 
as yet and have opened for such acts as MAYHEM and DARK FUNfflL 
http://www.geocites.com/bloodthrone666 

Vanya Marines 
HEOL TELWEN 
.Mor Braz‘ Promo CD 
Self Released 

as you look at the front cover you can guess what the music on flis as soon as you look at the front cover you can guess what the mi 
promo CD might be dealing with namely folkish Black Metal! HEOL TELWEN hai 
from France and their name means .The Dark Sun“ in the Breton1 
am not into stuff like that but if I have to be completely impartial I woulfa, 
that the four songs sound far from bad with these Irish flute tunes and choirs. 
Highly recommendable for all CRUACHAN and FALKENBACH admirers! 
htfp://www.heoltelwen.fr.st 

DISHARMONIC 
.Unholy Remains‘ Demo CD-R 
Self Released 
This Greek band was formed in 2001 and what its .Unholy Remains* demo 
offers is 4 tracks oriented to the Death/Core blend. Not a bad beginning,! would 
say... The sound quality is ok too. If you are interested, contact DISHARMONIC 
here: disharmonic666@hotmail.com 

Vanya Manner* 
DEGRADE 
.Feasting On Bloody Chunks' Demo CD-R 
Self Released 
Sweden s DEGRADE was devised in 2001 and this is the band’s first recorcrc 
ever. The demo title speaks quite eloquently of what you should be expecirc 
from these 4 tracks namely sheer, brutal Death Metal. Rather good begnrang. 
if you ask me! http://www.deorade.tk 

Vanya M 

romo. ANAEL delivers slow and urfr 
Hack Metal. There are some ‘ 

ANAEL 
Necromantic Rituals' Promo CD-R 

Self-released 
I can’t say I’m very excited about this 
tunately extremely monotonous Doom i____ 
sages where the Black Metal influence is clear but the songs sound pretty sim¬ 
ilar. It becomes even boring at moments. ANAEL will find their audience butte, 
still have a lot of work to do. Contact them at: www.anael.de 
v Tsvetan Racto 

.We Worship..: Vot 1DCD-R 
AMF / VOGORT/ CHRISTFUCK 
Here you have a compilation from Bulgaria that would do just fine for ape 
who feels eager of exploring the Underground depths more thoroughly! Mot 
„We Worship...’ offers is 29 tracks by bands hailing from different comers cf 
the world Bulgaria, Russia. Norway. Brazil, Columbia, Gei 
Style-wise, the compilation is Black foetal-dedicated except for the ee 
tiful Ambient tracks by Norway’s NORTHAUNT and Finland’s JAAP0R1 

of_r.. 
Bulgarian bands so, if you___ 
activity in our country more closely, do not hesitate to use the email address 
left below! AMF Productions: chrisffuck@abv.bg 
_Vanya Marine 



Sverre Daehli: Attention children: cassettes were the only medium to do trading with in the old days 

so It was not a question of choice to be tme Underground or whatever! 
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AUDIOPA 

Funny, when I learned about this Norwegian act like 5 years ago its name left me with the impres¬ 
sion that these dudes were supposed to play either Noise Core or wackier Industrial stuff... 

Nevertheless, what I heard with my own two ears from the „Revel In Desecration" demo CD last 
spring gave me the quite unambiguous clue that the AUDIOPAIN are in fact some of the most 

zealous and reliable spreaders of the 80’s Thrash rage! When I contacted the fronter Sverre Daehli 
for a possible interview, he was busy with rehearsing with the band for their participation in 

Inferno 2003 and eventually proved to be a really cool guy for keeping his promise to answer my 
questions as soon as the festival ends! Apart from that, Sverre showed quite a fresh humour 

sense by responding to my requests for some AUDIOPAIN photos with an excruciating collage of 3 
guys in their early 50’s smiling against the background of the band logo! Ha-ha, I still got FIVE 

awesome concert pics... mega thanks to Jan F of www.beattheblizzard.com for sending them to 
me! Okay, enough with the intros, read this interview and leam once and for all what terms like 

^underground" and „oldschool“ are truly supposed to be about!!! 

VANYA MAR I NOVA 

-I will have to admit that AUDIOPAIN is not very well 
known in our country yet.. Would you introduce our 
Bulgarian readers to your band’s essence - how did 
you start it all, etc? 
AUDIOPAIN is a totally independent Thrash act from 
the Oslo area in Norway, playing a style comparable to 
the 80’s Thrash Metal, though with our original twist. 
We’ve played together since the end of ’96, and have 
released 4 demos / selfprods since then. AUDIOPAIN 
are mainly a live act, and have focused the song writ¬ 
ing to fit on stage. The respond from the Underground 
has been very good all from the beginning, and during 
the years we’ve played a good amount of gigs with 
major bands like MAYHEM, G0RG0R0TH, ZYKLON, 
RED HARVEST, 1349 and AURA NOIR among others, 
as well as at most Metal festivals here in Norway. The 
word out there is that we deliver the goods on stage, 
and that is also our first priority. You don’t know 
AUDIOPAIN before you’ve seen us live! 
-Have you (all) been involved in other projects before 
forming AUDIOPAIN? 
Yes, but nothing interesting to you. Just some local 
teenager bands. 
-“Revel In Desecration" is the only recording I’ve heard 
from you as yet and it literally did me in with its 
thrashing relentlessness! Do you miss the 1980s? 
He-he... Well, musically a definite „Yes!“, but else-wise 
.not really". I’m not a nostalgic nerd totally devoted to 
everything surrounding the style of music I like. Music 
is one thing, but the other trends is a different story. 
I laugh at those youngsters that totally devour every¬ 
thing that can be linked to what they believe is correct 
for their new interest. Teenagers that change style of 
music one day, and behave like an old-timer the day 
after. Posers! 
-Which bands opened your heart for Metal as a whole? 
To name the most influential... First KISS in the early 
eighties, then W.A.S.P. around 1984, then MAIDEN and 
METALLICA later mid eighties, then SLAYER and, 
MEGADETH in the end of the decade. After that I can-’ 
not really keep a track... 
-Speaking of this very genre... I’ve come across plen-1 
ty of people being apt of shrinking Metal to rivers of 
beer and adolescent aggro basically. I’m sure you 
have encountered such individuals as well - what have 
your responses been in such situations? 
Let them drink! I don’t care, as long as they don’t 
interrupt me. I’m more into making music than to be 
a Metal fan, so I’m not one of the stereotypes you 
know. But, without these maniacs there wouldn’t be; 
any scene at all. And, I also like to have a drink or 
two, so to say too much about this would be like 
shooting myself in my foot. Cheers! 
-Do you listen to stuff other than Metal? 
Some, but not too much. I like some pop, some rock, 
some classical and some prog / psycho. I hate R’n’B, 
soul, rap, disco, dance, latino, reggae, trance and 
opera. The other guys in the band are more into dif¬ 
ferent styles of music though. 
-Back to AUDIOPAIN again: the .Revel..." tracklist font 
reminded me of those threatening messages from the 
movies where the murderer cuts separate letters from 
newspapers so that he couldn’t be caught by his 
handwriting... Was this very detail from the CD layout 

intended to be a hint of the mean instincts sleeping 
inside of us all? 
No, I don’t know for sure, but I believe that was only 
a question of graphical choice. Kim that does our 
cover art has totally free hands while making our cov¬ 
ers, and I think he was only trying to use a different 

'setting. He does all our cover and artwork, and is a 
very good friend of ours. A great artist, and also a 
good composer. He plays in several projects with my 
bandmate Petter, and they play everything from the 
most extreme Metal to Electronica. Among others he’s 
in the bands M and THE HAPPY NIHILISTS. 
-And how did it come to Fenriz’ contribution with the 
.Infuriation Scalp" lyric??? 
We were one lyric short while recording the “Revel In 
Desecration" release, and on proposal he wrote 
.Infuriation Scalp" to us. He’s a friend of ours, and 
therefore also natural to ask. An honour to us, and a 
tribute to a man that we really respect. A great lyricist! 
-I noticed that one of the bands you mentioned in your 
thanklist on .Revel..." was NOCTURNAL BREED - 
what’s going on with these dudes nowadays? I haven’t 
heard about them for ages... 
Who knows? I guess they are preparing some new 
releases or something. I haven’t seen them perform 
for a while, but at least they played the X-mass party 
in Oslo last year. They have a new guitarist now. 
-All that I managed to find about AUDIOPAIN in the 
Internet was several reviews and interviews... Is this 
supposed to mean that you prefer staying more 
Underground (for now)? 
We prefer to be in charge of our own music, 
Underground or not. We focus on what we believe is 
important, and don’t really care about what others 
expect from a band of today. We think it’s best to just 
release good music and do good shows. Then the rep¬ 
utation can grow on that. Not that it’s very important 
to us what others might think of us. The most com¬ 
mon way for a new band to do things today is to start 
out by spreading big words about themselves on the 

• internet, and then make a big fuss about their “great 
band" even before they have recorded a single tone or 

\ played one fucking gig. I have nothing against web¬ 
sites as for what it is, but when small non-established 
bands start out by making their flashy website before 
they even have a line-up, that’s just stupid. A website 
demands info, useful info that is, and a host that have 
the time to update it now and then. We have neither' 
the skill nor the time to do that. We don’t actually have 
so much interesting news to add either, so therefore 
we don’t need a website. Personally I prefer printed 
magazines to internet sites anyway. 
-Will we see an AUDIOPAIN full-length CD soon? (say 
yes, say yes...) 
Nope, nothing planned by now. I guess we’ll record 
some more six-trackers, and maybe a 7 inch vinyl or 
two. But, we don’t have this tight schedule, so I real¬ 
ly don’t know. Maybe one time in the future. 
-You have plenty of concerts behind your backs 
already - what do stage appearances fuel you up with? 
Beers and adrenaline. It’s always a kick to play live, 
and that’s the one reason we do this in the first place, 
so it’s also our main motivation factor. It’s always cool 
to meet and talk to fans and friends. 

-You also participated in this year’s Inferno Festival in 
Oslo - how did the crowd accept you? I’m asking 
about fans from abroad basically... 
Great responds! We did a 45-minute set, about 12 
songs, and it went ok. The crowd was very good, and 
I heard from everyone that we had a good sound that 
day. So, tax again to our soundman and „5th wheel" 
Bjorn. We love you! 
-Which countries would you like to visit on tour in the 
future? 
Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Syria, Lebanon and Burma. Or, 
if that’s not going to happen, Europe. All of Europe 
that is. As long as there is people around, there will 
always be an oldschool Thrash fan around. True 
Thrashers never surrender to commercialism. It’s in 
the blood! 
-Your opinion about today’s Metal Scene? 
Crap. Like all genera Metal is filled to the brim with 
uninteresting bands and parasites to the Scene. I don’t 
feel any bonds or commitments to the latex and make¬ 
up scene of today, and I don’t feel that I have anything 
in common with the most of the newschool Metal 
acts. I have my connections to the oldschoolers, and 
as for that Oslo has a pretty good scene actually. I 
believe those into the 80’s style have stayed the same 
for so long now, that it proves how stabile and lasting I it is. The new styles are way too trend-dependent. I 
don’t listen to any of the new genera, and that is not 
a choice of principle, just taste. There really are no 
interesting new styles. Anyway, there’s always a cou¬ 
ple of retro bands, or old bands that never changed, 
so I am still into the Scene. Caution: that is as long 
as the retrospective bands don’t just copy their 
heroes, and make nothing but 2nd grade versions of 
old classics. There are way too many bands out there 
just focusing on their own reputation within the Scene. 
They have nothing new to offer, just playing what they 
know is “correct", so they’ll have the chance to label 

in total, so it’s only natural. BUT, even though I rated 
myself as a Black Metal fan before, I don’t anymore. I 
cannot be labeled as anything that also includes fans 
of DIMMU BORGIR and CRADLE OF FILTH. I only listen 
to old BM, and today it is almost only the older bands 
that release anything of interest. I’m talking about 
DARKTHRONE, MAYHEM, IMMORTAL, etc. Bands from 
the new wave, including the sympho-bullshit, are noth¬ 
ing but annoying to me. I see no reason to label bands 
like DIMMU to the same genera as for example DARK- 
THRONE. Black Metal is ugly and raw, DIMMU is pol¬ 
ished and melodic sing-along Metal. These newest 
“contributions" to the Scene are merely money 
machines made to milk out every drop of attention to 
the Scene, and make money based on others’ hard 
work, quality and originality. They are raping the true 
intentions of these very genera, and have blurred the 
focus into a huge scene with a parodic trademark. The 
true essence of Black Metal has been neglected in 
favour of money. Hate! Great unsigned / underdog 
bands in my opinion are FURZE, LAMENTED SOULS 
(old timers re-fueled), NATTERFROST (the C. FOREST 
mainman) and AMOK. There are also some runner-ups 
like VESEN, HELLISH ORKESTRA and DEAD TROOPER, 
and some more established bands such as 1349. 
-As I mentioned Norway... Time ago I was told that 
pubs out there close at 11pm - is this true?!? Also, 
where would you recommend me (not) to go in case 
I happen to visit your country one day? I know about 
Elm Street already... 
No, it’s not true. The pubs close at 3.305/77. In Oslo \ 

there are also some places named Rock-In, Gamlaj 
Last Train and Nylon that deal with Metal and Hard* 
Rock. In Bergen there’s a place called Garage that has 
sort of the same aura as Oslo’s Elm Street. 
-Have you ever felt so down that leaving AUDIOPAIN 
even could have been quite an acceptable idea for 

y 

you? 
themselves as oldschool and true and such. It seems No, on the contrary. AUDIOPAIN is one of the few 
like many of the newcomers are more interested in fol- r things I must do. Playing in the band is both an 
lowing their imaginary strict rules for oldschool Metal, escape from the boring reality and an aggression 
and thereby gain a certain credit within their internet - release. My way to use all my creativity. Therapy for 
reality than to actually contribute with something orig- the untreatable! 
inal. I don’t know if I shall laugh or cry when I see how, -What is capable of flipping you out? 
the new oldschoolers behave. These young guys make- Norwegian politicians. I am mostly fed up with ail our? 
their own set of rules for how they think an oldschool 
band should be, mostly image related, and follow 

• these pathetic self-made laws blindly. Like if any true 
oldschool fan would care about if anyone wears a long 
sleeve or a girlie instead of a T-shirt. And the stupid 
thing about releasing MCs only. Attention children: 
cassettes were the only medium to do trading with in 
the old days. It was not a question of choice, to be 
true Underground or whatever. You are all too young 
to even remember the times when MCs were in use. 
If you believe you are a true oldschool maniac because 
of such ridiculous behaviour, you are nothing but a. 
poser! Fuck off for taking focus away from the only] 
thing that matters: the actual music. 

i 

stupid laws. Norway is the world’s biggest kinder- T 
garten, where we have no free will about whatsoever. 
-Which people do you regard as more dangerous - 
fools or lunatics? 
Fools. Lunatics can on occasion make great art, so at 
least they have something to contribute with. 
-What are you sick of lately? 
Posers. People that change like chameleons to fit into 
a new setting. Young nerds that have a history of 
everything but true Metal, now turning around to point 
their fingers at newcomers and acting like they have 
been in the game for a long time. New bands that have 
nothing but image to lean on. The shallow scene of 
today’s Metal in general. Trends. Hail all bands that 

-Do you (sometimes) feel annoyed by the fact thatf rehearse, record, play gigs and communicate by their 
Norway is being referred to Black Metal basically? If music in itself. You will win eventually! Fuck! 
yes, now’s the time to add some new names... Band contact: 
Well, not really. Norway has a tremendous Black Metal| Sverre Daehli, Huldreveien 59, 
scene, and has made a huge impression on that scene* 1388-Bergen, Norway 

Email: audiopain@hotmail.com 



Xarfax: Man is capable to 

commit terrible, horrible 

and illogical acts mainly 

due to lack of imagination, 

narrowmindedness and 

shortsightedness. 

Definitely it’s not easy to be 
involved with a Black Metal band 
nowadays, without being com¬ 
pared to any of Scandinavia’s 
acts from the 90’s first half basi¬ 

cally... Russia’s MIND ECLIPSE is not different at this point, but still ^Chronicles 
of Chaos" was like a whiff of fresh air for me both at musical and lyrical point! 
Like I mentioned in my review for the CD already, I am really sorry that the guys 
couldn’t come to Bulgaria on April 30, 2003 - the way the bassist Xarfax and 
the guitarist Master M answered my questions left me with the impression that 
we could have had a great talk but anyway, the milk was spilled and crying won’t 
bring it back so... 

VANYA MAR I NOVA 

-At first, congratulations about your stunning CD! 
Bands like yours keep me still optimistic about the 
Black Metal future... You’re obviously well experienced 
musicians, so I suppose you’ve played in other bands 
before forming MIND ECUPSE? 
Xarfax: Thanks, it’s nice to hear. Actually prior to 
founding ME, none of us was really into Metal and 
consequently were not involved with any projects. Only 
our drummer Battlefield has studied percussions at 
music school since he was 7, taking up drums short¬ 
ly before joining our band. The exception is our cur¬ 
rent vocalist Velingor who began his music endeavour 
as a bassplayer in the early 90’s with the legendary 
group SCALD, which later ceased its existence and 
changed its name to TUMULUS. 
-I am very sorry that you didn’t come to Bulgaria on 
April 30 - what happened actually? 
Xarfax: What happened was that the people who were 
entrusted with the responsibility of organizing this trip 
failed to follow through. In half an year of preparation 
they did not find out the situation with visas, their fees, 
nor the transportation costs. On top of this, a couple 
of days before our departure we were informed that 
there were enough money to cover the fare of only one 
band... and that band was not us. Later on, right 
before the departure it became apparent that their 
information as to the ticket fare had been incorrect 
and the available funds would have been enough for 
both bands. Though we decided not to reconsider. We 
see our only fault in entrusting this task to those peo¬ 
ple, next time we will do everything ourselves. 
-As I could notice from your webpage, you have plen¬ 
ty of concerts behind your backs yet... What do you 
remember your very first stage appearance with? 
Xarfax: Yes, we play shows regularly - at least once 
every two months. I hope that in the future there will 
be more of them. I remember well our first stage 
appearance. Of course, there were stage jitters. 
However, the audience received us very well - they 
were going crazy the whole set. My memories of'that 
night are truly fond. It’s possible that this somewhat 
influenced our drive to continue playing, playing better 
and more professionally with every show. 
-The „Chaos Chronicles" production is just excellent! 
Was it hard to find a decent studio where to record 
your material at? By the way, what’s the situation in 
Russia about studios? 
Xarfax: We were looking for a studio for about a year, 
we even recorded sample tracks at different locations. 
As a result, the instruments were recorded at one of 
the better quality studios in Yaroslavl. Then the mate¬ 
rial was sent for mastering to. Arkady Navaho at 
Navaho Hut Rec in Moscow (he is also a guitarist in 
a band named THRON). He is the one who should be 
credited with such sound quality - Arkady is a true 
professional and, most importantly, he understands 
the idea of Metal and knows how this music should 

sound. Good studios in Russia are few (and in 
between). They’re mainly located in large cities - 
Moscow, St. Peterburg. Though I doubt that they can 
complete with the established recording outfits of the 
world. An additional aspect is the „Metal illiteracy” of 
the sound technicians as to recording and mastering 
of Metal and other unorthodox styles of music. You 
could spend a lot of money and still end up with a 
result that is far below your expectations. Also, we 
don’t have an established pricing system and studios 
sometimes ask ridiculous prices, often completely out 
of balance with their abilities. But you usually don’t 
have much choice. 
-Since I mentioned your country’s name... I happened 
to catch the 80’s last train so I remember that metal- 
heads in ex-socialist countries were treated like crim¬ 
inals almost. Do you have memories referred to that 
period of time and how do you view Russia’s current 
attitude toward Metal as? 
Xarfax: Good ol’ times. In the 70’s - 80’s you could 
be thrown in jail for having long hair or the cops would 
forcefully shave your head. It was forbidden to stand 
out of the crowd. Long hair was your sign to your 
fondness of Rock music and consequently to capital¬ 
ism as well. There were lots of stupid and strange 
things in socialist ideology... Luckily, I virtually 
bypassed this period. Now the situation is much bet¬ 
ter. No one is against your musical aspirations. But 
not much help is to be found either - everything is 
hinged on pure enthusiasm. Though to get beaten up 
by street thugs because of your appearance is just as 
easy today. Crime is flourishing in Russia - it’s best 
not to venture out alone at night. 
-I have been pondering over Metal music alot... what 
it has been attracting people with, etc... What did you 
find here yourselves, and which were the very first 
names you came across? 
Master M: To me Metal is a natural expressing of my 
feelings and emotions, and I’d be hard pressed to 
imagine my life without Metal music. It is an integral 
part of my existence and I can’t even think what I 
could have kept myself busy with if I hadn’t taken up 
this „dark“ hobby. My initiation was Jhe Master of 
Puppets” of METALLICA, and this was an eye-opener. 
„Dang! That’s what real music is like”, I thought to 
myself. Then I discovered SLAYER, MEGADETH, 
SEPULTURA... and the whole thing just started to roll. 
-How about the bands that urged you to start making 
music on your turn? 
Master M: A bit later I started to follow the art of 
Scandinavian Black Metal groups like EMPEROR, 
IMMORTAL, SATYRICON, MAYHEM, DARK FUNERAL, 
which basically served as a catalyst to creating our 
own band. 
-Did anything change ever since you devised MIND 
ECUPSE? 
Master M: I’m not sure exactly what you mean - if 

you’re asking abopt our music,’ then yes, it’s under¬ 
going constant changes. It’s clearly evident if you 
compare our first and last albums. Or are you refer¬ 
ring to my musical preferences? They are as well on 
a constant path of progress. Right now I like brutal 
and aggressive Death Metal bands such as MORBID 
ANGEL, VADER, NILE, HATE ETERNAL, IMMOLATION, 
MYRKSKOG, ZYKLON. 
-In the meantime some people here, after giving your 
CD a listen, compared you to ZYKLON, EMPEROR and 
IMMORTAL. Has the same happened in Russia as well 
and, in case it has, what have your responses been 
like? 
Master M: Indeed, in Russia we were quite frequently 
compared to IMMORTAL, less often to EMPEROR circa 
‘99-’00. What’s interesting is that in our first work, 
which differs quite radically from the „Chaos 
Chronicles”, similarities were found with the same 
IMMORTAL and EMPEROR, though of their earlier 
work. So this interconnection is quite easy to follow. 
We haven’t been compared to ZYKLON yet, because 
this band is practically unknown in Russia to an aver¬ 
age listener, though I have heard their debut „World ov 
Worms” - really excellent work. 
-As I touched on this about ZYKLON, EMPEROR and 
IMMORTAL how do you find Norway’s extreme scene 
nowadays? Which bands have you been enjoying most 

Master M: The Norwegian Scene is stronger than ever. 
The bands like ZYKLON, MYRKSKOG and MAYHEM 
breathed new life into Black Metal by crossing it with 
other extreme genres like Death and Industrial. 
Unfortunately, EMPEROR broke up 2 years ago (and 
IMMORTAL too, just tomorrow), but I think it was a 
natural step in their evolution - the musicians went to 
follow their own paths. The latest works of DIMMU 
BORGIR, IMMORTAL, SATYRICON and THE KOVENANT 
are really great as well. 
-Is it easy to create truely original Black Metal in times 
when the World Scene is literally acrawl with bands 
referred to this very style? 
Master M: Well, first of all, I wouldn’t claim that ours 
is an absolutely original material, borrowing to some 
extent was unavoidable. The aforementioned compar¬ 
isons to IMMORTAL and EMPEROR are the evidence 
of that. We’re constantly in a search mode, seeking 
our own niche, our path of evolution. And anyway, I 
think that at this point the style of MIND ECLIPSE has 
just begun to take shape and a lot is still ahead of us. 
As to absolutely original material and style, I think that 
MAYHEM’S „Grand Declaration of War” would be a 
good example. That’s where all the conventions and 
boundaries of styles and approaches to composition 
were broken. 
-Have you been emailed by fans from abroad as yet? 
Master M: Practically no, since our first album was 
distributed in Russia and the former USSR only, and 
the second one came out just recently and have not 
yet received much feedback in print. 
-The lyrics on „Chaos Chronicles” had a huge impact 
on me for their bitterness... Do you regard existential¬ 
ism as the trend that mirrors the world we live in most 
successfully? 
Xarfax: The author of the lyrics was our former vocal¬ 
ist Teufel Bloodhorn. At present we collaborate with 
him only in writing new texts - he will be the author of 

the lyrics on our new album as well. I think I could 
agree with this notion - people should be responsible 
for their actions. Man is capable to commit terrible, 
horrible and illogical acts, mainly due to lack of imag¬ 
ination, narrowmindedness and shortsightedness. 
Also, the human memory erases quickly and man is 
capable to repeat his mistakes over and over. Luckily, 
there is a certain number of people in the world who 
keep the scale in balance - they understand the con¬ 
sequences of various acts and deeds. 
-Do you believe that it is destiny that navigates us ai 
entirely or do you think that we are free to choose 
which paths to follow? 
Xarfax: I adhere to the second notion - we build our 
own destiny. At present you yourself determine what 
your future is to be, and your past prepares your pre¬ 
sent. All my past experiences forged me into who I am 
today. I have changed significantly over the last 5 
years - the process is ongoing. I believe that one ol 
the purposes of life is the constant battle of the self, 
the progress. It’s a different matter that the majority 
of population simply lives in the beaten rut that was 
prepared for them by the parents and society. The 
same people wish not to express their individuality and 
are afraid to be perceived different than others. And so 
they live their limited lives, simply executing pre-pro¬ 
grammed instructions dictated by society, as society 
is interested in faceless pawns, obedient screws of its 
machine. Very few find strength to break the chains 
and throw a challenge. 
-Are you apt of accepting Oscar Wilde’s dictum that 
religion is today’s faith substitute? 
Xarfax: People adhere to religious doctrines for they 
fear the imminent punishment for disobedience. It’s a 
baseless fear, logically unsupported. Many need reli¬ 
gion as a containing factor without which they lose 
certain ethical values, degrade morally for inability of 
self-control in an environment of unempeded freedom. 
To some religion is a rod they grasp onto to steady 
themselves in this life, for they lack the strength to 
stand up on their own and life’s travails have broken 
their will. I personally have no need for religion, I am 
capable of controlling my own actions and take 
responsibility for them. 
-Could depression or anger be reliable inspiration 
sources? 
Xarfax: I presume yes. The history has many examples 
where such emotions influenced many people in cre¬ 
ating great pieces of art. I myself, when writing music, 
am usually guided by sudden gusts of inspiration - 
they’re like some cosmic waves. The music is in your 
head, you just have to translate it into notes. 
-Do you consider attractive cover artwork and luxury 
packaging as a guarantee for good CD sales or do p 
regard them as armour for incapacity pretty often? 
Xarfax: I feel that the cover should complement the 
music on the disk. It gives a certain color, helps to 
uncover some emotions and ideas incorporated into 
the project, creates the right mood. Though it’s not a 
secret that a bright and expressive cover can greatly 
increase sales in general buying population due to its 
attractive appearance. And not always a worthy cover 
contains a worthy content. 
-I assume that deep inside you have been dreaming of 
the moment when you will not need to bust your asses 
to earn for a living as being involved with MIND 
ECLIPSE will be quite enough... What if the pleasure of 
playing in a band disappears, in case this happens??? 
Xarfax: I am not sure that such can happen, since 
extreme Metal cannot bring money enough to sustain 
yourself. If such things were to happen, then we would 
only be happier since we would have more time to 
spend on the band and the satisfaction with our play¬ 
ing would increase due to improved quality. If howev¬ 
er some future event were to put an end to MIND 
ECLIPSE, I think I’d be able to find ways to express 
myself that would bring satisfaction, as well as money 
that to provide for a dignified old age, ha-ha-ha... 
-The outfits you dream of touring with someday? 
Master M: I dream to tour the States with MORBID 
ANGEL, HATE ETERNAL and NILE. 

Website: http://mindeclipse.yaroslavl.ru 



Wanna get your heads crashed?? 
I still remember when I heard the debut album of INGROWING for the first time, it imme¬ 
diately grabbed my attention and this band became one of my personal favourites coming 
from the huge Czech Underground scene, Several times I tried to get in touch with their 

previous label Shindy Productions to do an intie with the band, but I haven’t got any 
response from the label. But, when INGROWING moved to Curby’s Obscene Productions, I 
was sure that I would reach the band this time. So, here you have the pleasure to read 

the interview with Vlakin (bass), a very cool guy definitely... 

CHAVDAR TZACHKOV 

ply because we didn’t have any at that time, except for those 
ones, which you can see, he-he! No, man! I’m joking, but we 
don’t really make pictures of us a lot and then, when we need 
some, we don’t have any! We’ll have to probably work on it, 
he-he... 
-I found your lyrics rather strange, the typically gory and vio¬ 
lent topics are missing but still your overall message seems 
to be quite pessimistic -1 can almost see what the end of the 
world is going to be like. That’s what I see at least, so you 
can tell me what is what maybe? 
The lyrics on .Sunrape. are really specific and full of allego¬ 
ry. They’re made by Chpus from ISACAARUM, who does 
them for us since we formed. He writes for us most of our 
lyrics and we’re really happy with his work. On each album 

was expecting more from NASUM and MACABRE. NASUM put 
their bar by their last album ...Human 2.0, too high and 
according to my opinion, they didn’t manage by their new 
album to overcome it. „Helvete„ is a great album, but not 
excellent!!! MACABRE have an excellent sound on .Murder 
Metal,, but I’d say they start to repeat themselves a bit. But 
that’s just a question of an opinion. Maybe I’m too critical. It’s 
because both bands belong to my absolute favourites and I 
always expect from them something extra! On the other hand, 
I shitted into my pants from the new EXHUMED ,Anatomy Is 
Destiny, album, or from MISERY INDEX and their Retaliate,. 
From the Czech bands it was especially CEREBRAL 
TURBULENCY’s ,Germ Of Error,. The last SLAYER album is 
great! Tom Araya shouts as never before! SLAYER is a band 

-First of all, I really hope you’ll enjoy this interview. How are 
the members of INGROWING doing right now? Is everything 
ok? Is it cold in the Czech Republic at the moment?? 
Hi! Big cheers to you and all supporters of the extreme music 
in Bulgaria. First of all, I’d like to say to you a big thanks for 
the support which you give us in you great magazine! Be sure, 
I'm gonna enjoy this intie really very much, because this is our 
first time of doing something to Bulgaria!!! Ok, let’s go! The 
last gig, which we participated on, was on the 13" of 
December and since then, we’ve been having a rest after the 
long and busy year that passed. But we’re gonna go on the 
stage again soon! Both in the Czech Republic and abroad. We 
also spend lots of time in our rehearsal room by putting 
together some new tracks. Otherwise, we’re alright, just hav¬ 
ing common problems like everyone else. What concerns that 
cold, I must say only one thing... I can't wait to end this fuck¬ 
ing cold up! I hate winter! It’s the same every fucking year! At 
the moment, here’s not so cold as it could be, I guess 12 
degrees or so, but it should freeze again soon! I hate winter! 
-I guess you guys have a good sources of inspiration to cre¬ 
ate Death / Grind Metal. It is enough to turn on your TV on 
CNN or other news channel - the war in Iraq, the war in 
Afghanistan, it seems that death is everywhere, eh?! 
You’re right. TV channels are all the time full of news from 
various battlefields, everywhere people are dying and it does¬ 
n’t seem to stop. Humans are helpless creatures and when 
they one day die out, it’ll be only their fault. We’re happy to 
live in a quite peaceful part of this world. On CNN there are 
bollocks 24 hours a day, exactly how NAILBOMB sings! But I 
don’t think that this would have an effect on our music any¬ 
how. We play Grind Core, because we love it and not because 
we wanna ventilate some depressions from today’s world. Of 
course, we’re not happy about it, but it does have an effect 
neither on our music nor lyrics. 
-So, I think it would be good to tell how you started the band, 
what your first steps were like, peeks, line-up diffusions or 
everything that we must know about INGROWING. By the way, 
how did you come to this name? 
We formed in July ‘95. The line up was Vlakin... bass / voice, 
Pouzar... guitar, Milan... guitar, and Zbyna... drums. We all 
had some experiences from the past. Zbyna played in a bru¬ 
tal Death horde EXHUMACE and the rest of us came from 
PLASTIC GRAVE. At that time, this band was over and that was 
the main reason for INGROWING to be born. We wanted to 
play faster, more extremely and more technically. We wanted 
pure massacre! At that time, we were very influenced by the 
first BRUTAL TRUTH album .Extreme Conditions...,. Zbyna was 
for us just the right man and during the first half of the year 
we made enough material to release our first .Perverted Look 
at the World, demo. It was out in ’96 on tape and half a year 
later was released also on CD as a split with DEFLORACE. 
Meanwhile, we started to play some live shows, for the time 
being only in our homeland. In December ’96 Milan left us, 
because of personal reasons, and a year later we took on 
Eddie (ex-PATHOLOGY STENCH). Since then, our line up has¬ 
n’t been changed and that makes us happy!!! We hope to be 
around in the same line up forever! During those years we’ve 
played more than 350 shows around the Czech Republic and 
abroad, we’ve toured Europe twice, released plenty of split 
EP's on tape and CD, appeared on many compilations and 
threw out 3 full-length CD’s. I think we can look back with 
ease now. And what concerns our name INGROWING, it was 
thought of by my ex-girlfriend. We fell in love with that name 
immediately. Short, striking, easy to remember and also orig¬ 
inal, hopefully. 
-I’m fucking glad that you decided to work with Curby and 
Obscene because this guy is obsessed with the Underground 
and he did a lot for the Scene. I doubt there is a better label 
in the Czech Republic for the style that you play! Am I right??? 
Without doubts!!! The Czech UG has a good name in the 
world, and I guess Curby has a lion’s share on that! He start¬ 
ed somewhere in ‘91, making his own fanzine, later he found 
distro and eventually label Obscene Productions. From releas¬ 
ing tapes and vinyls he got to CD's, making gigs and to the 

one of the best festivals in Europe. Nowadays there are more 
quality labels, but Obscene Prods is for me far the best one 
around and also abroad has the best credit of all. When we 
started as INGROWING, it was my dream to get under 
Obscene Prod. It happened only in the year 2000, when he 
chose us and I believe he’s never regretted that! Our cooper¬ 
ation works really well. 
-Initially you have worked with Shindy Prods, right? My 
impression is that the organization in this label is very strange! 
Sometimes it takes months to get an answer from the guy 
who mns the label. Apologies such as ,1 was on tour with my 
band' do not sound to me very serious. But maybe the things 
are different, you should know this better, I suppose? 
Martin from Shindy Prod helped us in our beginnings a lot. 
Most of our splits came out under his label or thanks to his 
cooperation with other labels. He did for us a lot of good 
work, plenty of superb gigs and our first trip abroad (I don’t 
count Slovakia) took place thanks to him too. He released our 
first CD .Cyberspace,. Unfortunately, our split-up wasn’t the 
best one. When we decided to accept the offer from Curby, 
he couldn’t get over it and regarded it as treason. We saw that 
in a different way, it’s normal to go for better, isn’t it? 
Nowadays the situation among us is better, so we can at least 
talk to each other on a normal base. I can’t pass judgment on 
his busyness, not even why his reply took so long. The fact is 
that Shindy Prods have got under their wings a few really good 
bands and Martin goes with them on tour sometimes. I don’t 
know, if that was the real reason, that’s why you had to wait 
for his reply. But I believe, whatever he wrote, had a reason 
to. I‘m sure you can trust him. Shindy Prods are the next 
splendid label in the Czech Republic and, for example in orga¬ 
nizing gigs, have no competition here. 
-I heard that the wife of Curby is very beautiful. Is that true? 
I was in Prague years ago and my impression was that there 
were a lot of originally beautiful women, but most of them 
were not that tall and looked like tiny barby dolls. Whaf s more 
important though is that in Prague I saw a lot of smiling, kind 
women - something not that typical to Bulgaria’s ones, unfor¬ 
tunately. 
You can find beautiful women everywhere in the world. As for 
the Czech Republic specially, that’s what visitors who come to 
us say. But you should know that as a Bulgarian, he-he! 
Intelligence is sometimes not the strongest advantage, but 
that’s not a problem only in the Czech Republic... Also here 
you can find women (barbies) without a piece of natural beau¬ 
ty, but fortunately there are not many of them. They’re 
teenagers most of the time, who’ll grow up of this eventually. 
Curby’s girlfriend is really pretty, a bit Indian type. Well, Curby 
knows what to choose, ha-ha! But she especially is really cool 
and always supports Curby in bad and good times. It should 
be like that! Unfortunately, I’ve never met any girl from 
Bulgaria, but I think, that there also can be found many cool 
girls and also many of those beautiful, but brainless ones. It 
is the same everywhere. If I can recommend to you a coun¬ 
try, go to Slovakia. There are probably the most amazing 
women in the world! 
-Lets go back to the music. Why did you name your last album 
,Sunrape‘? What has the poor sun done to you, ha-ha-ha!? It 
will live only 4-5 more billion years, after all. 
The sun hasn’t done anything to us, but we must spit our rage 
out on something, ha-ha-ha! Of course, it was a joke. The 
name .Sunrape. is obviously related to our lyrics as it also fits 
to our cover, so the title is more or less logical. Just read our 
lyrics, you’ll see. Otherwise, we have nothing against the sun, 
even though we’re above all night creatures and some of us 
are already showing the first symptoms of vampirism! Ha-ha! 
-I’m looking in the CD booklet right now and what I’m finding 
intriguing is that every page features a circle reminding me of 
the solar cover. I guess it would be cool if you say some more 
about this? Also, I didn’t see a more ordinary band photo??? 
Yeah, you’re right. That spbol is actually some kind of a 
trademark of the whole album. There’s again a relation to our 
lyrics, especially to our title song. .Sunrise Will Come No 
More"! If you can’t find in our booklet many photos, it’s sim- 

there is one specific topic, going through all songs like a 
string. It’s never been any kind of a concept or so, but 
thoughts in lyrics of each album were somehow related 
together. .Cyberspace, was about computer madness, 
.Suicide Binary Reflections, was about suicides of brainsick 
individuals and .Sunrape. is about something else again. 
Basically, you’ve understood right, it’s just quite difficult to 
explain it. Our lyrics are too abstract. The best is to read them 
and to make your own point of view. I’m really proud of our 
lyrics, even though it wasn’t me who’s done them. We’re not 
really interested in those typical topics, even if I don’t criticize 
them either. But why to sing about politics, when there’s 
another thousand bands who do the same and better? We’re 
more than satisfied with Chpus! 
-Where did you record your albums?? 
Since the time of .Cyberspace. we‘re faithful to Hostivar stu¬ 
dio in Prague. It’s a really good studio yet affordable, and we 
feel comfortable there. People who work in that studio are real 
professionals and I think it’s noticeable. Especially Zdenek, the 
owner of the studio, has really lots of experiences. Mind you, 
in this studio recorded for example the cult MASTER’S HAM¬ 
MER at the beginning of the nineties! In the past or nowadays, 
plenty of other Czech bands have recorded their stuff there, 
like for example FLESHLESS, CONTRASTIC, AHUMADO GRANU- 
JO, ISACAARUM, LYKATHEA AFLAME, ALIENATION MENTAL... 
Still, before the recordings we thought of changing the studio 
in the future, but now we’re with our final sound so much sat¬ 
isfied, that we‘11 probably think about it no more. But... we’d 
like to try Soundlab in Sweden, which owner is Mieszko of 
NASUM, we just don’t know if our label will give us so much 
money for that, ha-ha... 
-Which of your releases so far are still available and where can 
fans purchase them from? Demos, vinyls, split CDs, etc. 
If I’m not mistaken, still are available are: INGROWING / CON¬ 
TRASTIC and INGROWING / ISACAARUM ... split MCs, 
INGROWING / DEFLORACE ... split CD, all our 3 full-length 
CD's and both tribute compilations, which we participated in: 
.A Tribute to MASTER’S HAMMER” and .Wizard of Gore - A 
Tribute to IMPETIGO". Those who interested in anything can 
send their emails to curbv@obscene.cz (our current label), to 
shindv@telecom.cz (our former label) or directly to me on 
trainino@centrum.cz. Write us!!! 
-I’ve just noticed that most of your lyrics are invented by 
Chpus. Isn’t he the same guy who plays in ISACAARUM?? I 
had the chance to do an interview with him time ago, by the 
way - really cool guy. 
Of course, that’s him!!! As I’ve already mentioned above, we 
work together since our beginning and he’s the author of 99% 
of our lyrics. I also tried it once, but the result wasn’t very 
impressive, ha-ha. Even none of the other guys from the band 
fee! like becoming our lyric writer and that’s why his help 
came to us more than in handy! Chpus is a fabulous writer 
and really cool guy! On the other side, I’m more than glad that 
I could revenge myself to him some time ago, by playing 4 
years in his band on bass. Importunely, I had to leave 
ISACAARUM because of not having enough time. 
-What is your fave Czech band? Mine are so much that I will 
hardly be able to mention a concrete name. I’ve been enjoy¬ 
ing AHUMADO GRANUJO a lot lately... What about YOU?? 
I like many Czech bands, but if you wanna hear only one 
name, it’ll be AHUMADO GRANUJO, which you've also men¬ 
tioned. These guys play something extra and I must say that 
on the scene they are still more and more popular. They’re 
also great guys and really good friends of ours. Last year we 
played together more than 10 gigs and I will never forget the 
afterparties, he-he. Recently they released their second album 
.Chemical Holocaust, under the Khaaranus Prods. Great work, 
I really recommend it warmly to all fans of the most brutal and 
extreme music!!! Their bassist had to drop away just before 
the recordings date and the guys came to me, asking if I could 
play them on bass in the studio. It was a real honour for me!!! 
-The 5 most disappointing albums for 2003, in your opinion? 
What do you think about the last album of SLAYER??? 
I can’t say that something would really disappoint me. But I 

No.1 for me and .God Hates Us All. compensated my disap¬ 
pointment of .Diabolus In Musica.. I’m REALLY all ears to 
hear their new album with Dave Lombardo! I saw them a year 
and a half ago and it was unbelievable!!! 
-It seems that most of the Czech bands are very active with 
their live appearances. I’m sure you guys have toured a lot in 
Europe. Could you say where did you play and how the fans 
accept INGROWING? 
It’s impossible to write here how many gigs we’ve played 
abroad, because there was around a hundred of them! We’ve 
played in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France, Belgium, 
Holland, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary and Slovakia. 
Above all, we sailed through 2 European tours, in 2001 
together with EXHUMED and ISACAARUM and in 2003 with 
PHOBIA. But nowadays there is nothing special in going on 
European tour, especially if you have a good label to support 
you. Anyway, gigs abroad are always a good experience for us 
and we try to enjoy them as much as we can. The most we 
love is playing in Germany, France, Switzerland, in Slovakia. 
We haven’t played in Bulgaria yet, but we’d like to go there 
one day and see what it is all about! Our mates from DEFLO¬ 
RACE have already played there and were really high on that! 
Fantastic gigs and plenty of fans, hungry to hear extreme 
music! We hope to play in Bulgaria one day!!! 
-Your opinion about the war in Iraq?? 
It's all only dirt, a high political game and also big business. 
There are no doubts, that Saddam is an oppressive bastard, 
but Mr. Bush is not an angel either. I guess he was only 
looking for an excuse to invade Iraq. It’s good that Saddam 
is defeated and people in Iraq will have hopefully better life 
now, that’s for sure. The worse thing is that so many sol¬ 
diers and civilians died. And still are dying. But Mr. Nice from 
the White House pretends like nothing has happened. He 
showed to the whole world once again that USA keeps an 
eye on the world peace, the armament industry filled up their 
pockets and everyone is happy. Those few dead are worth 
it... I’m sick of it. 
-Your plans for 2004? 
We’d like to realize a split 7.EP with EXHUMED, which we’ve 
been planning since 2002. Our side is already been recorded 
for a long time, we’ve been just waiting for them. But Matt 
promised us to move things a bit forward, so we’ll see. What’s 
in their credit is that it all should be previously unreleased 
tracks, recorded specially for this split. It'll be out on Obscene 
Prod. Another of our plans includes 3-way split CD with BIRD- 
FLESH and LENG TCH’E by Deepsend Records and a 7.split 
EP with our good mates DISFIGURED CORPSE by Hyenyzm 
Records. We’ve got a bit of a new material ready and we’d 
like to go to studio before summer. All songs are gonna be 
either brand new or previously unreleased ones. Of course, 
we’d like to play live a lot and we’d be more than happy to 
see our US tour with PHOBIA realized. Keep your fingers 
crossed! 
-I hear say that you have CDs of Michael Jackson and Britney 
Spears in your collection? Josh you, ha-ha-ha! 
I really don’t know who told you such a lie! I’ve got neither 
Jackson nor Britney. I’ve got only a vinyl of Iveta Bartosova, 
who’s a famous Czech singer, who you might even know. 
During the previous regime our countries cooperated a lot, 
didn’t they? Ha-ha! But I'll tell you a secret: Curby has got in 
his collection Ace of Base! Ha-ha-ha! 
-OK, that’s all for now. What would you say to the numerous 
extreme fans that will read this interview? 
First of all, big cheers to you for this great interview!!! We real¬ 
ly appreciate your support and we believe that this intie will 
help us to put us nearer to all Bulgarian Grind fans. I’d also 
say big thanks to Chessgrinder (a member of another great 
Czech Grind Core band ONANIZER) for his help with the trans¬ 
lation of this intie. The last message is for all those fans, 
who’ve read up these lines: If you wanna get your heads 
crashed into small pieces and you can’t think of anything else, 
try our music, especially the still actual CD .Sunrape.. 
Satisfaction is guaranteed!!! Take care! GRIND IT ALL!!! 



We walk alone through the portals of time 

Probably the name of SERPENS AEON will be unknown to most of you, but still don’t think that this is another teen Death / Black 
group. SERPENS AEON’s members are known for their works in other bands, and their maturity and experiences are obvious. Just lis¬ 
ten to their latest album f Dawn Of KouatT and you will be convinced to the aforementioned words. Anyways, let’s raise the curtain a 

bit and see what stands behind the name of SERPENS AEON and hear about their philosophy, ideas, influences, moods, etc... 

STEFAN STEFANOV 

-At first, would you introduce your band to the 
Brutallica readers please? 
We are Matt - drums, Erick - guitars, Luis- bass 
and vocals, Brian- guitars. We have a new album 
out on Moribund Records called „Dawn Of 
KouatT and have been together as a band for 
about four years now. 
-Do you use any stimulants (like alcohol, mari¬ 
juana, etc?) to get inspiration or simply to have 
more fun in your spear time? 
l\lo, inspiration comes out from our own hearts 
there is no need for us to use any kind of stim¬ 
ulants. Some times in our spare time we drink 
a little only as recreation. 
-Tell us something more about your past and 
present as well as what do you expect from the 
future... 
Our past has been good, we played great shows 
with some really good bands. In general it has 
been good, I think we got a lot of experience 
last few years. Right now we are writing new 
material for our upcoming album; although we 
would like to do more touring and playing more 
festivals. We are also hoping to tour Mexico and 
Canada this year. 
-Do you think that the human race will destroy 
itself someday? 
Most definetly, as the way we are going I don’t 

think it would be to long... Every day there are 
more conflicts, more wars, etc. So I wouldn’t be 
surprised if the end comes soon. 
-Have you got any hobbies? 
Yeah, most of us ride motorcycles and that is 
very relaxing and funny hobby... Also, Luis is an 
artist so he spends a lot of time improving his 
artistic skills. 
-Is it in the works, the SERPENS AEON new 
album? 
Yes, we are writing new songs for a new album. 
We will also be recording some new tracks in 
March and we will release it somehow, but we 
are not sure what we will do with it yet. 
-Could you give us a short description of your 
favourite myth or legend? If you have such, of 
course... 
We don’t really believe in too many legends. But 
sometimes it’s interesting to read or hear the 
stories that people have carried on for genera¬ 
tion to generation. 
-Are you fond of tattoos and body piercing? 
Luis is a professional tattoo artist, so all of us 
have tattoos. It is a really good form of art. 
-Do you know any Bulgarian bands? 

I don’t have any Bulgarian Metal. Why don’t you 
send us some good shit? 
-Have you heard about KULTURE SHOCK or THE 

FIFTH SUN? 
THE FIFTH SUN is good, I think their recording 
sounds killer1 of course they did it in Sweden. 
-Is there any story behind the „Dawn Of KouatT 
title and what does Kouatl mean exactly? 
Well, there is in a way for us, it took a little time 
to get the album together and we also went 
trough some line up changes, so in a way it 
marks our own dawn. Kouatl means serpent in 
Nahuatl, which is the ancient Aztec tongue. 
-What does the cover symbolize? 
The album cover is by a good friend of ours 
named Gabriel Byrne, you can check out some 
of his work at http://gabrieltbvrne.sevcom.com. 
We chose the painting to use because of the 
images, and the whole concept of it fits the 
record very well. 
-Do you like the „Lord of the Rings" trilogy? 

r Yeah, it was a great move trilogy, good photog¬ 
raphy. 
-What is the situation in Seattle? I’m talking 
about the Metal Scene out there. Are there any 
fresh bands that are worth checking out? 
Yeah, the Metal scene is getting strong here, 
HIMSA, DRAWN AND QUARTERED, HELL 
PROMISE, IN MEMORIUM, to mention some... 
-Are you a Supersonics fan? 
Super who? No, not really into sports that much. 

wn 

-Do you believe in the existence of UFOs or do 
you think that’s a mass fiction? 
Fiction, I guess it really depends on what mind 
level you are on. For sure I don’t think we are 
the only one living creatures in the universe. 
-Do you play live frequently? 
Yeah we try, but at this point we. are focusing 
more on writing new material rather than play¬ 
ing shows. We will be playing the Seattle Death 
Metal Fest at the end of March. 
-Do you think „Aztec Death Metal" would suit 
your music as a definition? 
No, not really, the way we approach the Aztec 
themes is in a very different way. Erick and Luis 
are from Mexico City, so the Aztec culture is 
their heritage. As far as the lyrics go, they are 
not about Aztec mythology whatsoever, they are 
more about how we approach our present and 
how we deal with our past and future. 
-The cover version of GRAVE’S ^Extremely 
Rotten Flesh" is really cool! You must be great 
fans of that Swedish band, eh? 
We have been fans of GRAVE since their begin¬ 
ning, plus we are friends with them. We decid¬ 
ed that it would be a good idea to honor those 
roots by recording ^Extremely Rotten Flesh". 
-Some words to our readers as an ending? 
First of all, we would like to thank you for tak¬ 
ing the time, and showing interest in SERPENS 
AEON. We walk alone through the portals of 
time, waiting for the cosmic jaws to open... 
Thanks Stefan. 

Enter the realm of Serpens... 
SERPENS AEON 
PQ. Box 31017 
Seattle, WA 98103 
USA 
www.SerpensAeon.com 
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New Wave Of Swedish XtreMETAL 

If you’re a Metal fan, you’ve certainly heard about the Bay Area, or the NWOBHM. From time to time, we have those kinds of phenomena. But to build 
that and to arrive at this level, there are a lot of things to do and to be done. CARNAL FORGE has been a part of a big movement of this kind com¬ 
ing from Scandinavia. Along with bands like SOILWORK and IN FLAMES among others, Jari Kuusisto and his companions are leaving the word open- 
mouthed with every release coming from the New Wave Of Swedish Xtreme METAL (NWOSXM). A distinct and unique style that moves not only the 
country of origin, but also the other continents around the world° Twin guitars, brutal vocals, melodic Death / Thrash, very heavy riffs, intense bass 
lines and drum playing. Aggressiveness above all. The combination of those characteristics have been surprising and pleasing fans of various styles. 

Check out what Kuusisto had to say to us about the tours of the band, the problems with their old label, and all the matters we just introduced. 

THIAGO PINTO CORREA SARKIS 

-How are being the responses for CARNAL 
FORGE’S latest album, „Tbe More You Suffer"? 
So far the response has been amazing. We have 
got better and better response for each album. 
I think that is also what we want. I mean that if 
we get better response it’s not only us that think 
that we are getting better. The funniest thing is 
that people nowadays talk about CF as a band 
and not of the band that sounds like THE 
HAUNTED or SLAYER. 
-Most of the media is saying that you did over¬ 
come yourselves with this new release. You 
seem to have worked very intense in the riffs 
variations, that are very dynamic and still strong 
riffs, and also more solos. How was this work 
with this focus on more dynamic riffs / solos, 
twin guitars, etc? 
We have defiantly not overcome ourselves. If we 
had done that there wouldn’t be any reason to 
go on with CARNAL FORGE. I don’t know if we 
worked any harder than before on getting the 
riffs more dynamic, I guess that we got a little 
bit more mature. We don’t plan that next album 
is going to sound in a certain way. It has to 
come naturally for us, it’s no meaning in forcing 
your self on doing a new cool song. Also one 
more thing is that Jonas’ vocals have got so 
much better than before and that makes CAR¬ 
NAL FORGE sound more dynamic than before. 
-How is usually the composition process in 
CARNAL FORGE? Do you all get together to 
compose or the compositions come mainly from 
a member? 
We work as many other bands nowadays, every¬ 
one is doing songs at home and when we feel 
that we have something good, we present it to 
each other. After everyone has told his opinion, 
we do the changes together and under that 
process everyone learns how to play the song. I 
think that this is a smart way to work, why? It’s 
hard to keep focus on the song at the rehearsal, 
because it’s hard to just listen to the song when 
you play, too many elements at the same time. 

Learn the song, play the song and finally play 
the song without thinking where to place your 
fingers or where to hit the drums. A song can 
also be really fun to play, but sounds like shit 
on an album! That’s the main reason for CAR¬ 
NAL FORGE working this way. . 
-By the way, let’s talk about the lyrics. How does 
CARNAL FORGE deal with them? Are they impor¬ 
tant to the band in the same level as the instru¬ 
mental? 
Of course the lyrics are important for us. We 
want the lyrics to be as violent as the music. I 
mean that music and the lyrics should always 
walk hand in hand that makes the sound even 
more aggressive and brutal. A CARNAL FORGE 
lyrics quick analysis: hard, angry, brutal, violent, 
sick, twisted, pure fucking hate!!! 
-How would you compare „Please...Die!“ and 
„The More You Suffer"? 
Everything is better on Jhe More You Suffer"! 
Sorry! But I think that the main difference is in 
the sound on the album. The sound is way bet¬ 
ter because now you can hear everything that is 
going on the album. The sound is much clearer 
and more brutal. On „Please...Die!“ we focused 
a lot on getting a really brutal and heavy sound 
and I think that the sound got too chaotic, and 
that makes it hard for the listener on hearing 
what is going on. 
-Do you think that both of the albums („Please... 
Die!" and Jhe More You Suffer") are your best 
releases to date? 
Yes. To explain why, I guess that I have to tell 
something about the other 2 albums. 
„Firedemon“ was written in a period when noth¬ 
ing was happening with the band. I think that 
made us a little bit frustrated. The songs on 
„Firedemon“ are good songs, but there are too 
many songs that are similar to each other on 
that album, and that makes the album really 
hard to listen to. Maybe we were too angry at 
everything, when we wrote those songs. „Who’s 
Gonna Burn" was written in just 3 months so 

there are a lot of things on that album that could 
have been done differently. But in the same time 
I think that it’s much better than the 
„Firedemon“ album. Maybe it’s just because of 
how spontaneously we wrote that album makes 
it so good. 
-I thought that the join of Lars Linden in the 
band was such a successful thing and worked 
out very well. It appears to have changed and 
helped a lot in the development of the band. Do 
you agree with this? How has this work being 
with Lars as a regular member of the band? 
I think that it worked out the way that we want¬ 
ed. Lars is a great person and of course he had 
a lot of new ideas when he joined the band. I 
still think that the biggest difference in the CAR¬ 
NAL FORGE sound came out of Petri by switch¬ 
ing from bass to guitar. Or maybe I would like 
to say that those two changes made CARNAL 
FORGE stronger that ever. I think that Lars is a 
really good bass player because he doesn’t just 
play, he wants to learn every riff as it is on gui¬ 
tar, so he can make the bass sound as good as 
possible on each and ever riff. Many bassists 
that I have worked with before just made it as 
simple as humanly possible. 
-Is he still working on the website, artwork, and 
other things? He seems to have also a vast 
knowledge about production and engineering... 
Yes. Lars works too much if you ask me. He is 
involved in everything that has to do with CAR¬ 
NAL FORGE. He works in Studio Underground 
where we have recorded all our albums, so the 
recording of a new album with CARNAL FORGE 
means that Lars both has to be in the band as 
well recording it. This is what he likes to do and 
for the rest of us it’s super to have someone in 
the band doing all these things for us. He even 
answers some interviews sometimes when I 
can’t. I would say that Lars is a workaholic but 
only when he can do things that he- enjoys. 
-Talking about artwork, this last album has a 
very aggressive image on the front cover. But in 

fact it’s not even close to what some Death / 
Black / Hard Core bands put in their covers. I 
think that sometimes this use of the images 
become very strong and at the end of the day it 
turns off the sound itself and brings also some 
fans that aren’t listening to the music itself. Do 
you think that this happens in some way with 
CARNAL FORGE? 
No I don’t think so. We do what we feel is right 
for us. Common! A violent band as CARNAL 
FORGE has to have covers like this. CARNAL 
FORGE is a package of violent music, violent 
lyrics and of course violent coverart. I wouldn’t 
dream of doing it differently. The cover that you 
talk about is often painted and just fiction, so 
that takes the edge of the cover. CARNAL FORGE 
has heard so many times that we can’t use our 
covers just because they are too violent. I don’t 
think that we are more violent than a Black Metal 
band that has corpses and stuff on their cover. 
But then again we don’t use painted covers, our 
covers is actual pictures that we arrange our 
selves. The „Please... Die!" album was hell for 
us. The distributors refused to even touch the 
album with the cover art that we wanted. So in 
the end we had to make a compromise and have 
a picture that we weren’t totally satisfied with. 
-And still in this question about image / sound: 
what do you think about MTV? 
MTV? Sucks stronger than ever!!! 
-In this latest album you were called by your 
own label „New wave of Thrash Metal"? Do you 
really think that this is how we can describe 
CARNAL FORGE? 
That is only sales speech. CARNAL FORGE is 
Metal. I would describe CARNAL FORGE as a 
rabid pitbull that comes at you 300 km/h and 
you better run. 
-How are the responses for CARNAL FORGE? 
You’re going to a 20 days tour with EXODUS, 
NUCLEAR ASSAULT, etc, right? 
Well, the EXODUS tour was cancelled because of 
different reasons. We always get great response 
from our fans. I think that CARNAL FORGE is a 
band that really gets the adrenalin pumping 
when we play live. First time in Milan, Italy was 
really great. About 500 kids showed up and 
went berserk when we played. I guess that you 
have to see it for yourself to understand. 
-In the first months of this year you had some 
shows with HALFORD. How was that for you? 
Everything was great until the tour got cancelled. 
Everything seemed to work out as planed. It 
showed up a lot of fans for each and every show 
and everybody was having a good time. I would 
say that TESTAMENT is the band that always has 
made an impression on me and this time was¬ 
n’t any different. AMON AMARTH turned out to 
be great guys and also a really cool live band. 
It’s too hard to say so much more, because we 
only did seven shows and returned back home 
not understanding anything. I would still like to 
say that we haven’t got any good explanation on 
why the tour was cancelled. 
-Now Rob Halford is back in JUDAS PRIEST. In 
the time touring with him, did you feel anything 
different, was there already this conversation 
about Halford’s coming back to JUDAS PRIEST? 
I don’t have much to say. I think that Rob was 
always better in JUDAS PRIEST. That doesn’t 
mean that his solo albums were bad, but only 
that I think that it is way much more fun to 
watch a band than just focusing on one person. 
-One thing that really impresses me is the grow¬ 
ing of the Swedish scene, especially about 
melodic Death Metal and Tbrash. How do you 



think this became so big and how do you see 
this growing of the scene? 
Sweden will conquer the world. No, just kidding. 
I think that Sweden always has had great bands 
and I don’t see it differently today. If you ask 
me, my favourite band come from US, so I 
guess it’s different when you live in Sweden. I 
think that the scene here will grow much 
stronger and bigger than it already is. One rea¬ 
son for this is that it is so easy here to get 
somewhere to rehearse and also to get help 
from the community to borrow instruments. That 
means that you can start playing music when 
you are really young. And the longer you play the 
better you get. 
-Do you think that the Swedish movement is 
going to reach or has already reached the same 
status and force of the Bay Area 80’s move¬ 
ment? Would it be the „Bay Area of the 21st 
Century?" 
I don’t think that we are too far away from that, 
but we still need a couple of years to establish 
the scene. Of course we have bands like CAR¬ 
NAL FORGE, THE HAUNTED, SOILWORK and IN 
FLAMES, but there are still some bands on their 
way up. 
-Still on this topic... CARNAL FORGE has been 
compared to other bands from Sweden like 
SOILWORK, THE HAUNTED... Does this bother 
you? How do you deal with these comparisons 
and what do you think about those bands? 
It doesn’t bother me at all. I don’t give a shit 
about what some people think. All these bands 
play Metal, so of course you always can find 
something that could sound a bit the same. One 
thing that always has made me confused is that 
CARNAL FORGE has released all four albums at 
the same time as THE HAUNTED, so how can we 

sound like THE HAUNTED? I just would like to 
say to listen to music for what it is and don’t 
waste energy in finding parts that reminds you 
of some other band. The biggest difference 
between all these bands is that CARNAL FORGE 
is one band, THE HAUNTED is another band and 
so on. 
-I’m talking about the Swedish scene and 
Sweden, but in fact you were bom in Finland. 
Are you kind of the black sheep of CARNAL 
FORGE? (laughs) 
I was born in Finland and I moved here with my 
parents when I was 3 years old, so I guess that 
I am pretty Swedish. Petri is my brother and that 
makes him also Finnish, same parents. The 
drummer Stefan is half Finnish, as his mother is 
from Finland. So I guess that a 60% of CARNAL 
FORGE has something to do with Finland, maybe 
that is the reason for being such a great band, 
(laughs) 
-You told a lot of times about some problems 
you had with your old label... but you were never 
very clear about this. What really happened? 
Total ripoff. They didn’t do anything. No promo¬ 
tion, no sales statement and so on. I guess that 
you can say that we got fucked. 
-You work together with your brother Petri in 
CARNAL FORGE. How is your relationship with 
him? 
I think that he is one of the best guitarists 
around and he is also a great friend. Working 
with my brother has only been inspiring and fun, 
and I hope that we will work together for many 
years to come. 
-That’s it Jail. Thanks a lot. You can conclude 
the interview... 
Thank you and watch out for CARNAL FORGE 
because we are here to stay! 
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Our music portrays a dark image of harmful, damaging, negative feeling 

I guess the name of DETRIMENTUM does hardly ring a bell for many of you and this is quite understand¬ 
able, when you take into account that the discography of this band from the UK features solely a demo 

recording that was later re-released as a MCD. Nevertheless, what this magazine is basically about is intro¬ 
ducing our readers to young acts that we intuitively picked up as most promising (and so far our choices 

have turned out to be wrong quite seldom!). So, something tells me that we came across another band like 
this! Anyways, I hope that this interview will throw some more light upon the DETRIMENTUM essence, so 
read what the drummer Jon (who also plays in the well known GOREROTTED) and myself chatted about 

Jon: 

L 'r :—jar 
- 

CHA VDAR TZACHKOV 

-Wow, the record „A Monument To The Suffering8 that 
you sent me is fucking heavy and brutal. But don’t you 
think it is a little chaotic? 
Hell! Yes, it is fucking heavy and brutal, that’s our aim! 
As well as incorporating a bit of melody and some 
slower parts to break it up a little and let you breathe 
for a second! I’d agree it is chaotic also, that’s due a 
lot to the vocals, I think, as Eddie seems to go mad 
and multi layer his vocals and do about 3 different 
styles of vocals all at once! I like it!! It’s boring when 
you get one-dimensional vocalists just randomly grunt¬ 
ing!! Next time we’ll have a better production, so it’s 
a little less chaotic for you muthafucka! 
-I already hate such questions but a lot of people don’t 
know much about DETRIMENTUM, so you should tell 
them all when / how you started the band, etc. 
Well... the band has actually been on the go for about 
7 years and used to be called ZARATHUSTRA! But, as 
you may know, there are 2 other bands with this name 
already, I think, so we changed it! And for the better, 
if you ask me! I joined the band... m-m-m... about 4 
years ago, I think, if my alcohol ravaged brain serves 
me right!?? I was originally just helping the guys out, 
as they were mates and lost their drummer, but it 
worked so well that I decided to stay with the fuckers! 
I think a band history would be boring, but if anyone’s 
interested they can check our biography on our web¬ 
site www.detrimentum.co.uk 
-Is there any connection between DETRIMENTUM and 
GOREROTTED? It feels like members of the one band 
play in the other as well. 
Yes! Me!! I am also known as Junky Jon of the scum¬ 
bag drunken band GOREROTTED! That is the only con¬ 
nection! Alright there, fellas!? Swilling them down?? 
Skin up Robin Pants! Oh yea, and Fluffy’s got crap 
hair! But at least Wilson and Goreskin have got nice 
shoes! 
-By the way, how is the new album of GOREROTTED? 
The Metal Blade team didn’t want to send us a promo 
CD. Perhaps they view us as second hand people? Ha- 
ha... 
You are second hand people, aren’t you? You’d sell 
our CD on E-bay for about 100 euros! And bootleg it, 
you bastards!!! Apart from people like you spoiling it 
for everyone, the album is going very well thanks! 
Anyway, this is supposed to be a DETRIMENTUM inter¬ 
view! 
-The people who will have bought this issue of 
Brutallica will have certainly heard your 

BScalestomeasurethemisfortuneonofman“ track too. 
Why is the name so long, is there any particular idea 
/ message or have you decided to do anything about 
being joined in the Guinness book as a band with a 
longest song title? 
We made the song title long and joined together to 
piss people off! Most Metallers don’t have 2 brain 
cells to string together so we knew it’d give most peo¬ 
ple a nervous breakdown trying to read what it fuck¬ 
ing says! Oh yeah, and we wanted to be in the 
Guinness book of records too! I’m sure there is a 
strong message behind this song, but you’ll have to 
ask Eddie (our vocalist), as he doesn't seem to want 
to share his darkened ideas and lyrical concepts with 
the rest of the band! Most of our stuff is very 
misanthropic and negative towards our own kind! But 
I’m sure most people feel this way nowadays, all you 
have to do is watch the news or read a paper to see 
how horrendous a species we are! DESTRUCTION!! 
-Have you got new songs other than the 6 ones on „A 
Monument To The Suffering8 and which is the studio 
you usually record at? We all know that England teems 
with good studios but there are not so much bands in 
England playing your kind of Metal... 
Yes, we have full albums worth of new songs waiting 
to be recorded! We just need a nice rich label to give 
us a load of cash, beer and weed so we can get it 
done! We have 9 songs, which kick ass waiting to be 
unleashed! We don’t have a usual studio where we 
record, but I think we may go to the same studio 
where we did our MCD, which is local and also where 
PARADISE LOST recorded their 1st album, I think!? 
The Lodge in Northampton! But this time we’re gonna 
mix it ourselves and take a lot more time, so we can 
get the ultimate in heaviness, and the music can real¬ 
ly be heard how it should be! Ideally it’d be good to 
record at the same studio as where GOREROTTED and 
DESECRATION go ... Phillia Studios, but they are 
expensive! Like 600 euros a day or something!! 
-Did any labels show interest in DETRIMENTUM yet? 
We have had some interest, but nothing major as yet! 
Just my own label Grindethic! But I’d prefer another 
label to handle my own band! Like Dave Rotten does 
with AVULSED! He doesn’t release their CDs through 
Xtreem Music! I’m sure there will be some major inter¬ 
est when people hear our new shit! Oh fuck me, isn’t 
it brutal! Ha-ha... 
-Should we take the appearance of some more new 
(and promising) Death Metal bands in England for a 

sign that Death Metal is reviving? Well, it will hardly 
reach the early 90’s craze but still one could sense 
some kind of an awakening on the English Death Metal 
Scene? 
Yeah, there’s some good brutal shit coming out of the 
UK at the moment such as ACKERC0CKE, BEEF CON¬ 
SPIRACY, PULVERISED, AMPUTATED, BRUTAL ABOR¬ 
TION, NECR0CEST, and some others I can’t remem¬ 
ber. But it seems to be looking up I reckon! 
-Could you give me an example for bad luck? I mean, 
there are a lot of talented people (not only in the fields 
of music) who do not have luck enough to become 
more famous. 
Well, I guess my old band mates from BRUTAL INSAN¬ 
ITY are a good example! They’re all very talented musi¬ 
cians, but because we didn’t quite make it straight 
away, they seem to have given up! All that talent going 
to waste! 
-What are your sources of inspiration? Some people 
write their songs at one breath, while others need 
weeks or even months for that... What’s the situation 
about you??? 
We take months to write songs, as they are so com¬ 
plex! And once you think they are done and dusted, 
fucking Paul (guitar) or Eddie will decide they don’t 
like one bit, and change half the fucking song! I can 
hardly remember them like the bastards can! As I 
live like 200 miles away from the rest of the band, 
they all get together once a week to write and 
rehearse, and bring the songs to me (when we get 
chance to practice) pretty much finished and I just 
add a few out of time blast beats here and there, 
and there you have got another old English Death 
Metal song! 
-Could you imagine your music without lyrics??? I 
have heard bands that do not use lyrics, just some 
improvisations. The listener can hardly understand that 
there are no lyrics, but I think it is sometimes better 
to go this way instead to use stupid lyrics. Your own 
point of view, anyway? 
Ah, such as SUBLIME CADAVERIC DECOMPOSITION! 
They’re too lazy to even use song titles! To me vocals 
in Death Metal are like another instrument, I don’t 
care if there are lyrics or not! As long as they sound 
good!! As you say, you can’t really understand the 
lyrics anyway! OBITUARY didn’t use lyrics for their 
1st couple of CDs I think, and you can’t tell! But a 
band like DEICIDE .where he really pronounces his 
words, you couldn’t get away with! Maybe GOREROT¬ 

TED should not use lyrics, as they are really fucking 
bad! You can’t understand Goreskin’s vocals, fie 
sounds like a bullfrog farting in a windtunnel, but you 
can understand Mr. Gore as he sounds like Jonny 
Rotten with throat cancer! The cockney cunt! ANAL 
CUNT has nice lyrics!! Ha-ha... 
-Do you think that the name of every band should be 
connected in one way or another to the style ifs 
referred to music-wise? Many young bands just put a 
good sounding name without even to care about it that 
much. How did you come to the name DETRIMEN¬ 
TUM? 
There are some great band names out there - ROT¬ 
TING HEAD, FETUS EATERS, MINCING FURY AND GUT¬ 
TURAL CLAMOUR OF QUEER DECAY. Now you can’t 
tell me that a lot of thought has gone into thinking up 
these names!? Ha-ha. Well yeah, I think the band's 
name should relate to the style of music! You would¬ 
n’t expect a band called THE GAY PINK FLOWERS OF 
JERUSALEM to play brutal Gore Grind, would you!?? 
DETRIMENTUM, now I do believe it’s the Latin phras¬ 
ing for DETRIMENTAL, that means something like 
damaging, destructive, unhealthy, unfavourable, nega¬ 
tive... Check the dictionary! It fits with our music per¬ 
fectly!! I’m on instant messenger with Paul (our gui¬ 
tarist) and he said this: „The reason we picked it is 
because our music portrays a dark image of harmful, 
damaging, negative feeling8!! 
-There is something like a flood of new bands in 
today’s Metal Scene but I think most of them do not 
have the passion and the intention to make something 
serious and remarkable. You exist for 7 years already, 
right? Can you tell that DETRIMENTUM is a strong 
band now and is having the potential to do something 
remarkable? 
Yes DETRIMENTUM has been active for 7 years! Since 
Old School (guitar) replied to Eddie’s advert in 
Terrorizer to start a band! Today we are stronger and 
more focused than ever! I think in the very near future 
we will be doing lots of remarkable things! We’re 
booked to play at this year’s Obscene Extreme Fest in 
the Czech Republic! I’ve already played there with 
GOREROTTED and it fucking rules! That’s pretty 
remarkable, I think!! After being together for so long, 
we’re not going to give up now! There’ve been a lot of 
obstacles that would split up a lot of bands, but we’ve 
stuck to it, and we will succeed in supremacy of bru¬ 
tality! 
-Is DETRIMENTUM a live band? We all know that with¬ 
out a live activity a band could not be really noticed! 
Yes, we certainly are a live band! We play live as much 
as we can, as it’s a great buzz, and it’s when we are 
in our prime! We put out a fucking lot of brutal ener¬ 
gy! We have a full live song „Scalestomeasure...“ 
which you can download from our webshite!! We 
recently played a few shows with newly reformed CAN¬ 
CER! That was pretty cool, and next month we’re sup¬ 
porting ZYKLON! 
-How many days a week do you visit the rehearsal 
place? 
Zero! We’re lucky if we get a practice as a full band 
once a month! Because of the distance I live from the 
rest of the band, it’s hard! And with other commit- 
ments...G0RER0TTED / Grindethic Rec’s / Alcoholic 
and my job as a Chef! Time is short! 
-Your attitude to monarchy? 
I can’t say it’s something I consider too much, I don’t 
care! I think they can do some good for society, and 
also bad! They should definitely share some of their 
fucking money out though! Prince Charles is cool by 
me, as he’s got great fucking ears! 
-You have supported BOLT THROWER at The Camden 
Underworld in 2002, right? How did the audience of 
BOLT THROWER accept the music of DETRIMENTUM? 
Can you tell us about some funny occurrences from 
this gig? 
That gig fucking ruled! The live video on our site is 
from that gig! It was our first gig in London and peo¬ 
ple hadn’t really heard of us, and they were blown 
away! The only occurrences I recall from that gig is 
drinking lots of beer and smoking too much dope! So 
I can’t really remember too much! 
-Ok. I really hope that fans got some impressions 
about DETRIMENTUM both from your answers and the 
track included in our sampler. So, what will you offer 
them in the near future? 
A free beer with each CD bought from us!! Thanks you, 
Bulgarian cock! Remember that apple pie is nicest 
with both custard and ice cream, and it must be 
WARM!! 
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been a very haunted band in the sense of having tours 
cancelled, which has certainly put its mark on our live 
appearances. So far we have only been playing in 
Sweden, as we have had a planned US tour cancelled 
as well as an European tour for last year. The news 
on this matter is that next year we will be playing 
throughout Europe with FLESHCRAWL and 
MISANTHROPIC, so we're hoping that well finally be 
able to realize a tour now. I did the vocals on the last 
DERANGED tour (together with IMMOLATION and 
DESTROYER 666) back in 2001 and then I got to play 
in most European and East European countries. From 
that tour I have great memories from almost all 
countries we visited and my favourites must be France 
and Croatia, as both countries had fucking crazy 
people at the shows. One guy actually licked my boots 
in Croatia... ha-ha! That’s devotion! 
-As I mentioned your website: would you assume tl 
now, when the barrier between bands and fans 
easier to surmount thanks to the Internet, the spell 
might be broken in one way or another? Do you 
receive hand-written letters and what kind 
do they evoke inside? 
Sometimes I actually get handwritten letters still today, 
mostly from Asia and Russia. I definitely think the 

well and I felt pretty confused in the very first moment for I knew almost nothing about this Swedish Death Metal act! Eventually, Rogga’s f| j^i couldn’f imaginebto\a^k^oTnyo^e playing on the 

albums I listened to, but now I have been 
both Mille of KREATOR and Schmier of DESTRUCTION 

iRogga: _ _ 
|Religious people are as always the most ignorant and stupid ones... 

Since it was I who wrote the review about PAGANIZER’s new album, I was asked to do the interview with the band’s mastermind Rogga as 

| answers brought me once again to the conclusion that it’s not so much the informativeness of interviewers that makes interviews good as 
is the readiness of the interviewed Jjyeply! In other words, this was one of the greatest interviews that I have done ever! 

■HI VANYA MAR I NOVA 

I-Honestly speaking, promoting Total Death8 is the 
only album that I’m familiar with save the new one, so 
I can’t really size up your band’s development through 
the years. How do you see PAGANIZER nowadays 
yourself, what did you achieve within these 5 years 
and what do you think might have been left undone 
yet? 
The album in between („Dead Unburied8) sounds 
much like the new album, but with a very different 
production as we then recorded at Sunlight Studio. 
Within the five years we’ve been active, I think we 
have developed our sound from being somewhat 
primitive to the present state where we are free to do 
pretty much what we want in terms of playing, even if 
we of course are no skilled musicians in a technical 
aspect. Nowadays we find ourselves very satisfied 
with our songwriting and in the future well probably 
not change too much apart from improving in speed 
and maybe adding small amounts of new influences. 
The material we’ve written for the next album is both 
very true to our current sound but also displays 
various influences that might not have been too 
obvious in our previous albums. 
-Like I mentioned, it’s only promoting Total Death8 
and „Murder Death Kill8 that I have heard from you 
and the latter CD seems to sound thicker and more 
obscure - would you agree with me? 
Yes of course, the new album was recorded together 
with Mieszko Talarzcyk from NASUM at his Soundlab 
Studio. Working with him really brought out the best 
in us and he really knows his gear. The production he 
did ensured that the material turned out as brutal as 
we were hoping to be. The BPromoting...8 album was 
written during basically a week or two and then we 
recorded and mixed the songs at a friend’s studio 
during four days. That is really quite a short period of 
time to achieve something brutal and still well 
produced but, if you ask me, I still think this album 
works fine compared to many recent releases en the 
market. 
-Your lyrics simply hit me in the stomach for their I 
grim hostility and inexorably sickening directness! Is it| 
solely the world’s filth that inspires you? 
Yes... The perpetual stupidity and sickened ideals ofl 
humanity is what motivates me to keep writing lyrics | 
like this. I am not very fond of people in general, as I 
suffer from social phobia and can’t socialize with 
more than a couple of people at the same time. If I’m 
not dull from alcohol that is, then the anxiety is 
lowered considerably. But you don’t need to be a 
misanthrope to discover that humanity is a sick 
festering boil on the planet, all forms of religion will 
firmly prove to you that there is a twisted side of the 
human nature that will forever feed on the weak. 

1 -Something in the „Meateater8 lyric reminded me ( 
HR Giger’s Jo Mega Therion8 picture representing the 
crucifix as a sling which Satan sights with. Have you 
ever assumed that medieval witch-hunts might have 
been meant to be the Devil’s grand mockery at 
devoutness? 
As I don’t believe in neither Christianity nor any other I 

gion, I doubt that the Devil had anything to do with! 

I the witch hunts. For me the church at that time 
I represented something that was a far greater evil than 

anyone but man might had been able to conjure. The 
thing that keeps my hate and resentment towards 
religion fueled is happenings like the one you 
mentioned, the persecution in medieval times. I mean 
just consider it, the very people who preached the 
words of a forgiving God also tortured thousands of| 
people to death and then seized their belongings to 
quench their own greed. Quite obvious when you thinL 
of it, but religious people are as always the most(j 
ignorant and stupid ones... 
-What is „Du Vaknar Som Dud8 about? Has it been 
easier for you to express a concrete idea in Swedish 
than in English or vice versa? By the way, I have 
always considered the English language as rather 
convenient about punning, and you? Of course, 
didn’t mean to convince you of ceasing to write in 
your native language, ha-ha-ha... 
The „Du Vaknar Som Dod“ song was written in 
Swedish as a homage to old crust bands 
DISFEAR, DRILLER KILLER and SKITSYSTEM. I’ve 
always been listening to this kind of music and 
thought we’d write a track like that in our own way to 
pay the genre some respect. The actual title can be 
translated into „You wake up as dead8 and the lyrics! 
is (not surprisingly...) about the stupidity of people| 
leaving their life in the hands of God instead of making 
any own decisions. In translation the chorus reads 
„No one sees you from your empty heaven, paradise 
was only a lie, no hand to help on your way, you wake 
up as dead everything was only a lie8. Pure atheistic 
poetry, don’t you think? Ha-ha! 
-You wrote most of the music as well - is composing 
a way more reliable and persuasive than lyric writing, 
when it comes to self-expression? 
Ha-ha, that’s a question you should have asked 
someone who can actually make music... I’ve never 
thought about either writing music or lyrics in any 
special way, I just feel the need to write music as 
some people probably feel the need to paint, renovate 
cars or play Playstation 2. Everyone needs something 

| that soothes that big hole that dwells inside, and most 
of us find something that takes some of the pain 
away. Others don’t and those are the ones we read 
about in the obituaries. I don’t try to express myself, 
I just try to do the only thing I enjoy as it keeps me 
breathing. 
-Which bands awakened the musician in you and 
when did this happen? 
The whole Heavy Metal scene awakened my hunger 
for music, but the band that made me want to write 
my own music was probably SKINNY PUPPY. For 

| those who do not know, that’s a Canadian horror 
Industrial band and I discovered them when I was 
about 12 years old and that eventually also led me 
into Death Metal. Anyway, the band that convinced me 
that Death Metal was my kind of game was probably 
DISMEMBER, who with their first album really kicked 
my ass. I think it was inevitable for me to follow this 
way of music, as I was always as a kid looking for 
the hardest Heavy Metal I could find. I remember the 

first time I heard the double bassdrums in „Fast as a 
Shark8 by ACCEPT, that was for sure a turning- 
point...ha-ha! That was brutal shit back then, when 
you were in the first grade and the older guys played 
their faves to you. 
-How did you come up to the PAGANIZER name? I 
suppose it would be interesting also to leam what 
other names might have popped up in your heads until 
you made your ultimate choice... 
I think I had the name PAGANIZER written down 
somewhere, as well as the variation PAGANIZED. Most 

tried to come up with something in the vein of 
TERRORIZER or DEMONIZED. Then our first drummer 
thought the name would fit and that’s pretty much the! 
story...ha-ha! I remember that I shortly after that! 
wanted to change the name into PAGAN BURIAL, but 
the other guys shot me down on that idea and we’re 

and, as I mentioned, I have even toured with 
DERANGED as their singer and done vocals on the 
new EDGE OF SANITY album. That was stuff I couldn’t 
imagine when I was 16 year old gargling my throat 
out in some rehearsal room in my hometown. I 
it’s much better this way, when people can just drop 
you an email and you have forums where fans can 
their fave bands, what they think of their latest albums 
and stuff. If I have to be honest, I prefer email to 
handwritten letters actually... It’s way much easier to 
answer stuff over the net than going through the 
whole letter sending thing! 
-Have you ever happened to realize that PAGANIZER’s 
music had a pernicious influence on somebody? It is 
not a secret that the history of Metal music in general l 
teems with suicide commissions at concerts, I even 
read about another case recently where an 
irremediably ill guy planned to kill himself at a HELL 
ON EARTH live performance. How would you feel if j 

stuck with the name now, which is fine by me 
nowadays as I’ve grown to like the name. 
-Any other projects you (all) might be involved in 
currently? If yes, are they Metal-oriented too? 
Yes, we have a bunch of projects / bands going on 
as most other musicians have nowadays. Me and the 
other guys of PAGANIZER also play in CARVE which is 
a slightly more HYPOCRISY and maybe even VADER- 
sounding act. The new album „Revel In Human Filth8 
will be out in December on Black Hole Productions. 
Our drummer Fiebig also plays in the Black Metal 
band BLODSRIT and the Viking / Death band PORTAL. 
I have just done the growls on the new EDGE OF 
SANITY album „Crimson II8 and Dan Swano and me 
are currently working on the new project 
RIBSPREADER together. The RIBSPREADER album will 
sound very alike PAGANIZER, but as Swano is playing 
drums we chose to release it under another name. I’m 
actually sorry to say that we don’t have any non Metal 
projects going any of us, but personally I would like 
to get some Industrial songs done when I have time 
and more important equipment to release it, and ' 
would also love to do a complete album in the vein of 
the „Du Vaknar Som Dod“ song. 

you find out one day that someone took his / her own m 

Music for „Murder Death Kill8? Was it because Forever 
Underground turned out to be not reliable enough or 
was it because your contract expired? 
We decided to try out Xtreem Music, since Forever! 
Underground during two releases had failed to get our| 
albums out on the European market. I’m not holding 
anything against Forever Underground, but they arei 
based in the US and are mainly concentrated to that! 
market which is understandable. Xtreem Music turned 
out to be a great choice for us as they have been up 
to standards by far, and they will also release our next 
album during next year. If we would get a good deal 
enough, I would most certainly contract PAGANIZER to 
Xtreem music for the coming albums as well, if theyj 
would be interested. 
-I noticed that the „Shows8 section at your website! 
was still blank. Have you played outside Scandinavia 
as yet and, in case you have, which countries do you| 
wish you would (not) go back to again and why? 
So you noticed that? Ha-ha...! PAGANIZER has so far| 

1^ 

life at a PAGANIZER concert? May this never nappcn, ■ 
though... 
I mean if someone took their life while listening to a I 
PAGANIZER album that would be ok for me, as I don’t 
think any music can be the source of anyone ending 
their life. Other shit must be the igniting factor obvi¬ 
ously. But if somebody chose to end their life at a 
PAGANIZER concert, it would probably feel different I 
guess. Maybe I would stop playing Death Metal anc 
start preaching the evangle of light and sing gospel? 
I don’t know... Ha-ha-ha...! Seriously, if someone 
commits suicide I have only one comment: 
Congratulations! And if we provide the soundtrack to 
that suicide, the guy or girl will at least leave this 
world with some pure honest music ringing in 
ears. 
-What is your opinion about both the Extreme I 
Scene and fans at present? 
Opinions are like assholes, everyone’s got one (sorry, 
always wanted to use that line). Anyway, I think the 
Scene both here in Sweden and in the rest of the 
world is better than ever. I mean, I mostly listen to old 
records but that’s just because they were what raised 
my musical interest and I really do think that many of 
today’s albums will be classics in the future. Just look 
at the latest stuff by VADER, MISERY INDEX, 
CATHEDRAL or even ASPHYX (which maybe be a bit 
old), they’re all bands that after a shitload of albums 
still provide classic material. When it comes to fans, 
I really have no idea what the difference nowadays is, 
other than that people seem to be less interested in 
going to shows than ten years ago. But that’ll change 
I think, it always does. I hope it does anyway, as we’re 
going on the road for the first time next year... 
-Closing thoughts? Thank you... 
What can I say? I urge everyone into oldschool brutal 
Death Metal to check out our new album „Murder 
Death Kill8. I’m confident to say that if you like 
Swedish Death and are not too fond of wimpy 
melodies, this album will kick your ass nicely. Thank 
you for the most interesting interview I’ve done for a 
while and if you ever get to Sweden I’ll buy you a beer 
or ten! 
The official PAGANIZER website: 

http://www.paganizer.com 
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Band: UNMOORED 
Title: INDEFINITE SOUL-EXTENSION 

Style: Melodic Death Metal % 
Cat.Nr: code019 Format - Digipack-CD 

a dynamic mix of Brutality, 
I. Complexity, ypnsity and Melody, 

in a Pfogressive*Mood... 

“If you are looking for a band mixing Edge Of Sanity.. 
Dimmu Borgir and Hypocrisy in Up be^my, look no- 
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Produced by T.Tagtgren at Abyss Studio fwnmu Borgir, 
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Band: ATROX 

Title: ORGASM 

Style: Progressive Metal For all those who take a delight in a Schizophrenic 
Masterpiece, they all should fall back on Atrox" Orkus 

Magazine ((jermang) Cat.Nr: code021 Format - Diqipack-CD 
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an infernal trip in a sexual carnage, 

Extreme Black Metal at his best! 

www.atrox-web.com 

Band: HANDFUL OF HATE 

Title: VICECROWN 

Style: Carnal Black Metal 

11 you think Marduk is the best E^reme Black Metal Band 
around you're wrong, the Italian Waters blast 'em off... “ 

Andg Philips, KKO kadio (Usa) 

www.handfulofhate.com 

New Sub-Label to be launched: AMARANTH RECORDINGS 



Cadaveria: I never sold myself out! 

If you had told me like 10 years ago that I would interview Cadaveria I 
would have certainly laughed in your face! It was 1994 when I heard OPERA 

IX and I still remember how fascinated of the band’s music I was and to 
what a huge extent Cadaveria’s vocals impressed me with their power and 
dark magnetism... Plenty of questions started hovering inside my head but 
still I never made up my mind to drop OPERA IX a line (the internet was 

still a myth in Bulgaria by that time) ... the thing was that I was pes¬ 
simistic enough to be certain that I would hardly be mailed back, or time 
and again to imagine the picture of Jndustrious" postal workers opening 

my possible letter and throwing it away after finding no money enclosed... 
Years went by, Cadaveria left OPERA IX to set up a project on her own, and 

I had the pleasure to give both its albums a listen... AND one day, to my 
surprise, the Brutallica editor emailed me that the CADAVERIA band was 

available for interviews!!! Then I said to myself: „Now or never!"... 

VANYA MARI NOVA 

-Fi/st off, Happy New Year (it’s only January the 
2" today)! I hope you had a great party? 
Of course. Thank you! 
-As I juxtapose your two albums, „Far Away 
from Conformity" seems to sound more ponder¬ 
ous and morose to me... Does this have any¬ 
thing to do with the everyday life effect on 
CADAVERIA’s members? 
Well, I think in the last year the band has 
reached a stronger personality and this fact is 
reflected in our new album’s sound, that is now 

not to be identified with any genre, our musical 
philosophy that leads us to compose songs in 
total freedom. Of course this attitude is reflect¬ 
ed also in lyrics that are very unconventional 
too. 
-At least I read the ^Shadows’ Madame“ texts 
and I must tell you that they were like whiffs of 
fresh air to me! Rescuing yourself at a spiritual 
point is a goal that everyone has been (more or 
less) yearning to achieve but the people who 
manage to crush the chains are quite few actu- 

memory, sometimes inspired to my favourite 
books and movies, sometimes inspired by what 
happens inside and outside of me. They repre¬ 
sent my internal universe, and they deal with my 
interests, like philosophy, poetry, visual arts. 
-I’m not an erudite when it comes to occult mat¬ 
ters but I happen to know that the sign inside 
the second CADAVERIA A-letter is supposed to 
refer to Mercury... Was this appliance meant to 
mirror the band members’ spiritual restlessness 
/ hunger for being fully enlightened? 
That sign is not referred to the whole band but 
to me in particular. Mercury is the astral planet 
under which I was born. 
-I remember that when I gave Jhe Shadows’ 
Madame" a first listen I couldn’t help comparing 
the album to the OPERA IX works... Eventually, I 
found the CADAVERIA debut more mature, even 
though not that extreme: could you say that 
you’ve grown older? 
Older? Sure, years are passing very quickly in 
fact, he-he... Yeah, as I said now we are more 
mature and brought together, we have found our 
personal way. Anyway, this doesn’t mean 
CADAVERIA’S style is totally done. We are open 
to new experimentations and influences, so we 
will continue to surprise our listeners in the 
future. 
-You’re a part of Italy’s Metal Scene for 16 years 
already (if I remember right, OPERA IX was 
formed back in ‘88). How did fans view you as 

achieve even better results with Jar Away from 
Conformity"? By the way, how are the respons¬ 
es to your new release shaping out? 
Feedbacks from magazines and from the friends 
of us who have already listened to the new 
album are very positive. In December JAFC" 
was named „album of the month" on some 
Italian magazines and now it is starting to col¬ 
lect good feedbacks also from abroad. The 
sound, as you noticed, is very variegated, you 
must be open minded to appreciate it, but final¬ 
ly I think it has the potentialities to surprise old 
fans and to let the band gain new followers. 
-Has CADAVERIA toured outside Italy as 
yet? Perhaps you could even share some 
good / bad memories with us? 
In the beginning CADAVERIA was born as a stu¬ 
dio band. After the 1st CD was out many people 
showed a true interest in seeing the band live, 
so we organized some live dates in Italy, but we 
didn’t play live abroad. This year the live activity 
will be organized in a more professional way. 
We hope to tour some European countries in 
2004. 
-Your musical / literary inspirations for the 
time being? 
Musically the backgrounds are many: classical 
Heavy Metal, Death Metal, NU Metal, Thrash, 
Rock, Classic. Lyrically the main influences are 
kept from horror literature, contemporary philos¬ 
ophy, modern poetry (Baudelaire, Shakespeare) 
and from authors' cinema (Lynch, Tarantino, 
Cronenberg). The song „0men Of Delirium" is 
directly inspired by Jhe Naked Lunch" by 
William S. Burroughs (movie by Cronenberg). 
-Are you occupied with anything other than 
being involved in a band? 
All CADAVERIA members are part of other 
bands: DYNABITE, NECRODEATH, RAZA DE ODIO 
and all have a job or study at university. 
-Have you ever felt so down that to start think¬ 
ing of ceasing your career of a musician even? 
Sometimes I think to stop recording music and 
to continue making music for me only. Then I 
think the songs we compose are so beautiful 
that is a pity other people cannot hear them... 
-Is there anything you might be sorry for or 
do you live your life with the inflexible trust 

you’re soon or late being given the 
of correcting your mistakes? 

There is nothing to be sorry for. Mistakes are 
part of everybody’s life. We need to do them 
to improve ourselves. 

-Have you ever had an Out Body Experience? 
Yes. 
-The fascination of Metal music and the interest 
in the Occult walk hand in hand pretty often, in 
my opinion. What do you think newbies in the 
fields of the latter should know first, before div¬ 
ing in the surge of the Unknown? 
You have to learn to be humble and at the same 
time you have to trust your mental potentialities. 
Hail all. Jar Away From Conformity": Buy or Die! 

^ http://www.cadaveria.com 

better defined, direct and always more particular 
and individual. 
-I didn’t have the chance to read the lyrics for 
your new album yet, but the very CD title defi¬ 
nitely intrigued me: what exactly did you mean 
with Conformity? The three-dimensional capsule 
we live in? 
The album title is connected to the actual style 
of CADAVERIA’S music and with the „out of 
rules" band members’ personality. The very 
meaning of Jar away from conformity" is our 
„out of schemes" general attitude, our wish to 

ally... What’s the situation about the CADAVERIA 
team though? 
CADAVERIA’S lyrics are total creation of mine 
and I can say that behind them there is not the 
pure wish to crush chains, they are rather a 
vehicle to express myself, to let my inner 
essence emerge. If the lyrics for Jhe Shadows’ 
Madame" were permeated by a very spiritual 
atmosphere, the Jar Away Fronf Conformity" 
lyrics are a bit more concrete and frank, even if 
I have preserved to talk about this using poetic 
forms. They are like notes developed by my 

an extreme band fronter? Were you greeted as 
a revolutionary or did you have to encounter 
comments like: „Why don’t you start a pop 
career instead, you stupid sad virago!"? 
I started singing in extreme Metal bands in 1991 
and since then I have been always appreciated, 
maybe ‘cause I always worked hard and seri¬ 
ously and I never sold out myself. Surely if I had 
started a pop career I would have become rich¬ 
er! 
-I know you sold almost 10 000 copies of Jhe 
Shadows’ Madame". Do you believe that you’ll 
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HELL-BORN "LEGACY OF THE NEPHILIM" 
HELL FUCKIN METAL warriors know no mercy! The newes 

HELL-BORN full-length album, "Legacy of the Nephilim", is ready 
to set the heavens on fire and claim the earthly thrones! Nine 

pieces of living infernal brimstone and ferocious energy, with playing 
time of over 40 minutes! A real must for every true metal maniac! 
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IMMEMORIAL "After Deny" 
... is an album which is set torelease an assault not only on your ears 
but also your entire Being! ThisLP, held deeply within the Death Metal 

tradition; Blending potent, technical and intense guitars, blinding 
sounds and mixed tempos to create an amazing masterpiece of fully 

-fledged fury and schizophrenically detailed musical landscapes. Open 
yourself to an unforgettably thought-provoking, incredible death-ride. 
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EPITOME 
’supeROTic performance 

MESS AGE 
’Self Convicted‘ 

QUO VADIS MKrol / King 
Thrash/speed metal 

DAMNATION "Ressurection of Azarath" 
... is the title of this incredible album - it will include: Rebel Souls, 

Coronation, Promo ’98 never been published + 2 covers: King Diamond 
and Morbid Angel,together 17 devastation pure death metal songs!!! 

with industrial part. Pathological grind from Poland. Death/thrash metal 

HELL-BORN IMMEMORIAL APRIL ETHEREAL 
"The Call of Megiddo" "Monoloque" "Advent" 

Death Metal Blackened death metal Dark metal, for all fans Opeth 
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www.conquerec.com 

BORSMASAR "Amshafic eoiuirs®" UP KsSJDSD ❖ ®pod| i^otfe.. 
If your local music shop failed - order directly from us!!! All CD's £7.99 + £1 p&p. 

Please send IRC for our full mail order catalogue. 
We accept cheques, postal order, bank transfer or cash by register letter. 

PO BOX 33904, LONDON, NW9 7ZU, Great Britain, tel: 0044 208 537 9400,0044 7956 375 851 
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BRAINDANCE’s ..Redemption" was Album No 1 in my playlist for Brutallica’s seventh issue... Now when two years have 
passed since, this CD keeps on entrancing me for its remarkably diverse and unique sound and I doubt that I’ll EVER 

feel tired of listening to these 10 tracks! This interview was scheduled for Brutallica #8 actually, but the guys were too 
late with their replies so here we are now - myself and the fronter Sebastian Elliott discussing ..Redemption" and other 

topics that my head gave birth to as a result of my impressions from this very CD... The outcome left me 
with mixed feelings - Sebastian’s witticism and emphatic laconism in moments both entertained me 

and enlightened me: now I know how my aunts might have felt whenever I refused 
to recite or sing anything from my 1st grade repertoire! 

-At first I 
of your 
numerous questions... What I’m sure of anyway 
is that Redemption" is a result of your inspira¬ 
tion by both life and death. I wonder what you 
think about people who find sense in the one 
side of the coin only? 
Thanks for your kind words and unusually 
esoteric question, although I’m not sure what 
you mean by „the one side of the coin“. I 
question those people who find the need to 
decide between beefy, vicious Manhattan style 
and thick creamy New England style clam 
chowder. As far as writing music and expressing 
spiritual themes are concerned, inspiration 
sometimes chooses you. It is then up to you to 
shape it and to present it, if applicable. 
-I haven’t heard your previous releases yet (but 
I hope to someday!) - would you say a few 
words about each? Indeed, the titles speak for 
themselves enough but still I couldn’t help 
asking... 
.Shadows” was released as a cassette EP in 
1994, .Fear Itself was released in 1995, and 
..Redemption" is now upon you. With regards to 
the material, we’ve taken everything that worked 
on .Shadows" and „Fear Itself and brought it to 
a higher level - the production is tighter, the 
performances are better, and the songwriting 
has matured considerably. Generally speaking. 
.Redemption" speaks through the subgenres of 
Goth. Industrial. Progressive Metal, Dark Wave. 
Classical and Progressive Trance with enough 
Pop sensibilities to make anyone nauseous. 
-“Redemption" deals with rebirth as well: have 
you happened to have inner visions of land¬ 
scapes you’ve never seen that still made you 
feel kind of nostalgic? 
No - but that's a very cool concept. With regards 
to lyric writing, I believe in a good measure of 
ambiguity. Naturally, the themes have specific 
meanings for me. but I try not to assign defini¬ 
tive conceptual values to phrases, because lis¬ 
tening should be somewhat interactive. Insofar 
as everyone’s experiences are different, so 
should their interpretations be: For some 

Redemption" may very well mean schwarma. 
-What do you view the Eternal Return as? 
Hopefully, one in which contains at least the 
videogames asteroids, defender & tempest. 
-What do you think might have happened in case 
time machines really existed? What I mean is if 
they should be considered either as a chance 
for making corrections in life or as a key to 
stagnation or regression even?... 
The latter, -if either. The journey is relentless... 
-What kind of thoughts are you most often filled 
with while gazing upon the night sky? 
Ones involving corned beef, melted Swiss 
cheese and brown mustard. 
-If you be given the opportunity to go to live in 
another epoch which would you choose? 
I like your time machine concept better - Kirk 
and Spock visited many eras, but I would most 
likely say Ancient Egypt. 
-Do you think that man is entirely subordinate to 
forces unseen or is there a hope for navigating 
fate to a small extent even? 
I wish I knew. 
-What’s the average age of the BRAINDANCE 
members, if not a secret? The reason for asking 
you this very question is that I find the 
Redemption" album remarkably mature... 
We’ve been through the Brutallica time machine 
for several thousands of years, my friend. If you 
met us in person, however, you would find us to 
be secretively childish... 
-Do you surf around the internet frequently and 
(in case you do) what kind of sites do you visit 
most? 
If I do. it’s to occasionally check out new music 
or for general pornographic information. 
-Favourite book(s)? 
Anthony Robbins - .Awaken the Giant Within". 
-Do you always manage to accept your failures 
philosophically? 
Not always - there are very few that can 

MARINOVA 

consistently. 
-Are you apt of viewing self-irony as a way to 
survive mentally? 
Yes. 
-How would you visualize madness yourself, by 
the way? 
No need for visualization, my friend... 
-What is fear itself? 
Really scary stuff. 
-Are you inclined to consider Art (in general) as 
a ventage for internal conflicts and fears? 
Only to work my way through them, and perhaps 
gain a greater understanding... 
-Which kind of people do you view as more 
dangerous - fools or lunatics? 
Those who are apparently sane who are misled 
by either fools or lunatics can be the most 
dangerous of all... 
-Do you believe in (self) suggestion? 
Completely - conscious, subconscious and 
unconscious workings... 
-What could you say that you’re seriously tired 
of lately? 
We only have so much time together, you 
and I... 
-?!?... Ok, back to Redemption": your vocals 
remind me of Peter Steele’s a lot - have you 
been told that before? 
I've heard that with regards to several vocalists, 
but certainly, Peter is a great talent, so thanks... 
-I remained very intrigued by the samples insert¬ 
ed in between the tracks - would you say some¬ 
thing more about them? 
No. 
-How do you feel while being in direct contact 
with the crowd at concerts? 
Close, very close. 

-What kind of people go to see you usually? 
Vampires, computer geeks, science-fiction 
nerds, comic fans, cartoon buffs, musicians, the 
depressed, the disgruntled, the ones seeking 
enlightenment, and the ones we beg to show up. 
-And how was 2003 concert-wise? 
Great beer, great hot dogs. 
-I am more than glad to find out that you’re cur¬ 
rently working on a new album! What will we 
have to expect this time? 
Expect much of the same - plastic and paper 
enveloping, a disc of joy... 
-Naturally, I couldn’t omit the line-up changes: 
how did you find Beka, Jonah David and David 
Z? 
I met Beka through one of my favourite fitness 
clients, who was constantly raving about her 
playing and musical prowess. Although quite 
hesitant, my reluctance cleared when I finally 
met her and knew she would be right for the 
project. I caught Jonah’s playing completely 
through a highly bizarre divine intervention at 11 
in the morning, at a large' after hours nightclub 
in Manhattan that had a side room featuring live 
acts. When I heard his solid footwork, snare 
sound and ability to groove, I knew I had to 
approach him. I had known David Z peripherally 
for years from the New York Progressive Metal 
Scene. David had previously expressed interest 
in playing for BRAINDANCE, and when he wasn't 
busy with Joan Jett and the TEENS SIBERIAN 
ORCHESTRA, I asked him to come^oard. 
-Allright, I’ll be on theMch for the new album 
then! Any plans for the future, though? 
Vegas, baby, Vegas... 

Website: http://www.progressivedarkwave.com 
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DEIVOS 
HOSTILE BLOOD - CD 

The new cult album of polish 
Death Metal band Deivos is fact. 
7 very technical, fast and 
brutal songs with great sound !!! 

ARCHITECTURE OF PERFECT DAMNATION - CD 

Fantastic Black / Death Metal with 
some symphonic parts and voice ala NILE. 

Terrorizer Mag. -7/10 
Brutallica Mag. - 10/10 
Stargazer Mag. -10/10 

Metal Mayhem Mag. -10/10 

iNTHRALLMENT 

[BURNING FIELDS - MCD / re - release ", 
tip* 

Butchery Music re - issue the legendary mini CD 
b'Burning Fields" (original from 2001) AggdjT 
Rwith new mastering, m 

p 
i of Cannibal Corpse and songs vein 

DEPREDATION 

SLAUGHTERED INNOCENCE - CD 
& Fast Death Metal from Holland 

HYPERBOREA 

ARCHITECTURE OF MIND - CD 

The new bulgarian melodic death metal attack 

visit our webshop: www.butchery-music.com 
(Free MPS/News/infos*) 

BUTCHERY MUSIC CO. P.O.Box 1206/5800 PlevenTBULGARIA 
Phone: +359 887 863481; E-mail: info@butchery-music.com 
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SUMMER BREEZE FESTIVAL 

stage where NAGLFAR were going to appear. 
By the way, NAGLFAR is an outfit that I start¬ 
ed respecting A LOT from the very beginning, 
when I heard the „Vittra“ debut back in 1995. 
What the band showed was its certain capa¬ 
bility of being as much perfect on stage as in 
studio ... we witnessed total Metal storm, 
actually!!! Then PRIMAL FEAR and APOKA- 
LYPTISCHEN REITER followed ... bands that 
I’m not fond of really. Besides, having 
watched some of my favorites within 4 hours 
had more or less exhausted me so I definite¬ 
ly needed to take a break. CHILDREN OF 
BODOM was another group that I wanted to 
see; the Finns were supposed to be the stars 
for Day 2 and they were expected to play 75 
minutes. Instead, the guys started sound- , 
check procedures and they actually had to do I 
this in the time when APOKALYPTISCHEN 
REITER was on the other stage. Thus, the 
CHILDREN OF BODOM played 35 minutes 
only!!! I did not even bother to take photos. 

Saturday, August 23. At noon we decid¬ 
ed to idle across Absgmund a bit. The streets 
and the cafes teemed with Metalheads who 
were busy basically with getting beer for the 
last day of the Summer Breeze Festival. There 
was security by the church and when we sat 
on a bench nearby to hide from the heat of 
the sun, policemen came and asked us to 
choose another bench where to take our rest. 
Later on we returned to where the festival 
was taking place at to find out that PRIMOR- 

DILIANA IANKOVA 

Actually, we started preparing for the 
festival even two months earlier and the 
peculiar indicator of our excitement increase 
was the calendar sheet fall... Until the 22nd of 
August, when we finally headed for 
Absgmund! (In fact,- the festival started on 
August 21 but, after being aware of the 
bands that were supposed to play that day, I 
didn’t feel the necessity of attending the 
event from the very beginning.) The atmos¬ 
phere during the whole trip could be 
described least as euphoric, as we didn’t 
omit warming ourselves up by filling the car 
with the insanity of the albums from the 
bands we were yet to see... Thus, we arrived 
the moment when GRAVEWORM appeared on 
stage... the first worth seeing band for the 
day, actually. These Italians, despite the hor¬ 
rible heat, did manage to turn the heads of 
some fans, most of them still drunk from the 
riot of Day 1. GRAVEWORM definitely 
deserved more attention, for they showed 
sensible progress through the years and I 
would define their latest ..Engraved in Black" 
album as a real Black / Death Metal master¬ 
piece! Unfortunately, VINTERSORG had can¬ 
celled their gig so they were replaced by DIS¬ 
BELIEF that turned out to be not bad at all. 
AMON AMARTH came next on the main stage, 
where journalists and headbangers had been 
awaiting for more than an hour. Of course, I 
tried to take the advantage of being accred¬ 

ited for taking pictures from the festival, so I 
can eventually tell you that this privilege did¬ 
n’t help me much: the stage was like 180 cm 
tall and the press area width was about 1 m, 
so the shots you could take started up from 
the musicians’ knees in the best case. 
Unless this happened to coincide with one of 
the moments when security guys started 
cooling the crowd with hoses from the fire 
crew cisterns! The sun position mattered as 
well, naturally. Anyways. AMON AMARTH did¬ 
n’t sound that good on stage... I could bare¬ 
ly hear the main melody. So I took some 
shots of the band and went to the other 

DIAL have cancelled their gig too. DARKSEED 
was the other band I was interested in watch¬ 
ing for the day. The dudes from Germany 
were elegantly dressed, played fuckin’ great 
and appeared to be like a magnet for the 
crowd! Next came DESASTER (also from 
Germany). Everything was just fine about 
both of these outfits... after all, most of the 
fans were from the bands’ country and sang 
with the musicians all the time. It was a real¬ 
ly awesome atmosphere! The other two 
groups that followed were respectively DEW 
SCENTED and CALLENISH CIRCLE and they 
both sounded really good but the (sensibly 
multiplied) crowd already awaited such cult 
acts as GOD DETHRONED and THE CROWN to 



appear. And so, GOD DETHRONED finally 
showed up! I doubt that this Dutch band 
needs representation: I’m certain that it has 
a lot of fans worldwide! GOD DETHRONED 
started with the title track from their latest 
„lnto the Lungs of Heir release and contin¬ 
ued with such classics as Jhe Grand 
Grimoire“, „Villa Vampiria“, etc... I suddenly 
ended up just standing with eyes opened 
wide, enjoying the music silently. GOD 
DETHRONED were just brilliant, they obvious¬ 
ly gave everything from themselves! I really 
wish these guys could have played more than 
40 minutes... I skipped SINNER and several 
other bands to return about 30 minutes 
before THE CROWN’S appearance. J. B. 0. 
were still playing and till the end I couldn’t 
find out how these dudes managed to gather 
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so much audience: they acted like buffoons 
from a circus by asking the fans to shout 
their name a thousand times, screamed vari¬ 
ous concert cliches meant for warming the 
crowd up and so on. What they played was 
jolly Punk with German lyrics and truly suc¬ 
ceeded in making me nervous! I’m saying 
again, I still can’t explain to myself how 
J.B.O. managed to gather so many people 
around... although the smaller stage where 
THE CROWN were going to play was only 
100 m away, it took me about half an hour 
to go there! 

THE CROWN was my doubtless favorite 

for the Summer Breeze Festival! Indeed, I 
could see many other bands that showed a 
lot of skill, but THE CROWN sounded most 
real and original, whatever you may mean 
with these definitions! It’s all from their 
music, of course... brutally versatile and 
forcefully impressive, it enthralls you with 
every single riff and word screamed in a way 
that only Tomas Lindberg could be able to!!! 
After THE CROWN this year’s Summer 
Festival was over for me already (I just 
couldn’t take more!) so we set off, with the 
music still ringing in my ears... What I will 
state in conclusion is that the Summer 
Breeze Festival was an experience that I shall 
never forget and that left me incredibly con¬ 
tented. It was fantastic!!! 
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Gore Fucking Metal 

I had the will to chat with Matt from EXHUMED for a long time 
but so far circumstances always happened to be against us, 
we even did a phone interview awhile ago but the recorded 
material was so noisy that it was impossible to get even a 
word. Anyway, I finally decided to resort to the good „old“ 

Internet so I sent Matt some questions about his band, 
thoughts, opinions, influences, etc... I really enjoyed his 

answers because Matt is a cool guy fully devoted to his band 
and music. I’m sure this interview will entertain you too, even 

if you are not a fan of EXHUMED. Who knows, maybe these 
lines could help you to love this band. Like I do! 

-Hello Matt! How are things going with 
EXHUMED now? 
Things are going well, we just got back from a 
killer European tour with CEPHALIC CARNAGE 
and INHUME and are working on a couple of 
split EPs, as well as the flatters Of Splatter11 
compilation. 
-Several months ago you have released the 
„Anatomy Is Destiny" album. What are the 
responses so far, are they what you expected 
them to be? 
The responses have been really excellent in gen¬ 
eral, which is cool. We didn’t really have any 
expectations as far as how people would 
respond. We mainly worried about what we our¬ 
selves would think about the album, and we’re 
really happy with the way it came out. It’s a nice 
extra, though, when other people enjoy and sup¬ 

port what you’re doing. 
-Why did you choose „Anatomy Is Destiny" for a 
title? Did you have anything special in mind with 
this title or did you just want it to sound more 
gory?! 
Basically, the title conveys a concept that runs 
throughout some of the songs on the album, 
which is that the sum total of human existence 
is no greater than the postmortem sum of our 
decomposing physical form. Basically, that no 
matter what you accomplish, dream, feel, or 
think throughout your life, the only legacy you’ll 
leave is your rotten corpse, and that physical 
death is the final destination for all humans, that 
there is no metaphysical justice, karma, or after¬ 
life. 
-Lets talk about the recording process of 
^Anatomy Is Destiny". Where did you record the 
album and did you record some other tracks for 
possible future EP’s, Splits, tributes? 
The recording was done at a studio in San 
Francisco called Closer Recording (www.closer- 
recording.com) where one of my favorite 
records of the past few years, „What’s Next to 
the Moon" by Mark Kozelek, was recorded. I 
doubt we’ll return there, as it’s more of an indie 
rock kind of studio and vibe there, and we usu¬ 
ally record as cheaply as possible for EPs and 
tributes, etc. It worked out pretty well for the 
recording of the album though, after we worked 
out a few technical problems. 
-When you record a track do you have in mind 
that this track could be possibly played live? I 
mean, if you use, for example passages with 3 
or 4 guitars, it would be hard to be presented 
when you play live, I suppose?! 
We always rehearse our songs pretty thorough¬ 
ly before recording them, so we have a pretty 
good idea of what they will sound like played 
live. Of course, live, we aren’t able to re-create 
all of the guitar harmonies and stuff that are on 
the album, but that’s okay, because the pure 
volume and energy of the live performance 
already more than compensate for the lack of 
overdubs or anything. 
-I was really surprised to see that Neil Kemon 
has produced the album. Was it easy for you to 
hire such a famous producer? 
Well, it wasn’t exactly easy, as Neil is really 
busy, and we had to coordinate our schedules 
and make sure that everything could come in 
within the budget for the album...we almost 
made it... Sorry, Gordon! As far as convincing 
him to do it or whatever, that was pretty easy. 
He really liked the vibe of „Slaughtercult“ and 
when he heard the rough demos of some of the 
new tracks, he saw where we were going with 
things and how he could figure into the picture, 
so in that sense, it was really easy. 
-What are your impressions from the work of 
Neil Kemon? Now, when your album is a reality, 
could you say that you chose the right guy? 
Definitely. I think he did a great job and the band 
sounds better than ever. I really am psyched on 
the job that he did and think that the album is 
as close to realizing what we wanted as possi¬ 
ble given the constraints of budget and time that 
we had. 
-Maybe you don’t know but we decided to put 
EXHUMED on the front cover page of the new 
issue of Brutallica Magazine. This is because we 
see a big progress in your band and we are sure 
you will have a great future. Could you tell what 
motto or slogan would you like to be added to 
the logo of EXHUMED? 
We usually call what we do „Gore Fucking 
Metal"... It would have been the title of the first 
album, but we wouldn’t have been able to get it CHAVDAR TZACHK01 



from any stores here in the US, so we just 
abbreviated it to „Gore Metal11... Another person¬ 
al favorite I have is (apologies here to HELL- 
HAMMER) „0nly Gore Is Real11... 
-A lot of people will be really disgusted at the 
artwork in the booklet, but the images are real¬ 
ly artistic and professional done. Who painted 
them? 
All of the images in the booklet are photographs. 
They were taken by a killer Swiss photographer 
named Alex Solca who did an amazing job by 
helping us realize what we wanted to put across. 
-Would you feel annoyed if a journalist defines 
EXHUMED as CARCASS clones? 
I’ve heard it too many times to really be that 
annoyed. I think it’s easy to write the band off 
as a band that just follows in the footsteps of 
CARCASS. I think if you really listen to the 
album, you’ll hear tons of influence from SLAY¬ 
ER, METALLICA, PESTILENCE, EXODUS, NAPALM 
DEATH, CARNAGE, TERRORIZER, REPULSION, 
INSANITY, DEATH, POSSESSED, etc. It’s all fil¬ 
tered through the EXHUMED meat grinder of 
course, but the riffs and influences are all over 
the album. We listen to so many different bands 
and are influenced by a million things, but I think 
because of the multiple vocals and the lyrics, 
people automatically key in on CARCASS. Of 
course, they are a big influence on us, as well 
as the aforementioned bands, but they are far 
from being our ONLY influence. 
-There is also another band in the US that suc¬ 
cessfully follows the steps of the legendary CAR¬ 
CASS. What is your opinion about IMPALED? 
It’s hard to be objective about them as a band, 
because I’ve known Ross for over 10 years now 
and literally taught him to play bass, I’ve also 
known Sean for about 8 years, and have seen 
them grow and change every step of the way. 
I’ve also been able to see how we’ve really 
paved the way for them to establish themselves 
and for them to mold their image, cover artwork, 
etc. I really liked the first album, probably 
because it sounded more like EXHUMED, but the 
newer stuff seems to have a bit too much 
Swedish influence from AT THE GATES, DISSEC- 
TI0N...which I’m not too big a fan of. 
-I heard „Anatomy Is Destiny" maybe more than 
10 times already and I’m stunned of the pre¬ 
cisely made compositions and the great musi¬ 
cianship. It seems you worked hard to improve 
yourselves as musicians? 
We all pushed each other to improve and 
decomposed material that would challenge us 
individually and collectively. Thanks for acknowl¬ 
edging the work and time that we put into craft¬ 
ing this record. 
-I suppose your band’s life before signing with 
Relapse is a mystery to many people - could you 
say some words about this period? 
Hmmm... To make a long story shorter... We 
formed in 1991, when Col (Jones, drummer) 
and I were 15 years old, influenced mostly by 
NAPALM DEATH, TERRORIZER, CARCASS, OBIT¬ 
UARY, DEATH, PESTILENCE, REPULSION, CAR¬ 
NAGE, etc. We recorded a lot of different demos 
and whatnot, until 1996, when we recorded the 
Jn the Name of Gore11 split CD with HEMDALE, 
which kind of let the Underground know who we 
were and what we were about. After that, we 
continued recording split EPs, until we signed 
with Relapse in early 1998. Almost all of the 
early recordings will be compiled this year on 
the „Platters of Splatter11 Double CD that Relapse 
will put out in the spring, that has relatively 
extensive liner notes, etc. 
-What is your main goal with using gory images 
and lyrics? Shocking the public or entertaining 

fans? 
Actually, if you check out the lyrics to the song 
„ln the Name of Gore11 on the new record, it kind 
of outlines our lyrical stance and what it’s all 
about. Basically, we hope to shock, entertain, 
and provoke reassessment of cultural and moral 
norms through aesthetic confrontation of ideas 
like „beauty“, ..pleasure11, and ..fulfillment11. The 

real meanings of our lyrics are all in the subtext, 
while they are overtly shocking and hopefully 
entertaining. We have songs that deal with 
everything from relationship problems to con¬ 
sumerism, to sexual repression, to conformity. 
Ultimately, entertainment is the primary function 
of the lyrics though. 
-As far as I can see, Death Metal has been being 
acclaimed by many girls too lately. I cannot 
explain what attracts them to listen to such 
extreme kind of music, it’s that I don’t think it 
has anything to do with their nature... What’s 
your opinion anyway? 
Huh?!? Are you serious? I would love to see 
more girls at our shows. Death Metal is for any¬ 
one, not just for a small club of people. Anyone 
that really gets into the music and cares about 
it is welcome in the scene as far as I’m con¬ 
cerned, regardless what gender, race, or what¬ 
ever they are. Besides, I like girls, so hopefully 
more and more of them will come to our shows! 
-I hope you know that all your albums can be 
downloaded for free from Internet. Do you con¬ 
sider this as a big problem? Bootlegging is still 
a real sickness in Eastern Europe... 
I think that downloading is okay, especially in 
areas where a CD manufactured in America 
might cost a lot of money, comparatively, or as 
a way to getting a free ..sample11 of what a band 
sounds like. I think it’s just like a new kind of 
tape trading and that, as long as people really 
like your band, they’ll buy the albums and come 
to the shows anyway. I don’t know how many 
bands I heard about in the late 80s and early 
90s through tape trading, but it’s a lot. So if it 
helps more people hear the band, I’m all for it. 
-Your opinion about the war in Iraq? More than 
500 Americans died so far, but the main ques¬ 
tion is if they knew what they died for?! 
I think that the way the war in Iraq has been 
handled has been awful, and continues to be. 
The assertion of the presence of weapons of 
mass destruction was a flimsy excuse. I’m no 
fan of Saddam Hussein, I think he’s a piece of 

shit, but I’m against the way that the US has 
handled the middle east since 9/11 every step 
of the way. It’s embarrassing. 
-I have the feeling that more and more people in 
the US are not satisfied with the policy of the 
president J. W. Bush? Would you vote for him? 
I didn’t vote for him the first time, and there’s 
no way in hell that I would vote for him again. 
-Can you imagine a live show of EXHUMED in 
Baghdad? I heard that SEX PISTOLS plan to do 
a live show there next year so that to show the 
people over there what the so called democra¬ 
cy" can bring, ha-ha... 
I would play there for the troops, I guess, but I 
don’t think there are too many Death Metal fans 
in the Army though. We’ll see if there even is a 
democracy in Baghdad in a year. I doubt there 
will be... 
-Which is the last cover version that you did?? 
We haven’t recorded any covers since we did 
the IMPETIGO and CARCASS tributes. I want to 
do some more... Hopefully covers from SIEGE, 
LARM, EXTREME NOISE TERROR, AMEBIX, GBH, 
DISCHARGE, RAW POWER, MERCYFUL FATE, 
NASTY SAVAGE, MASSACRE, INSANITY, INFER¬ 
NAL MAJESTY... There are so many songs I’d 
love to do. Hopefully someday we’ll do a covers 
album. 
-I heard from the radio today that 30 million of 
people die of starvation every year. What kind of 
thoughts does this statistics bring to you? 
America spends 500 billion US$ for warfare 
every year: I assume this money could be used 
for turning Sahara to an oasis, for example... 
World hunger is a purely economic problem, that 
is not solely the fault of the US. Although our 
defense budget is completely out of control, it 
would take a communal effort from the western 
world to end world hunger, as well as a change 
in diet for a lot of people. I just feel frustrated 
when I hear facts like this, but the way the sys¬ 
tem is set up, I don’t see things changing in the 
foreseeable future. 
-Where did you manage to play live this year? 

Are there any plans for a big tour? 
So far we’ve played in France, England, 
Germany, Holland, Belgium, Spain, Italy, 
Switzerland, Czech Republic, and of course the 
good ol’ Usof A, albeit only a few dates on the 
East Coast. This year, we’re returning to Europe, 
and working on more US dates, as well as 
Japanese and Australian dates. 
-What do you not like in the music scene in 
America and what are the positive sides of the 
US Underground Scene? How far do your musi¬ 
cal interests go, by the way: are you a Metal fan 
only or do you listen to other genres as well? 
I think that in America, a lot of people in the 
Metal Scene seem to be either worshippers of 
anything from Sweden or brutal US-style Death 
Metal, but nothing of which I’m the biggest fan 
of. It also seems that people don’t have a very 
long memory as far as the history of the Scene 
and where it came from. On the positive side, 
those that do are ultra-die-hard. We’ve always 
had positive experiences in the states as far as 
touring and I have no real complaints about our 
treatment from fans here. I listen to all kinds of 
music, from Bjork to the Red House Painters to 
Merle Haggard. I really love Spaghetti Western 
soundtracks by Ennio Morricone, and have 
recently started getting into Reverend Horton 
Heat. There’s not really too much new stuff in 
Metal that interests me, so I listen to a lot of 
other things. Most of the Metal that I listen to is 
1991 and before. There are a few exceptions 
though, like NASUM, PIG DESTROYER, BENUMB, 
COCK AND BALL TORTURE, INHUME, ABORTED, 
REGURGITATE, and a few other bands. 
-Your main goal with EXHUMED? 
World domination. And free beer. 
-Well, I am done. As a tradition you can tell 
something more special to our readers! 
Thanks for the interview and the support... We’ll 
see everybody on the road or on the slab... In 
the front or in the morgue... Either way, only 
gore is real... 

www.exhumed.us 





in the UK. It seemed the whole world was against 
ABORYM in the last years. The first album was cen¬ 
sored and boycotted in some countries, the 2nd was 
boycotted by our label (!) since they knew that we 
would leave them and there were some arguments but 
apart of everything we gained the best reviews like, for 
example, .album of the month 10/10 at Terrorized ... 
etc. At the 3rd album the new label was still not strong 
enough and interested to support us for a tour... so 
we were a bit tired and disappointed, to be honest. 5 
years of fuckin’ hard work and suffering without any 
fruits to harvest... It is also SUNN 0))) (an extremely 
slow Ambient / Doom band from US) which I’m 
involved in and I’m more like a guest vocalist there, 
but we had at least 5 fantastic gigs together this year. 
We played on All Tomorrows Parties this spring in 
front of like 3 thousand people and even BBC Radio 
broadcasted that gig! We also played in London 
Hammersmiths Lyric Theatre recently, where we were 
supporting JULIAN COPE... they were great things. 
Apart from that, I recently made an MCD with the 
Norwegian KEEP OF KALESSIN. I think that’s again a 
great stuff with a unique line-up with Obsidian C on 
guitars and Frost on dmms... both guys play in 
SATYRICON. Anyway, I love to play with such great 
musicians and especially I was hungry to play in a tra¬ 
ditional way of Black Metal with real drums. The other 
cool thing is that we will play some live gigs quite 
soon in Norway, one of which will be at the .Kick off 
Inferno Party". 
-Any concrete musicians that you might dream of col¬ 
laborating with in the future? 
Of course I have some visions, and would be cool to 
meet and do something with my .heroes" who were 
inspiring me in my childhood. For example, it was 
pretty cool to chat with KING DIAMOND sometimes 
and I felt very much honoured when he told me that 
he has heard about me (even knew some of my 
songs) and knew about my activities. Maybe I would 
realiy love to get in touch also with some people from 
ex-SKINNY PUPPY, WILL or FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY 
(however, they are not Metal heads)... Anyway, we 
have an idea with my friends: Shane from NAPALM 
DEATH, Irrumator from ANAAL NATHRAKH and also 
Necrobutcher from MAYHEM to do a „wing“ band 
called BORN TO MURDER THIS WORLD. I’m not sure 
when will it be realized, but I guess it will be great. I 
already heard some of the bases that Shane sent me 
and they were cool - fucking Necro Grind stuff... 
-Are you apt of considering the negative in nature as 
Art’s most reliable inspiration source? 
01 course, man! I believe in the whole cosmic energy 
that contains naturally the .negative-side" too. But 
today’s religions mostly just forget about it or negate 
it... Vanya... let me include here some thoughts that I 
wrote to an Italian zine once... I guess it could fit here 
and you can use it if you like... (it was published only 
in Italian so far): .I’m so sad, disappointed and angry 
to see still those blind .religious" people praying to the 
deaf walls or false idols not only in Italy or Hungary 
but everywhere. Slow death, pain, paled faces, useless 
gold, dropping blood, coldness, gigantic priests, pun¬ 
ishment from god, homosexuality, inquisition, destroy¬ 
ing of the new thoughts and science, and false morals 
and false ideologies... in the name of Jove“ or good¬ 
ness", this is what most of today’s religions are 
meaning to me. We don’t need any priest to transmit 
between ourselves and the supreme!! It would be more 
then enough just to let the children grow and let them 
to become Men just as they were created. But we 
destroy the intelligence from the first day of life- 
teaching and forcing false ideologies on them (of 
course I’m not saying that we should hide the infor¬ 
mations when one is interested) Nature and cosmos 
are our real parents and no one can define what life 
or existence is! One can find the truth only inside. We 
should learn only one thing in schools: to be able to 
find the truth deep inside ourselves. But today’s sys¬ 
tem is a slave system and the egoistic false leaders, 
priests, politicians need power, money and lots of 
slaves to exploit of course: but if one is intelligent, he 
can see that death will come soon and no one can 
bring nothing to the other side apart from what is 
deep in the soul... death will take back everything at 
the end what belongs here. „Do this or we'll fuckin 
destroy you. or at least god will punish you after 
death". It's their ideology and it’s fuckin bullshit!!! 
Actually Death is the real leader coming unstoppably 
closer minutes by minutes. No good and bad, or both 
is the same in the converging in Infinity. It’s the dual¬ 
ity of the supreme. It’s impossible to understand with¬ 

out supreme way of thinking. But to pray for „good“ 
and ignore the „bad“ is completely false and unnatur¬ 
al... Every animal is more intelligent than all people 
who believe in that. We have the intelligence but we 
use only 5-10% of the capacity of our minds. Why? 
It’s cause of the degradation and sinking of thousands 
of years! I think Man came here to this world as a 
semi-god in the beginning, and we do not evolve 
from the stupid monkeys!! We have a mission in life 
to get closer back to the supreme. But it’s not a suf¬ 
fering human being on a cross! I visited some tem¬ 
ples in Rome recently... after a pretty long period... 
and I found them fuckin bizarre and false still. I can 
never see paintings where Jesus talks to the crowd 
and everybody is happy and proud of their existence 
or victory, but only whiplash, calvaria, tears, suffering, 
pain... I definitely prefer Satan who represents similar 
things in Nature but in a majestic way! I also hate 
when „god“ appears as an old bearded man! I don’t 
believe in resurrection too! What’s that? Billions of 
zombies will come out from their graves? What a 
fuckin stupid idea!!!... And most people believe in 
these things. It’s in our depths of mind from the child¬ 
hood, it’s in our subconscious... I hate the idea of the 
„virgin mother" and the .father-son-spirit", it’s again 
about the homosexual anti-sex. Where is a woman to 
fuck?! Every woman naturally needs and loves to fuck 
but they can’t do it as they wish or should cause that’s 
a „sin“. Why? What a fuckin bullshit!! Who told this? 
This bigot moral leads our society to sink so deep. 
Almost in every family there are hidden sexual prob¬ 
lems. Man, we are suffering from these religions... and 
for this I’m saying: it’s all a fuckin evil manipulation. 
Jesus never had existed!! It’s all just a created legend 
to make us slaves mentally! No bearded god and any¬ 
thing like that! Only the cosmic existence and Nature 
is what we have, but it’s much more than what we 
had learned or what we can feel with our senses! The 
supreme intelligence is existing everywhere!! Of course 
there are other dimensions, spiritual worlds, and other 
existences and beings! There are fine physical ener¬ 
gies and non-material forms and entities. Who once 
lived will always exist somewhere! Don’t be afraid of 
death cause death does not exist as they told us! No 
punishment from god, it’s only from our soul, only 
from our conscience and that’s really painful enough. 
So try to be intelligent and put a big question mark 
everywhere! Don’t believe me and don’t follow me 
cause the tmth is different for each of us!! But ask 
yourself cause the answer is deep inside of you! No 
one else can tell you what to do or what to think! Don’t 
let yourself be manipulated!!! Be a rebel!! They call it 
Lucifer the Rebel, the Evil! Of course, ‘cause they want 
to define you, they want to tell you what is right for 
you, and they want to take and use your life! Don’t let 
them in your world!! Be yourself!!" 
-How did you feel when you were asked to join MAY¬ 
HEM back in 1993? 
That time I was into occultism and dark visions and 
meditations so it was cool, however when Euronymous 
first reached me it was in ‘91 when we were in the 
beginning with PLASMA POOL... 
-As though I’m about to turn my questionnaire to a 
word association game, ha-ha... In other words, as 
soon as I mentioned MAYHEM the name of Norway 
popped up in my head: what impressions did you 
remain from this country with, when you visited it in 
1999 and 2000? 
It was still very beautiful, the landscape and stuff, but 
the Scene changed a lot... In ‘93 the biggest band was 
MAYHEM but they were still poor people and Black 
Metal and the .Inner Circle" was kind of an 
Underground movement, however most of common 
people had heard about that cause of their activities. 
So it was before a kind of explosion. Nowadays it’s 
after that .explosion" and it’s grown pretty big but I 
still like it, though the feeling is much different. 
Anyway, it’s still better then the commercial crap what 
we have everywhere... we need it and we need the 
extreme music as a whole! 
-Your viewpoint about today’s Metal Scene? 
It changed a lot. I like that extreme Metal became 
much more popular then before, while I hate Rap 
Metal and stuffs like that... the Scene is always chang¬ 
ing and waving but those who are committed remain... 
Thank you for your questions and hail to the fans from 
Bulgaria!! 

Attila’s label’s website: 
http://www.saturnusproductions.com 
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5€/$6 US 

The Bulgarian grincore coryphaei 
CORPSE strikes back! 

T-shirt ..Mortal Terror1'XL only 
10 Euro /12 US$ Thus, what it’s 

all about is 

22 devastating 

and blasting 

Grind assaults 

including 5 insane 

live tracks! 

FOUR TRACKS OF EERILY CATCHY, 
DARK DEATH METAL CREATED 
BY MEMBERS OF BULGARIA'S 

DOOM MACHINE MORTAL REMAINS!!! 
A DELECTABLE MUSICAL 
APPROACH COMBINING 

THE TECHNICAL PLAYING 
0 OF MORBID ANGEL 

AND THE MYSTICISM OF NILE. 
GET IT OR REGRET IT!!! 

EXPECT THE FULL- 
LENGTH DEBUT SOON!!! 

Here is just a small part of our 16-page mailorder catalogue featuring 
a great deal of Underground goodies. All CDs cost 10 Euro /12 US$ 

(shipping included). We also accept payments through PayPal. 
Write for more info and stay tuned for updates. 

ABORTED Goremageddon" CD 
ABORTED ..Engineering The Dead" CD 
ABSU "Tara" CD 
ACHERON ..Anti-God. Anti-Christ"CD 
ALIENATION MENTAL ..Kopferkingel"CD 
ARGOSLENT ..Incorrigible Bigotry" CD 
ARKHON INFAUSTUS "Filth catalyst"CD 
AUTHOPHAGIA Postmortem Human Offal" CD 
BEHEMOTH ..Zos Kia Cultus" CD 
BLOOD ..Dysangelium" CD 
CEPHALIC Blasted Into Lunacy" CD 
CARNAL LUST "Whore Of Violence" CD 
CHRIST AGONY ..Trilogy"CD 
COCK & BALL TORTURE ..Sadochismo" CD 
COLLISION ..Romantic Display Of Love" CD 
CORPORAL RAID ..Xenophilism" CD 
CRIPPLE BASTARDS ..AlmostHuman" CD 
CRYPTOPSY ..None So Vile"CD 
CRYPTOPSY ..Blasphemy Made Flesh" CD 
CUMCHRIST ..Cumplete" CD 
DEAD INFECTION ..The Lethal Collection" CD 
DEMONCY ..Empire Of The Fallen Angel" CD 
DIABOLIC „ Subterraneal magnitude" CD 
DIABOLIC .. Vengeance Ascending" CD 
EVOL ..Ancient Abey" CD 
ENTHRONED ..Carnage In Worlds Beyond" CD 
FORNICATOR ..Fornicator" CD 
GORGASM ..Bleeding Profusely" CD 
GRAVE .. Extremely Rotten" LIVE CD 
IMMOLATION ..Unholy Cult" CD 
LUCIFUGUM ..Invade" CD 
LUCIFUGUM ..On Hooks To Piece" CD 
LUCIFUGUM .. On The Satolage To Insanity" CD 
DIESATER ..ChantingEvil"CD 
FLESHLESS ..Abhorrence Of Cadaveric" CD 
FLESHLESS ..Grindgod"CD 
FLESHLESS ..Nice To Eat You" CD 
GO RATO RY .. Orgasm Induced Diarrhea" CD 
HAEMORRHAGE ..Morgue Sweet Home" CD 

HIMINBJORG ..HauntedShores"CD 
HIMINBJORG Jn The Raven's Shadow" CD 
HIMINBJORG ..Where Ravens Fly" CD 
HOUR OF PENANCE ..Disturbance'1 CD 
INGROWING ..Sunrape' CD 
ISACAARUM ..Menses Exorcism" CD+ 
HUMAN MINCER ..Embryonized" CD 
LIVIDITY .. til Only The Sick Remain" CD 
LUST OF DECAY ..Infesting The Exhumed" CD 
M AC H ETAZO .. Carne De Cementerio" CD 
MALIGNANT TUMOUR ..Dawn Of A New Age" CD 
MEATSHITS ..Ecstasy Of Death" CD 
MEATSHITS ..Gorenography" CD 
MEATSHITS .. Violence Against Feminist Cunts" CD 
MEATSHITS ..Sniper At The Fag Parade" CD 
MELECHESH ..Sphynx" CD 
MISANTHROPIC ..Soulreaver" CD 
MONSTROSITY ..In Dark Purity" CD 
NECROPHAGIA ..DeadIs Fun" CD 
OXIDISED RAZOR .. Carne Sang re " CD 
PAGANIZER ..Murder Death Kill" CD 
PIGSTY Spiders" MCD (shape disc) 
PROSTITUTE DISFIGUREMENT., to/s Of DerangemenfCD 
RITUAL CARNAGE .. The Birth Of Tragedy'CD 
ROMPEPROP ..PornFlakes"CD 
SEPTIC FLESH ..ForgottenPaths"CD 
SETH .. Les Blessures de I Arne" CD 
SEVERED REMAINS ..A Display Of Those Defiled" CD 
SUMMON ..And The Blood Runs Black" CD 
TON.. Blind Follower / Point Of View" CD 
UNLEASHED ..Eastern Blood Hail To Poland" CD 
URGEHAL ..Atomkinder" CD 
URGRUND ..The Graven Sign" CD 
USURPER Visions From The Gods" CD 
VADER .. Reborn in chaos" CD 
VILE Stench Of The Deceased" CD 
VENERAL DISEASE ..PerpetualPain Procedure"CD 
VERMINOUS ..Impious Sacrilege" CD 
ZUBROWSKA ..One On Six" CD 

□MS % O&L Ho 0000 OOsCBCb EtlltEEljflQ S|ger@brutallicaTcoml 
IwwwTBrutallicaVcoml MW 
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Forsaken 
"Anima Mundi"l6Dl 
16/S10/10 Euros pp 
The veterans of doom metal return! After 13 years and 
numerous releases, these guys have produced by far 
their best album yet. Already regarded as co-fathers 
of the doom metal scene worldwide this album will give 
them the throne all to;,themselves. Powerful, majestic, 
epic and extremely heavy! Mixing crunchy, stompin’; 
riffs with eerie keyboards and superb clean vocals and 
rounded off with a top notch production.'lt doesn’t | 
get much better than this! 

GOLDCD014 

Emancer 
"invisibles at 
£6/$10/10 Eurpsm 
After two successfuljalbumsjjhJtopian Illusions” and 
The Human Experiment”5? we'are hit with the 3rd full 
length album from this experimental black metal band. 
Hailing from Norway If you know you can expect top 
quality musicianshipjand skilled’song writing. The 
band mix cold aggressive black metal with progressive 
astral passages resulting in a unique sound without 
strayingwtoo far fromjjheir black metal - roots;r Like- 
fellow countrymen Satyr/icon, these guys can mix pure 
hatred with atmosphere^ leaving youjgasping for more. 

Ad Noctum Advent 

£6/$10/10 Euros £6/$10/10 Euros 

a dark 

All prices include postage and packaging, make chequeswposta iforder^etcWp'ayabIe^tolfGoIdem 
Check out our web site for free MP3tdrfwn1 oradl^^dlinterview^review^, 
massive catalogue of CD’s, cassettes^^agazin^rfdp^hirtsA with ‘'secure 

on-line ordering... h 11 p: / / w ww?go I d e n I a k e p rodsTco? u k 

Lake Productions] 
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[A BRUTAL CHRISTMAS 
L Compilation CD 

SOUND OF THE DEAD Records 
What happens when you like equally strong typical Christmas songs 1 
and brutal Metal? In the case of Neil Edge, the president of SOTD * 

L Records this was to make a label, invite Metal bands and let them \ 
i perform your favourite Christmas songs. Eleven bands doing songs i 
[ for the silent (un)holy night! First are ARCHER and their Thrash / | 

Speed attack of „Angels We Have Heard On High11. „God Rest Ye 
l Merry Gentlemen4 is made by KEKAL in their unique style of classic 
i Heavy Metal / sppho Black! ROYAL ANGUISH perform in a great way I 

.Mary Did You Know4... Power / Black Metal with strong keyboard j 
presence and excellent singer reminding me of Dan Swano. Totally j 
twisted and insane is .Coventry Carol (lulla lulla)“ by FRANK’S ENEMY | 
- the distorted voice of Angela Levi can drive you mad: angelic choirs ] 
combined with noise! FROSTLIKEASHES destroy .Let All Mortal Flesh j 
Keep Silence / 0 Come Emmanuel* in their EMPEROR-influenced style 

L - smashing! .The Little Drummerboy* is mutilated and disemboweled | 
by TORTURED CONSCIENCE in a brutal Death Metal way. HEARKEN j 

[ also deliver brutal Death Metal version of „0 Come All Ye Faithful* - 
[ it sounds like some of NILE’S brutal anthems but with a I 
[ drummachine. DEATH REQUISITE execute .Child Messiah* by turning f 
[ it in an oldschool Black Metal track. .0 Holy Night* - impressive Dark 1 
[ / Doom version by EverSINcEve - heavy riffs and excellent vocals. ^ 

! Next is again .God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen*, but this time in a short j 
and furious Thrash / Hard Core version played by FAITHBOMB. The j 

I compilation ends with PURE DEFIANCE’S version of .Joy To The J 
\ World* - heavy mid-paced Thrash with male choruses. Isn’t that the 1 
r perfect present for the (Un)Holy Night? This CD deserves your j 

attention and for more info about the bands featured visit: , 
vAvw.sotdrecords.com. Santa Claus broke his fucking neck from J 

► headbanging... 
I Tsvetan Rachev....—.9,0 J 

► ANKH „ Expect Unexpected" CD 
r METAL MIND 
[ This band appears to be another proof that the Metal Mind 
[ Productions team chose to work with very special representatives of ] 
f the Polish scene only! Actually, .Expect Unexpected* (#5 in ANKH’s j 

discography) is the first album of the band released via MM and what j 
I it deals with is a stunning Electro / Progressive Rock blend ] 
I suggesting a bit psychedelic moods. The 16 tracks on this CD are 

abundant in fresh ideas presented with remarkable artisticism and j 
skill that literally make your head reel! As I could read from the info- j 

[ sheet, ANKH is a cult name in Poland’s Progressive environments and j 
is well-known worldwide too for the band’s participations in important 3 

i festivals in the States, Brazil, Mexico, etc. To end this review, I am j 
* recommending .Expect Unexpected* to everyone who is in search of ] 
f releases standing beyond the music cliches circle! 
f Vanya Marinova...:..9,5 



H-wr 
[SATELLITE 

A Street Between Sunrise And Sunset ’ 
CD 

r METAL MIND 
I still think that Progressive Rock is 

[ dead. But this CD proved I might be 
[ wrong. Somehow, for the last 10 years, 
[ I rejected even the existence of the term 
‘ .progressive' in the modem day music scene. Now l’m,in doubt! The j 
i SATELLITE from Poland sound really smooth and poetic, with a hint j 

of folk music here and there, a bit jazzy in places. I kind of consid- 
f er this really similar to GENESIS or MARILLION, but it is in a way dif- 
[ ferent too. You should really pay attention to the lyrics, beautiful and 1 
' gentle. The promo sheet says these are ex-COLLAGE people who 1 
» joined and played for fun, but finally decided to release it And it is j 
\ great that they did! This band is heading for sure success within the J 
r international music scene, so watch out. I should also check the ] 

I other bands on their label, Metal Mind from Poland. 
\ Ivailo Tonchev... 

[ LUEN-TA 
'Ghost Area'CD 

, THUNDERING Records 
t Finally a young band from the class of 
f DEATH, CYNIC and PESTILENCE. LUEN- 
[ TA come from France and .Ghost Area' 
l is their first album. This is excellent 
I technical Death Metal - non-standard 

(L o 5? 

HOUWITZER, WARHAMMER and MASOCHIST put together influences J 
from SODOM to MARDUK and create a style of their own. The guys j 
know how to play their instruments and the production of the album \ 

_ __ ____is on a high level too. 

structures of the songs, technical breaks, virtuoso leads, just a plea- ^JJsvetan Rachev......8,5 < 
1 sure for the ear! LUEN-TA use a keyboard that fits perfectly to the 
| aggressive music by creating a majestic atmosphere. Besides, there I 
1 are some influences from MESHUGGAH and FEAR FACTORY on one j 
[ hand and DIMMU BORGIR and NOCTURNUS on the other. So you see I 
[ that we're talking about open-minded persons able to take the best I 
[ from every genre and to interpretate it in their own way. The most J 

important thing is that despite the technical performances there's no 1 
i useless posing - all songs are memorable and easy to listen. .Ghost j 
I Area' ends with a coverversion of GRAVE'S classic .Soulless" and the j 
[ whole album is dedicated to the memory of Chuck Schuldiner (R.I.P. 

- we'll miss you forever!). Don’t miss one of the best albums for the ; 
’ year -LUEN-TA are here to stay! 
I Tsvetan Rachev.................9,5 J 

\ ZAMAK 
.Fortress' CD 
Self Released 

[ Zamak's first CD, after being a band for 
r over 7 years. This is a Mexican band, 

that has been existing since 1995, and 
i they are looking for a company to pro- 
r duce them. But why do they bother, 

since they released the album on their own and did it good!? What J 
[ we have here is 10 fast and violent Death Metal tracks, very much in { 

the early SEPULTURA style. With the difference that this is played bet¬ 
ter. recorded in a better studio and I guess the band has a potential 1 

f for some stardom in the international Metal circles. I believe in them, 1 
| as they have the guts to do a great CD by themselves and to be what ) 

they are. It is hard being .true to what you believe' in the contem¬ 
porary world. As reading their promo sheet (by the way, find some- j 

body to do a better translation, this one is awful!) I see they have 1 
> played with many bands like CHILDREN OF B0D0M, MONSTROSITY, 
\ etc, and visited Guatemala, San Savior and Nicaragua. I think it is a \ 

[ great way to start, and I guess ZAMAK will be the new Metal sensa- 
[ tion, coming out of Mexico. 
, Contact zamakziur@hotmail.com 
i Ivailo Tonchev.!..1...... ™.:...9,0 J 

' GOSPEL OF THE HORNS 
■ A Call To Arms' CD 
\ INVICTUS Records 
[ Australia strikes again! After MORTIFICATION and DESTROYER 666, 
\ it’s time for GOTH to raise their flags of victory over the world. ,A j 
; Call to Arms' is a second album for the band after their „Eve Of the 3 
[ Conqueror' since 2000. Stunning mixture of Black Metal and Thrash, ] 

songs of satanic aggression is what you'll find here. 

.Dodsfard CD 
DISPLEASED 
The band is making Viking Metal reminding 
me of the great FALKENBACH and 
ENSLAVED. Modern Norwegian / Viking 
folklore (could we say so?) very, very much 
influenced by the ancient one. The album is 
very melodic but there should have been more singing than screaming 
vocals, just to strengthen the atmosphere of these hymns and make 
them singable by fans (could be a great thing, just think of it!). Ok, there 
are lots of these typical Black Metal rushing parts to remind us where 
all this started from, and that it’s Metal after all, not pure folk. This 
album is quite good, only the vocals and the overall songwriting should 
be a little bit improved and tightened to make MANEGARM one of the 
best in this genre. The only track in English... .Pagan War'... gives you 
an idea what it’s all about. 
Simeon Kiev..7,0 

PROFANATION 
.Dead Man Rotting‘ CD 
Self Released 
Don’t you think there are too many cheesy 
Death / Grind / Gore bands popping up 
nowadays? Distorted growls and sick 
screams combined in a CARCASS manner, 
low-tuned guitars, grinding drumming - 
that’s what you'll hear in a 90% of the brutal Death Metal bands espe¬ 
cially those coming from USA. PROFANATION are this kind of band - 
monotonous brutal Death with nothing to be remembered. There are 
some fresh moments but as a whole it's like one song throughout the 
whole album. Fortunately, their drummer is a human - if they have used 
a drum-machine, .Dead Man Rotting' would have been a nightmare. 
There's a hidden track where PROFANATION .profanate' the classic 
Rock'N'Roll scheme, but it doesn’t save the situation. 
Tsvetan Rachev.5.0 

► LEVIATHAN 
.The Tenth Sub Level Of Suicide' CD 

r MORIBUND 
t Yeah, great! This album is real fun. I haven't listened to such insane 1 
[ Black Metal for a long time, ft has a lot of BURZUM’s hypnotism, the 
\ barbarism of DARKTHRONE or GRAVELAND, the grimness of JUDAS j 
; ISCARIOT, blending these classics was meant to form its own fasci- \ 

| nating atmosphere you'd like to return to again and again. It’s one of ] 
I the most worth listening products of Black Metal recently. The album j 
[ is very, very dark indeed, but if you are able to feel the joke behind I 
[ it and enjoy the game, it will be a great listening time. But if you take j 

' it for real... well, then your life and sanity are put in jeopardy, and 1 
[ this is serious! Modern psycho-analysts must listen carefully. These ] 
> slow psycho parts are fhe most mind-altering (not to speak of the J 
r fast ones) and the voice... it is coming from the tenth sub level of ] 
I suicide. 
I Simeon lliev.,..!!“^®R*?........®*.....9,0 } 

ANIMATE RECORDS' PROUDLY PRESENTS 

THE SWEDISH GODS OF 
OLDSCHOOL DEATHMETAL ARE BACK.. 

lm *13x. 
Finally the long wait is over! 

COERCION 
"lifework" MCD 

still burning: 
watch out for our next releases ITT 

THORNESBREED 
- the splendour of the repellent - 

ABOMINATTION MATHYR 
mSSRSttSSU I™ atmospheric Blackmetal) 

ANIMATE RECORDS 
Walterstal 54, 09599 Freiberg, Germany 
animate-records@web.de. phone: ++49-(0)3731-212949 

www.animate-records.com 
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; BETHLEHEM 
.Suicide Radio' CD 

, RED STREAM 
^ I have always viewed this Doom / Black Metal band as a real phe- j 
f nomenon for the Metal Scene in general! Ever since their .Dark \ 
1 Metal* debut was released, these guys have been revealing to the lis- 
t tener the darkness even in places in which it was supposed to be j 
I missing! Joke aside, whenever I happen to spin a BETHLEHEM CD, I j 
' can’t help laughing at about 80 % of today’s bands claiming to play j 

.grim, misanthropic (Black) Metal* as they all sound like sleep-well j 
I wishes in comparison to what these dudes from Germany have ere- j 
i ated through the years... Their latest album not only mirrors their 
[ inexorability about deviating from the path they started walking since 
1 1994, but also turns out to be the clue of what happens when you ] 
[ unfold your full potential, be it darkness or light inspired! .Suicide J 
[ Radio* will be certainly a tremendous kick in the soul for most of the j 

BETHLEHEM fans even because of the elusively obnoxious video clips 1 
I included that illuminate your darkest fears and compulsions to drag j 
f them cunningly out then right before your eyes... The CD also fea- j 
L tures tracks remixed with maximum'obscurity as well as flash ani- 
} mation, discography, photo gallery and more. Highly recommendable | 
t for all rare stuff collectors! 
[ Vanya Marinova........8,5 , 

; ABORYM 
. With No Human Intervention * CD • 

• CODE 666 
\ These guys get better and better with every following release! .Kali 1 

Yuga Bizarre* was just another average Black Metal album to me and 1 
t .Fire, Walk with Us* marked ABORYM’s huge progress within two j 
: years, BUT it was .With No Human Intervention* that became the ceil- J 
I ing hitter!!! I am completely speechless about what I’m listening to at ] 
1 the moment: it is not everyday when you have the chance to hear j 
| tracks so precisely constructed and so derangingly severe at the j 
l same time... I am generally reserved towards releases with a bunch \ 
[ of celebrities standing behind them but THIS time it was to the good: 
! .With No Human Intervention* was the spectacular outcome of the j 
| collaboration between Attila Csihar (TORMENTOR, ex-MAYHEM and j 

PLASMA POOL), Bard .Faust* Eithun (DISSECTION, ex-EMPEROR), 
: CARPATHIAN FOREST’S Natterfrost and ANAAL NATHRAKH’s 
F Irrumator! In addition, I already feel curious about what ABORYM’s ^ 
r next release will be like. Praise the three-dimensional idyll devasta¬ 

tors!!! 
Vanya Marinova.......10 , 

tv/A 
„ Better Undead Than Alive * Compilation DCD 

> CODE 666 
I am not into CD compilations as a whole but THIS one definitely ] 

f appears to be a must for your collection! .Better Undead Than Alive* 
f gives you the opportunity to learn more about bands that you’re fond ] 
| of by hearing re-mastered or previously unreleased tracks of ABO¬ 

RYM, ATROX, VOID OF SILENCE, EPHEL DUATH, BLOODSHED, 
RAKOTH, THEE MALDOROR KOLLEKTIVE, UNMOORED etc... But the ] 

[ really great surprise comes with inserting the second CD, where you 1 
I can read information regarding Code 666 as well as to watch NEGU- i 

RA BUNGET’s never released .Vazduh* video shot on the Carpathians j 
- in 2002, and also to hear additional rare stuff from AGHORA, BLOOD- ^ 
[ SHED, UNMOORED and EPHEL DUATH! 
• Vanya Marinova...fe...8,5 « 

► LEHAVOTH 
: .Hatred Sharped Man’ CD 
F FADELESS Records 
[ A pretty unholy band from the Holy land of Israel. They have pro- j 
f gressed a lot, since their first demo in 1995. .Brith Ha Orvim* was j 
| one of the first Israeli Black Metal releases, and now, 7 years later, J 
[ their first album shows a new direction. Ten grinding tracks record- ] 

d in Sweden and released by a Dutch company. Extreme Grind Core j 
that can melt your brain down and still you’ll surely ask for more. ■ 
Listen to the lyrics more carefully, as they’ve got a lot to say. The ] 

f artwork of the CD is really nice, there is also a bonus live video and \ 
l the CD itself has a very nice booklet with all the lyrics in. I like it... 
f Ivailo Tonchev........9,0 ] 

CORPSEPYRE 
'.The Living We Mourn’ Demo CD-R 
Self-released 
The fact that the band comes from Pakistan makes it worth hearing 
CORPSEPYRE are Hammad Khan (vocals) and Saquib Malik (all instru 
ments), and their 3-song promo .The Living We Mourn* offers some Deatt • 
/ Grind with bad sound and good inspiration. Hammad’s grunts are dee[; 
and sound louder than the music itself. I’m surprised to see that there’' 
an Underground movement even in a Muslim country like Pakistan. I wisl 
those guys good luck and better production next time. Contact 
www.corpsepyre.cjb.net 

Tsvetan Rache 
BLEEDING BLACK 
„Personal Hell’ Cass LP 
043 
Once more BLEEDING BLACK appear to prove that 1 was right to regar. 
them as Bulgaria’s best Black Metal act at present! Something more, if th'. 
.Too Black* debut was accepted well merely because it reminded o 
BURZUM’s earliest stuff, then .Personal Hell* is firmly meant to mirror th' 
success of Agan & Co in finding their own niche! Sensibly darker and heav, 
ier, the new album beats his elder brother totally and these 8 tracks sim 
ply MUST be given a listen, especially if you have been feeling sick o:’ 
pompous sympho-effusions dealing with macho men a la Connan Th 
Barbarian and pseudo vampirettes! As real old hounds (all known for being! 
previously involved in such respected outfits from the early 90s Scene c 
Bulgaria as NIGHTMARE, DAMNED, HYPNOSIS, etc), the BLEEDING BLACI 
remain grimly insubordinate to today’s clownery by shouting in your fac 
with the unique vocals of the female fronter Pagane: Hell dwells WITHIN 
my friends!!! Web: http://www.z043.org 

Vanya Marinov 
I EVISCERATED 

.Gutted Humans’ Demo CD-R 
Self-released 
Greece isn’t well known in the Underground for its Gore / Grind scene. L 
fact EVISCERATED is the second band from that country that I know (firs 
are ATAVISM) in the Gore field. .Gutted Humans* is EVISCERATED’s firs 
release - horrible Gore / Grind influenced heavily by MORTICIAN. Thre 
songs with poor quality, weak guitars, blasting drumming and voice com 
ing from the deepest circles of the anatomical inferno. The third song i 
EVISCERATED’s interpretation of SODOM’s all-time classic .Outbreak C 
Evil* but. due to the awful guitar sound you’ll need plenty of imagination t 
recognize it. .Gutted Humans* is only for the real Underground freaks. 

Tsvetan Rache 
EMBRACE BY DARK 
.Sculpture Of the Godforsaken Aeons’ Cass LP 
043 
.Sculpture of the Godforsaken Aeons* is the second album in the discog 
raphy of EMBRACE BY DARK from Bulgaria and it sees the light of day 
years after the band’s .Inlaid Dark Arches* debut. Quite a long period ( 
inactivity, you might say, but if you give .Sculpture...* a listen you will cei 
tainly comprehend that popping up with a new album every year is def 
nitely NOT what these Dark Doom Metallers insist on, unless they are full 
satisfied with the material they might have created! In other word; 
EMBRACE BY DARK’s new release will literally freeze you in rapture wit 
its 7 tracks that shine bright for their delectably dismal atmospheres an 
faultless constructions mirroring clearly the huge potential of the mus 
cians as well as their respectable preciseness when it comes to makin 
music! Immortally true to their perfectionism, the EMBRACE BY DARK teat 
have also come up with relevantly deep, thought-provoking lyrics whief 
along with the fascinating layout by Emil Saparevski (www.corvur 
records.com), appear to be the ultimate proof that .Sculpture Of th 
Godforsaken Aeons* turns out to be another whiff of fresh air in the haz 
of mediocrity brooding over the current Metal Scene! 

Vanya Marinov. 
V1NTERRIKET 
.Aura’ 7" EP 
KETZER Records 
Talking about beautiful vinyls, this one tops many! Such a beautiful pad 
age predicts a very hot band and this is not a lie. A strange, yet interes 
ing mixture of electronic music, Ambient, Black Metal and whatsoever yo 
can think of, connected with these genres. Honestly speaking, there 
something missing about this release, I loved the music, but whenever the 
tried to play a .harder* Metal part, the magic was gone. I was especial 
amazed by their music, but I have to confess they have to learn a lot mon 
Unfortunately, loads of the info on the plastic disc was very hard to rear 
as they used a very strange font that wasn't printed well on the disi 
Nevermind and play loud! www.ketzer-records.de 

Ivailo Tonchf 
ERED 
.Darkmageddon 3.0' Promo CD-R 
geij Released 
Just like many other bands ERED (formed in 1996 as ERED LITHUI firs 
was not passed by numerous line-up changes in its very beginning. Sti 
the guys managed to do some recordings: the never released .Northei 
Sky* demo tape (1997), the .Soulhunter* demo CD (1998) as well as a I 
track promo CD since 2000. Even the .Darkmageddon 3.0* material we 
recorded with a session drummer and I really hope that things will sta 
going more smoothly soon, for what I heard from these Spanish dude 
appealed to me a lot! .Darkmageddon 3.0* features 2 tracks filled to tt 
brim with angst and moroseness, which will truly make the blood of eve 
Death / Black admirer boil! As far as I could understand, this promo coi 
tains a part of the material intended for an MCD scheduled for 2003, whic 
means that it should be released already. So contact ERED and get yoi 
copy! Web: http://www.geocites.com/ered666 

Vanya Marinov 
VINTERRIKET 
.Winterschatten’3 x 7" EP 
KETZER Records 
Only 500 copies do exist of this marvelous triple 7" EP. I believe it repr 
sents material that was already pressed on the band’s CD-R, who cares, 
since it’s the music that makes it! Without the Metal influences of the 
.Aura* 7" EP, this time the band blasts a good portion of really dark ar 
mystic Ambient. The artwork is perfect, thick cardboard and white vinyl, 
loved this and I guess it should be a great record to listen to for any 
you...if you like Ambient / Electronic, that's for you! 

Ivailo Tonchf 
9th PLAGUE 
.Spreading the Satanic Gospel’ Promo CD-R 
Self Released 
Isn’t it strange to guess where a band is exactly fromJw hearing only the ope 
ing riffs of its recording?! Such was the case with 9'"PLAGUE anyway... I d 
not even have to look in the info-sheet to find out that these guys hail fro 
Sweden... I have always viewed guesses like this as an eloquent proof that tl 
given outfit comes from a country that has raised a scene with inflexible trac 
tions meant to live for decades ahead! .Spreading the Satanic Gospel* is 91 
PLAGUE’S first demo recording ever and it would certainly appeal to all co 
noisseurs of the Satanic Death Metal genre. The 4 tracks on theXD are pe 

| formed with a great deal of angst and skill and I dare say that 9m PLAGUE H to turn a lot of heads very soon, as long as the band keeps up the gre 
Web: http://www.angelfire.com/realm2/9thplague 

Vanya Marine 
EVANESCE/CONQUEST OF STEEL 
Split LP 
NO FACE Records 
Whoever might have said that vinyl was dead can surely go and kill himself! Th 
brilliant split MLP shows that - marvelously coloured vinyl, a great cover ai 
music that makes me happy. At side A you find EVANESCE, heavy sludge, Dec 

Metal, doomy... Side B knocks you down with some quality Heavy Metal th 
was recorded back in 1989.1 can compare it to MANOWAR, but weirdly enoug: 
the.3 songs cover a period of 7 years: 1982-1989. So, you can see these a 
not some hype followers, but true Metal warriors. This MLP will be a prom 
tional tool for the new albums of both bands, so ask the label for availabili ’ 
Support some good and true bands, and a label that seems trustworthy ar 
promising, www.nofacerecords.co.uk 

Ivailo Tonch: 



DEEDS OF FLESH 
.Reduced To Ashes' CD 
UNIQUE LEADER 

The sixth bloody piece of the Californian horde DEEDS OF FLESH 1 
is already a fact. It was a pleasure for me to go through the eight j 
tracks in .Reduced to Ashes'. Complex Death Metal rifling, impres- ] 
sive drumming with lots of rhythmic changes, strong bass line and j 
above all the fierce, brutal growls of Erik and Jacoby. Those of you j 
who have listened to their previous releases should know what to 
expect - first class brutal Death Metal! I find .Reduced To Ashes' 
better than its predecessor .Mark Of The Legion'- this is the sec- J 
ond album of DOF recorded as trio with the drummer Mike 1 

______ Hamilton (VILE). This album is a must for every soul craving for j 
qualitative Death Metal - very strong release from DEEDS OF FLESH 1 
once again! 
Tsvetan Rachev......8,51 

LUCIFERION 
i ,TheApostate'CD 

USTENABLE 
Do you remember LUCIFERION and their 
.Demonication - The Manifest” since 

» 1996? This band created a little storm 
1 in the Underground with their MORBID 

ANGEL-influenced Death Metal enriched 
i with dark keyboards. Unfortunately, after the debut LUCIFERION 
’ appeared in some tribute comps and nothing more - the band mem- H'""' 

bers started different projects or joined other bands. Well, I’m more ; 
than happy that LUCIFERION are back again with their second album fllSSllillSfi 
.The Apostate”, seven years after the debut. Michael Nicklasson (gui-1 
tar, also in DARK TRANQUILITY), Wojter Lisicki (vocals / guitar, also 
in LOST HORIZON), Martin Furangen (bass, LOST HORIZON) and Hans llWlSW 
Nilsson (drums, also in DIABOLIQUE and UARSINWAIT) have created 

i an album that definitely won’t remain unnoticed. Excellent Dark /1 
, Death Metal skillfully played and surrounded by keyboards creating ] 
i diabolical atmosphere; perfect sound and impressive compositions - ___ 

.The Apostate” just crushes! The new thing in comparison to the first 
1 album is the presence of some NILE-like passages as well as Heavy 1 

Metal riffs. The album is divided in two parts; the first contains the | 
new material - six songs inspired by the film .Dark City” with Kiefer 
Sutherland in the leading role. The second part offers LUCIFERION’s 

i demo versions since 1994 of some songs from the first album + J 
smashing new version of CELTIC FROST's anthem .Circle Of The J 
Tyrants' played twice faster than the original. The old and the new 1 
LUCIFERION fans will be pleased equally by this album. Raise your 
glasses for one of the strongest comebacks in 2003 and play .The 
Apostate” at maximum volume - LUCIFERION deserve 
Tsvetan Rachev....... 

; BLACKNESS 
Mm Of The New Sun" CD 

■ THUNDERING Records 

f Take some Bay Area Speed / Thrash Metal (most of all the first l 
albums of METALLICA), mix it with some German Power / Thrash ] 

l and add raw, almost Death Metal vocals. The result will probably 
I sound like .Dawn Of The New Sun”. BLACKNESS deliver eleven j 

smashing tracks combining the raging speed of the oldschool j 
Thrash with the dense heavy sound of Death Metal. Some songs ] 

[ sound like METALLICA with Death Metal vocals, others are more ] 
[ epic and heavier. One of the songs is DEATH-influenced and I can 
[ swear I heard the main riff of .Suicide Machine” there. The ninth 'ilKITYtlli ii  

song is a brutal cover version of MOTORHEAD's eternal anthem J 
-Ace Of Spades'. The guys in BLACKNESS know how to play their ] 

• instruments, that’s for sure. The sound of the album is excellent -1 
\ aggressive but clean at the same time. .Dawn Of The New Sun' j 
r can make you bang your head ‘till death! Don’t miss that album - 
1 it’s pure METAL! 
\ Tsvetan Rachev.8,5) 
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<"■ NORDVARGR 

CARNAL LUST 
More Of Violence‘ CD 
DIAMOND Productions 
CARNAL LUST come from France and 
.Whore Of Violence* is their debut album. 
Jerome (drums / vocals), Ludo (guitars) 
and Nico (bass / vocals) strike with brutal 
Death Metal in the best European traditions.- 
There are some Black Metal passages enriching the overall Death sound. 
The songs are fast and aggressive, skillfully played. .Whore Of Violence* 
ends with a Noise Core experiment. The cover artwork of this album is 
really impressive - futuristic women showing different aspects of sexual 
satisfaction. CARNAL LUST have great potential and I'm sure well hear 
more from them in the future. 
Tsvetan Rachev..8,0 

,Maras’ CO 
LEDO TAKAS 
Venomous (bass / vocals) and Stabmeldys (drums) formed the band in 
1993 in Lithuania. After numerous changes they finally found the prop¬ 
er guitarist namely Necrophagas. .Maras* is the first full-length of DIS¬ 
SIMULATION and it was recorded at Phoenix studios in Latvia. Imagine 
DARKTHRONE playing Heavy Metal and Thrash and you’ll get an idea 
about the music in .Maras*. The guys have mixed the oldschool Black 
Metal with influences from RUNNING WILD to SLAYER. The last song is 
a devastating version of KREATOR’s .Tormentor* - darker than the orig¬ 
inal. The lyrics are on DISSIMULATION’S native language and I don’t have 
their transcription but there’s a little piece of Hitler's speech in one of 
the songs - maybe there’s Nazi ideology here?! Anyway, .Maras* is an 
interesting album, try to get a hold of one of the 333 golden vinyl ver¬ 
sions. 
Tsvetan Rachev....7.5 

Jwaken’ CD 
CODE 666 MilJIM 
Hitherto Code 666 remains the strongest label when it comes to mm 
album impacts on me for 2003! After the awesome releases from 
ABORYM, NEGURA BUNGET and MANES I now have the opportunity 
to submerge into the atmosphere of NORDVARGR’s .Awaken* and ] 
this very CD tends to beat totally the albums mentioned above! Those j 
of you who are familiar with Sweden’s cult Industrial / Ambient act 1 
MZ 412 should know what to expect on the whole, as NORDVARGR 
is another brainchild of Henrik Nordvargr Bjorkk and is meant to ] 
unleash you for another blood-freezing drive alongside ice-cold cliffs 
under the blankness of the inexorably achromatized firmament... 
Enthralling drums of Doom will seduce you to keep on floating fur- j 
ther and further till you shrink to one single dot of helplessness j 
against the background of utter Desolation! Pure occipit chiller, it 
must be experienced! 
Vanya Marinova. . . ..............10 

; KAVIAR KAVALIER 
.Studio Y" CD 
OBSCENE 

r I shall admit that this is a name I haven’t 
: heard before... KAVIAR KAVAUER turned 
[ out to feature Necrocock... the guitarist 
i of the cult Black Metal act MASTER’S 

HAMMER (!), and .Studio Y* is the sec- 

f HOUR OF PENANCE 
.Disturbance‘ CD 

L MEM MUSIC 
I Dave Rotten (AVULSED) has always been 
[ able to find new interesting bands and to 
i deliver them to the fans. His label 
I Xtreem Music released the first album of 
I one of the best Italian Death Metal bands' 

; ond CD from this formation. As soon as I heard the very first tunes 
i I already knew that I was to hear something really special: the 15 
[ tracks on the CD (incl. the .Dreams of Caviar* demo since 1994) 
r entrance totally with their cosmically eerie atmospheres and will cer- 
f tainly convince even the most skeptic ones that today’s Electro / 
1 Gothic Scene still does have qualitative bands to offer! Apart from 
' being such an imagination challenger, .Studio Y" is also a real 
\ paragon of harmony... each single chord, drum-hit and effect here 
r is in its right place and all you’re expected to do is simply to enjoy 
> the music! 

I - HOUR OF PENANCE. Those guys deliver fast and brutal, darkened M VanYa Nlarinova......8,5 
I Death Metal strongly reminding of NILE with some influences from 
IDEICIDE and MORBID ANGEL. .Disturbance* has a great sound, it’s 
f like a nuclear blast hitting you from the speakers. The drummer of j 
l the band beats his drums like deranged - he's obviously an expert- ] 
I enced musician. The same can be said about the other guys too, they j 
[ know how to create qualitative brutal sound. All Death Metal fans - 
[ should hear this CD - HOUR OF PENANCE are not to be missed. 
| Tsvetan Rachev....j£..;.jOHH&li...-.;..8,5 ' 

^ A A d A AON Is an underground label, devoted to bringing 
■ f\ Up ) |y ■ you the best of the Wnrld/Hulgarian Underground. 

Our latest releases are: 

AON031 - Dogshit Sandwich/Gruk-Split Tape-hear two great comtemporary punk bands(UK/USA).. ,5Euro/6$ 

AON032 - N.B.I.S. - Not Broken In Spirit - CD-fast HC (includes a bonus video).7 Euro/9 $ 

AON033 - Indignity - Hands Dripping Blood -CD- fast crusty HC (out March, 2004)....! I Euro/13 $ 

AON034 - Biarba - Wishjar - CD- dreamy industrial/ambient/electronic stuff, really unique... 11 Euro/13 $ 

AON035 - Novi Tsvetya - The New Flowers - 79-1993 - CD-archival recordings of Novi Tsvetya 

(their studio recordings -Hive songs-l- archives from 1979)...true Killed By Death type of punk 

from Bulgaria...(out late February, 2004!).11 Euro/13 $ 

Next releases planned: Plastic Bo(ska punk), Kokosha Glava (Bulgarian punk veterans), an international punk 
compilation, Prices include postage and you can order any of these by sending well hidden cash to: 

= = = =AON distro= === = 
Ivailo Tonchev Tonchev 

Stara Zagora 6010, kv"Kazanski"16-G-115, Bulgaria 
Tel:+35998439532, aon@mail.bg www.aonrcds.cjb.net 

Of course, we distribute much more things like 60s garage, punk, industrial, some metal Get the latest distro lists by writing to us! 





ALCHEMIST combine Metal riffs with a huge dose dr psychedelic moods. 
There's certain PAIN-full influence as well as something from the latest 
works of FEAR FACTORY. The style of ALCHEMIST will appeal to the more 
open-minded fans. Their music is quite interesting and non-standard and 
deserves the attention of those who want to hear something different in 
the Metal field. 
Tsvetan Rachev. 7 n 

[ YOUR SHAPELESS BEAUTY 
.My Swan Song'CD 

L ADIPOCERE 
I This French band is formed in 1994 and 
l till now they have released one full- 
| length album ,Sycamore Grave" and a 

mini-CO Jerrorizme Spirituel". ,My 
Swan Song" is their second CD and I 

I can say that it sounds truly impressive. The style is dark Death Metal 
| influenced by MOONSPELL and early PARADISE LOST. The vocalist 
[ uses deep Death voice and high Black screams. In some of the songs j 
1 beautiful female singing appears and, together with the violin, creates \ 

gloomy dark atmosphere. The sound is excellent - really profession- 
\ al work. All of you who crave for qualitative dark and heavy music, J 
[ don’t waste your time and hear YOUR SHAPELESS BEAUTY. You won’t 1 

e disappointed. 
| Tsvetan Rachev™...• . 8 51 

t VILE ^ " 
.Stench Of The Deceased' CD 

t LJSTENABLE 
^ This is what I call brutal US Death Metal! 
I This band Irom California was created in 
1 1996. Now it’s a turn of the French label 
[ to re-publish their first long play creation 

.Stench Of The Deceased’, that was 
I released after 2 demos and 2 albums. 

This album consists of 8 songs and 4 bonus songs between them 
L (one of them is from the demo since 1996), the others are from their 
[ concert in San Francisco. The songs smash the listener with their 
| high quality sound! The music of VILE is fast, played masterfully and 
| with skill and is a real overflowing of aggression and spite, which is 

going to make you feel the absolute power of this brutal Death 
l Machine. These freaks can stand side by side with such classics in 
f the genre as DEICIDE and CANNIBAL CORPSE, for example! I’ll only 
T say; brutal maniacs, buy this album and crash your heads from 
[ enjoyment! 
[ Stefan Stefanov..'.........££...9.0 

[attiiacsIhar 1 " 
‘CD 

I SOUTHERN LORD 
l No doubt, this CD was a great surprise to me!!! Thus, what we have j 
i here is 15 tracks (including a bonus MP3) meant to portray the 15-, 
I year musical career of one of the most respected representatives of j 
i today’s Extreme Scene namely the mighty Attila Csihar of Hungary’s 
[ cult Black Metal act TORMENTOR, who is also known for his mem- 
| bership in PLASMA POOL and ABORYM as well as for his guest 1 

appearances in MAYHEM, ANAAL NATHRAKH, SUNN 0))) and LIM- 
BONIC ART. ,Beast Of" is a must-have not only for Attila’s most ded- 

[ icated fans but also for anyone who is into curio collecting: the CD | 
s some remixes and live performances of tracks referred to 

| the bands I mentioned ut supra as well as such of two other acts 
I which I was not aware of myself, namely KOROG from Hungary and 
| PROFESSOR FATE (a brainchild of Attila and an ANAAL NATHRAKH j 
I member). The latter project was really interesting to hear, it turned 1 
I out to be joined with a cover version of the .Ghosts* track by 1 
[ Norway’s weirdoes WHEN (an excerpt of which, by the way, was used j 
| also by SATYRICON as an intro for their .Dark Medieval Times* J 
L debut)! The CD booklet is quite impressing too, as it features various 1 
I shots including such of Attila’s lyric drafts as well as a message from 
I him to anyone who will have bought the album. 
[ Vanya Marinova. .mmsHmMl.i.gfo ’ 

THE FIFTH SUN 
.The Moment Of Truth' CD 
Self Released 
I wonder why a good band like this still 
didn't find a label which could popularise it. 
THE FIFTH SUN comes from North 
Minnesota and I suppose that this is their 
first album. Bryan Horn ... vocals / guitars, 
Shawn Mattila - guitars, Brad Geroy - bass, and John Eggers - drums 
have created a majestic Death Metal album. .The Moment Of Truth* was 
recorded in May 2001 at the Swedish studio Fredman with Frederik 
Nordstorm (he helps with keyboards and a guitar solo in one of the 
songs). Maybe this is the reason for which in the album you could sense 
the popular Swedish Death Metal sound. I’m sure that .The Moment Of 
Truth* will appeal to everybody who loves good yet melodic Metal. THE 
RFTH SUN definitely have future on the Scene and they deserve your 
supports. Contact thefifthsun@hotmail.com 
Stefan Stefanov..7,5 

.Crush Us With Fire'MCD 
NO COLOURS 
.Crush Us With Fire" has six tracks of top Speed guitar scraping filled 
with brutality and wrathful drums, both backgrounding the eruptive 
grunts and growls of Mathias. There is one live track included, which 
partly gives us an idea of the whole atmosphere at their concerts. All the 
rest is intense, sharply changing rhythm, which could appeal mainly to 
moshpitters. 
Pavlina Todorova..6,0 

SYMBEL 
.We Drink - Hymns and Counsel..." CD 
AN6EUSC ENTERPRISES 
They define themselves as an English Heathen Metal band and, 
according to me, they very accurately correspond to that style, 
despite the Black and Dark motives. A dark and luring atmosphere 
coming from the most gloomy and dreary parts of England combined 
with highly tangible ecclesiastical touches, now that sounds truly 
weird. There are also some attempts for re-creating of historical 
scenes and hypnotizing sounds. However, we must not forget the 
Metal elements coming from the guitar riffs and the partial growls 
which appear from time to time. 
Pavlina Todorova..5,5 

EATROX 
„Orgasm' CD 

■ CODE 666 
\ It was I again who reviewed ATROX’ previous .Terrestrials" CD for i 
; Brutallica’s 8th issue and the album had entranced me totally for its T 
F delectably mysterious atmospheres, so I was all joy and contented- 
I ness when I was sent the band’s latest release too! And I can tell you i 
| now that it turned out to be not less brilliant!!! Once again these I 

charismatic Norwegians prove that it’s not only the bars that make | 
[ the prison impossible to escape from, but is also the lack of desire j 
[ to learn and progress! In other words, .Orgasm" appears to be j 
[ another bunch of original ideas the spacy fragrance of which will j 

make you feel really dizzy yet bizarrely nostalgic for a world never 1 
n but still sensibly close, whenever the night draws nigh... The CD j 

^ layout (Monika Edvardsen) is appropriately weird and will certainly 1 
[ resurrect your childhood fears! 
\ Vanya Marinova..10 ’ 

ASHES YOU LEAVE 

ENSLAVED 
.Below the Lights' CD 
OSMOSE 
After producing the truly successful 
album .Mardraum", ENSLAVED are back 
again with their new release .Below The 
Lights", which is somehow softer, even 
though we could enjoy some real good 
and aggressive passages throughout the 

\ album. Melodic and at some places even demonic, the sound is ] 
| pouring out in some unusual Norwegian manner with the growling J 
I which is constantly alternating with clear and tuneful parts. I am sorry j 
L to admit, however, that this album cannot be even compared to its j 
. predecessor, but I am sure that ENSLAVED have a lot more to show ] 
1 in the future. 
i Pavlina Todorova.......HI.8,51 

[ USER NE 
Jarantos'CD 

. XTREEM MUSIC 
> USER NE come from Malaga, South Spain, and are the most inter- 
( esting and impressive band that I have heard lately! I haven’t heard \ 
' anything about them before, but 1 can say that they did grip my atten- j 
[ tion - USER NE have created a grandiose album, which style is diffi- 
| cult to describe with a few words. Here you can discern such gen¬ 

res as Death, Doom and Pagan Metal, combined perfectly with ele-1 
ments of Spanish folk motives and this creates an indescribably epic 
atmosphere, which enchants the listener from the very beginning. The 
band was created in 1996 and Jarantos" is its second long play 
album which 14 musicians (9 of them permanent) take part in. Here I 

1 you could hear some untypical musical instruments (crossing flute, 
bagpipe, clarinet, carrilon), two male vocals that sound very diverse,. 
as well as the beautiful voice of Annah (soprano) who actually leaves j 
the group after the records of .Tarantos", what a pity. Most of the ] 

* songs are sung in Spanish - my favorite track is .An Mis Theimous* 
, (this ritualistic atmosphere brings me to another world...). In the end 1 
; I’H say that this gifted band has created a unique piece which must ; 
| be heard immediately! 

Stefan Stefanov.....;...9,5 j 

: BURIED GOD 
.Dark Revelation' CD 

r MERCILESS 
' Although I’m not very well acquainted 
; with Thrash Metal, I must admit that 

' after hearing this album for a first time I 
was truly impressed! .Dark Revelation’ 
is full of various, constantly changing! 

> moods and melodies. While rocking on I 
> the most intensive and brutal sound of Thrash Metal, you suddenly 
■ start headbanging in some kind of Power guitar solos, when again. 

there comes the pure and swift Thrash. Having a real example given' 
i by great bands like DESTRUCTION, the German Thrash Metal band , 
; BURIED GOD is about to outdo its predecessors and that is why T 
; think that this album is worth buying! 

Pavlina Todorova.. 

EROS NECROPSIQUE 
,Crise de Luddite' CD 
ADIPOCERE 
.Crise de Lucidite" is the 3rd longplayer of EROS NECROPSIQUE from 
France and what it offers will certainly appeal to the ordinary Gothic / 
sppho-Black Metal fan. The eight tracks on the album sound remark¬ 
ably obscure and draw visions of noctumally silenced, rain-drenched 
graveyards. The lyrics are in French and this very detail conclusively con¬ 
tributes to the completion of the overall picture. Not bad but, on the 
other hand, the formations that I could reckon as better than EROS 
NECROPSIQUE are in plenty! 
Vanya Marinova.6,0 

ANTHEMON 
Manes' CD 
THUNDERING Records 
Here is an album that is meant for delighting the ears of the sympho- 
Doom fans. .Arcanes" is the second full-length release in the discogra¬ 
phy of Roland’s ANTHEMON and it stands out for its entrancingly melan- 

http://extremistrecords.8m.net 

OVER 1,000 ITEMS IN OUR CATALOG! 

ALL CD’S $8 US OR LESS 

300 + CD’S ON SALE FOR $4 US 111 

GUARENTEED LOWEST PRICES 
IN THE UNDERGROUND! 
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f SACRIST 
^Symphonies Of Ancient Empires* CD 

MB AVALANCHE 
f Considering myself as a Black Metal fan, I thought that I have heard IB FINNUGOR 

everything and did not expect to be so fascinated of such a band, .Death Before Dawn‘ CD 
but I must admit that after listening to this album I couldn’t stop ADIPOCERE 

[ *9about what I ^ve heard. Symphonies Of Ancient Empires* B Combining the darkest moods of Finland and the melancholy of 
IS full of various, constantly changing moods and emotions, B Hungary, the duo FINNUGOR comes forth with a mixture of the high- B .. 

I expressed with real originality and musical technique on a high level. B^ est perfection in both traditions. Besides, the collaboration with their 1 
\ Growling, harmony, melodic guitar riffs and obscurity are just some special guests... Domina Mystico (female voices) and Attila Csihar 
lof the ingredients that can be found in this release of SACRIST. (ex-MAYHEM), gives a formidable sense of dusk and obscurity. Apart i 
► Pavlina Todorova.8,5 ^B from all the darkness there remain the folklore motives and histori- j 

l cal reproduction of ancient scenes as in .Battle at the Heart of J 
_r Dreamland*. 

Pav|ina Todorova. ... ..8 5 1 
■i.1 mi'i' m 

IMPURITY 

UNEABTHI^FIMfTy,. 

UNEARTHLY 
AFFINITY MCD 

Brutal, unholy Death Metal 
from Florida in the vein of 

early Incantation, Immolation 
and Infamy. Recorded and 
mixed by Juan Gonzalez @ 

Diet Of Worms studios 
(Morbid Angel, Diabolic). 

NUCLEARWINTER98@HOTMAIL.COM 
WWW.NUCLEARWINTER.CJB. NET 

EACH MCD IS €10 (EUROPE), $1 1 (WORLD) 

THE DEAD 
AMONGST MCD 

Forget melodies and trendy 
shit, this is fast, dirty and old 
school Swedish Death Metal! 

Just think of Grotesque on 
speed (=Kaamos) and you’ll 
get a picture of how these 

blasphemous songs sound... 

NUCLEAR WINTER RECORDS 
C/O ANASTASIS VALTSANIS 
LIKOURGOU lO 
15451 ATHENS 
GREECE 

! PERISHED 
„Seid‘ CD 

. DISPLEASED 
k PERISHED is one of the veterans on 
f the Norwegian Black Metal scene. The 

album „Seid* is only their second full- 
l length one, although they exist since 

i 1991. What the band offers is brutal, 
1 pagan Black Metal filled with a lot of spite and 
J album surely will please all fans who like that genre... me Dana i 
| features members of BLOODTHORN, WURDULAK, GORELORD 1 
l and HELLSTORM. In some moments you can hear acoustic pas¬ 

sages and majestically dark keyboard melodies. The cover art¬ 
work of the album is a real masterpiece, it shows again the hate I 

\ of these monsters for Christianity. The album ,Seid“ had been J 
1 recorded at Skansen Lydstudio and has a very good sound. 31 
i of the 8 songs feature guest vocalists. Just listen to dark space j 
i evil, which comes from songs as .Forget To Bloodshed* or j 
' -Burning Heart Of Ice*, and you will remember PERISHED for-j 
[ ever! This is a Black Metal masterpiece and there are no more ; 
■ words needed! 
j Stefan Stefanov... 
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CLOSTERKELLER 
t, Graphite ‘ CD 
\ METAL MIND 
T Soft and tender, melancholic and Gothic sounding, this band is real-1 

ly good. You can never expect something like this from a label, called ] 
i METAL MIND, but here it is. HAWKWIND sounds spacy, there is some j 
j Anne Clark feeling expressed in some of the most beautiful female 
f vocals ever. The music makes you float and perfectly matches with d 
L the rainy weather outside. A great band, with a history of over 14 j 
r years. Buy it and support a great band! 
I tvailo Tonchev..s...10 i 

[AGENT STEEL 
„Order Of The Illuminati‘ CD 

> SCARLET 
i AGENT STEEL needs no presentation. This is simply one of the most ^ 
[ unique but also most underrated classic Thrash bands. Starting in the i 
[ mid 80’s with the two Metal cornerstones ^Skeptics Apocalypse" 
; (1985) and .Unstoppable Force" (1987), AGENT STEEL disbanded in j 

1988 and reunited again to release 1999’s .Omega Conspiracy". The j 
[ new album .Order Of The Illuminati" comes out with a partly-new line- 
I up of Bruce Hall (vocals), Juan Garcia (guitars), Bemie Versailles j 
t (guitars), Karlos Merina (bass), and Rigo Amezcua (drums). All the I 
j 11 tracks on the CO are pure classics! These guys have a style that ] 
[ can’t be mistaken: intricate, multi-layered guitar solos, high-pitched j 
f melodic vocals and incredible rhythm section. All fans of both clas¬ 

sic Heavy Metal and Speed / Thrash will find a good reason to lil 
' the music of AGENT STEEL .Order Of The Illuminati" is one of the j 
: last year’s highlights. Nowadays it is so difficult to find a band with i 
• its own, unique style and sounding... AGENT STEEL is one of these ] 
> bands, so enjoy it It is not too late! 
‘ Stoyan Tzonev.:~?„...E..........3_10 ] 

: SGT. SUNSHINE 
,Sgt. Sunshine' CD 

[ ABSTRACT Records 
r If Syd Barret had to form a band in 2002, that should have been j 

SGT.SUNSHINE. Heavy psych Rock similar to the early PINK FLOYD ] 
[ with a heavy sludge bass, or the really good psych albums that 
[ VOIVOD did in the early 90s.Catchy guitars and really good music. It j 

slides smoothly through my brain and makes me play it again and j 
• again. Excellent band! I want to hear more! 
5 Ivailo Tonchev.„._...'..i.J.f......10 j 

> IRONBOSS 
..Hung Like Horses' CD 

f ABSTRACT Records 
► Starting with the most insane intro ever, IRONBOSS blew me up with J 

a MUDH0NEY style alternative Rock, blended with rockabilly rhythms j 
; and country feeling from time to time. It is weird that this band seems j 
! like it’s been existing for years and I never heard about it, it’s a ] 
[ shame, for sure! You can hear later some perfect post-Punk tracks, 
' soft acoustic sounding tracks and some tunes with a Captain ] 
► Beefheart feeling! A great band, I and looking forward to hear more \ 
l stuff by them! 
r Ivailo Tonchev.....9,0 ] 

' ZYKLON 
> Jeon' CD 

CANDLELIGHT 
' What a blast! The second album of ZYKLON is undoubtedly the best 1 
t piece of music I’ve reviewed for this issue along with the latest J 
I ANGEL STEEL There is a difference in the line-up in comparison to j 
[ the debut CD .World ov Worms". The new vocalist / bassist is 
' Secthdamon and there are also two guest appearances on .Aeon", 
i Ofu Kahn guests on vocals on .An Electric Manner" and OCD from j 
! VOID does the electronic programming on .Electric Current". Ofu j 
i Kahn is from RED HARVEST, which you probably know from their 1 
! recent split CD with ZYKLON. Another interesting fact to mention is \ 
I that Bard .Faust" Eithun has written all the lyrics for this album. 

.Aeon" contains 9 tracks of extraordinary Death Metal with lots of ] 
[ influences from Black Metal and Industrial. However, this is a very 

brutal album and I don’t want to confuse you here... it undoubted¬ 
ly is Death Metal with lots of guitar solos a la MORBID ANGEL, ! 

I extreme vocals and crushing rhythm section. The guys know how to J 
( write good music and it comes as no surprise, since Samoth and ] 
■ Trym (both ex-EMPEROR) take care of composing the songs. I guar- 
* antee you will not be bored even for a second while listening to ^ 

.Aeon". This album convinces me that somehow ZYKLON will man- 
[ age to step in EMPEROR's shoes and deliver pieces of sheer genius J 
[ from time to time! 

Stoyan Tzonev.......EBHi.H.10 j 

[ NOUMENA 
Me / Fall'CD 

L CATHARSIS Records 
\ Here is one young promising band! NOUMENA were created in 1998 ^ 
t and they come from Helsinki, Finland. The .Pride / Fall" is their debut 
[ album and I like it very much! Antti Haapanen (vocals), Ville Laminaho J 
[ (guitar), Tuukka Tuomela (guitar), Hannu Savolainen (bass) and llkka j 
1 Unnbom (drums) play miraculous, melodic Death Metal with deep [ 
| grunts, clean male vocals and delicate female singing (Hanna j 
[ Leinonen), incredible guitar melodies and moderate drum attacks. The ' 
\ 10 songs are going to be a real treasure for fans who like bands ] 
I such as EDGE OF SANITY (the .Crimson" era), DARK TRANQUILLITY, 

ENTER MY SILENCE, etc. Members of NOUMENA have played togeth-' 
er in INFERI0N and CONSPIRACY WITHIN. There isn’t a weak com- j 

\ position (just listen to the third song from the album .You Dance"!), J 
^ everything is a fine piece of workmanship and you can understand ] 

it only when you hear .Pride / Fall". Meanwhile, 
i Stefan Stefanov...MSB&g&L.I.8,51 

eiiLNgm* 

\ Falk, has left. The other members are Narrenschiff (vocals), Tobias 
(bass), Tyr (keyboards) and Benjamin (drums). The album .Cast 

. Into Felds Of Evil Pleasure* is a real treasure for fans of melodic 
: Black Metal. Despite that, in some places the album sounds to me 
i like CRADLE OF FILTH and CHILDREN OF B0D0M, but still I could- 
l n’t say that ILLNATH copycat those groups entirely. Their music is 
| like a bunch of different fresh melodies - the guitar and the key¬ 

boards constantly play with your hearing by creating majestic and 
\ sometimes rather dark sounds. The vocals range between high- 
1 pitch screams a la CRADLE OF FILTH and deep throaty roars. The 
, album was recorded at Borsing Studio with Jan Borsing (ILLDIS- 
l POSED, etc...) and has a very good sound. ILLNATH become defi- 
f nitely one of my favorite groups and for this reason I strongly rec- 
p ommend you to hear and feel the majestically dark atmosphere that 

I have felt! In two of the songs you can discern beautiful female 
i vocals that make the atmosphere more saturated! 
| Stefan Stefanov..SUBSR..i:.:!:.:...8,5 

; ENSLAVED 
„Uve Retaliation* DVD 
METAL MIND Productions 

f That’s what I call a release that is really worth its money. This DVD 
I of ENSLAVED includes a full concert filmed in Krakow, Poland and a 
[ ton of bonus material. There is a full band biography not only on the 
i DVD, but also printed on a colour booklet inside the box. There is an 

interview with the band, as well as discography, photo gallery, art 
. gallery, desktop images, screen savers and web links for those of you 

1 who will watch this DVD on your PC. This is not all! The tastiest fea- 
l ture of all is the inclusion of six audio tracks, two of which have never 

been released before. Well, they obviously know how to please their 
fans! The sound and picture quality of the live show is great, it is a 

I shame that there were so few people in front of the stage. This band 
1 did deserve and does deserve a full hall! The only tiny remark I have 
\ towards this DVD is the amazing fact that it doesn't include neither 
r a track from ,Eld“ nor from the .Blodhemn" album?! However, find 
► this DVD and enjoy! 
I Stoyan Tzonev. 
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Still hot!! 
FLESHART/HARMONY DIES/split CD 
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► FURIA 
: ,Un Lac De Lames Et De Sang' CD 
L ADIPOCERE 
[ Here is a real melodic Death Metal masterpiece trom Macon, France.* 1 

„Un Lac de Larmes et de Sang" („A Lake From Tears And Blood") is I 
\ the second full-length album for this talented group that was found- j 

ed in 1997. This is a conceptual opus dealing with quite a different j 
I world, entirely musician-made. The mastering has been done at j 
I FINNVOX Studio. The 13 songs teem with various vocals (the guest ] 
[ vocals of Adeline of AKIN are a real pleasure for the earl), up-snatch- 
| ing guitar melodies and ethereally entering keyboards accompanied j 
I by majestically orchestral passages (most of them recorded with real j 

instruments!). I haven't heard such a great Black Metal album before! j 
i FURIA are an active concert group, too. They have played with CAN- 
t MIBAL CORPSE, GLOOMY GRIM, KREATOR, MISANTHROPE, YATTER-' 
[ ING, etc. Come with me in the lake of tears and blood... 
[ Stefan Stefanov.L.;:-.’..I.HH.8,51 

l THE MUTANTS 
yoo Doo Blues' CD 

r SPINEFARM 
i Some years ago God had a wise idea and invented a band, that he ] 
i named THE SHADOWS. Some years later he had another bright idea j 
I* by inventing this band -THE MUTANTS. All band members come from J 

different Finnish alternative bands, but what they brought here is a j 
; fine mixture of the 60’s instrumental garage, Afro-Cuban rhythms and ] 
[ voodoo harmonies from hell. This band really blew me up, it’s some- j 
| thing you cannot hear every day. .Sin Hipster" sounds like no one j 

else but the mighty JIMI HENDRIX, hooked on some heavy acid fuel. 
[ „Voo Doo Blues" starts like .Run to The Hills. by IRON MAIDEN, but j 

it’s nothing like the Heavy Metal classics. .Stampede Caravan" is a 1 
k fuzzy garage tune that makes me jump from my chair and start .air j 
' guitaring" in front of my stereo. You should pour some red rum, get 1 
\ a coke, invite some friends and make a perfect psychedelic party. 
\ Ivailo Tonchev.J™...10 ] 

{TWELFTH GATE 
.Summoning’ CD 

, CRASH MUSIC 
► Among all Metal styles, Progressive Metal is the one where there are i 
! no more than 5 or 6 really qualitative bands that are still active. 1 
! Nowadays, it is even harder to find a young Progressive band that 
i doesn’t copy either QUEENSRYCHE (my favourite) or DREAM THE- 1 
| ATER. I can only think of ARACHNES, EVERGREY and SYMPHONY X, 

of course. Now we received the debut album of Chicago’s TWELFTH i 
GATE. I was just amazed with the sheer quality and excellent musi¬ 
cianship of these guys. First of all, the sound production is crushing! 

| All the instruments and vocals are clearly distinguished, which is very 
\ important for all Progressive bands. There are some really heavy gui- 
\ tars here, along with a thunderous rhythm section. The vocals of J 
1 Scott Huffman remind me a lot of James Rivera’s and are very suit-J 
, able to the band’s style. All 11 songs are great, with perfectly exe- j 
> cuted solos, tempo-changes, etc. The debut work of TWELFTH GATE J 
f would really be a worthy addition to the collection of every] 
i Progressive Metal fan. Last but not least, the CD comes with an art- ; 
J work by Travis Smith, which is more than impressing!! 
| Stoyan Tzonev.....•$!*....;.........9,0 ] 

NAIL WITHIN 
.Nail Within'CD 

L LiSTENABLE 
i What a pleasant surprise! The self-titled debut of NAIL WITHIN pre- 1 
t sents 11 tracks of storming old-school Thrash with lots of influences J 
I from KREATOR. The album is produced by the Thrash Metal guru j 
[ Harris Johns and SALEM's Ze’eu Tanaboim. The songs are played 1 
I with much enthusiasm and skill. There are some really catchy tunes 
| on this CD and I also noticed some influences from AT THE GATES 
[ in .Dirty Coloured Knife". If you buy this album, you will be able to \ 
[ see the excellent video of the above-mentioned song. NAIL WITHIN is j 
f one of Israel’s brightest hopes in extreme music! If you like Thrash j 
[ Metal, look no further! 
[ Stoyan Tzonev.....8,5 ] 

mm HOUWTTSER iW 
f .Damage Assessment" CD 

OSMOSE 
[ Are you eager of hearing some brutal 
»Dutch Death Metal dealing with military 
l subjects? If yes, HOUWITSER are defi- 
[ nitely for you - with their explosive 
| music, the boys are certainly in a condi¬ 

tion to create a Third World War! This Death Metal project was ere- j 
aied in 1997 from Aad, Mike, Michel (all members of the cult Death j 
act SINISTER!) and Theo (JUDGMENT DAY). After some line-up 1 

l changes through the years, the band has this line-up now: Theo 
[ (bass), Alex (guitar, from SINISTER, too), Add (drums) and Stan (who 
I is a real monster behind the microphone!). .Damage Assessment" is 
i HOUWITSER’s third album. It shows us exceptionally brutal and I 
I uncompromising Death Metal, which is going to smash you like a i 
j tank. These 8 songs are going to drive you insane - every song has 
\ samples from mass .firing", sometimes I even hear Russian speech! j 
f This band is obligatory for every self-respecting Death Metal fan. Just j 
[ listen to .Damage Assessment", and you will instinctively try to hide ; 
| somewhere from the flaying shells. Attack!!! 
[ Stefan Stefanov...£.........9,5} 

• CADAVERIA 
Jar Away from Conformity‘ CD 
SCARLET 

- First off, dear reader, if you’re yet to get acquainted with the essencei 
► of this Italian act, I would advise you not to do my mistake of view- j 

ing the band as an OPERA IX clone, merely because the songstress l 
Cadaveria and the drummer Flegias (also a NECRODEATH vocalist) 1 

t used to play there! I remember, when I gave CADAVERIA's .The i 
► Shadows' Madame" a first listen, I found it kind of boring and even J 
I cheesy in comparison to the OPERA IX works. Fortunately, it didn’t j 
1 take me too much time to understand that CADAVERIA proved to be | 
| a brand new chapter containing messages not that extreme anymore ] 
1 but still not less engrossing... Since I comprehended this once, hear- 
l ing the sequel .Far Away from Conformity* was like meeting a friend | 
f of old who was off for 2 years and returned with a bunch of new sto- | 
| ries to tell! Sensibly darker and more ponderous than .The Shadows’ 
r Madame", .Far Away from Conformity" appears to be a huge step J 
[ forward in the development process of these Italians. The 7 tracks on j 

the new CD are abundant in masterful performances and at the same j 
i time delight the ear with delectably mysterious atmospheres. The j 
l overall picture is spectacularly completed by Cadaveria’s unique ] 
► vocals that vary from witchy screams through spooky whispers to A 
r dulcet feminine singing. Step aside the well-trodden path of mundane \ 
[ conformity for a while and inhale the Woods' enlightening i 
► Unpredictability! 
| Vanya Marinova.I”...!.8,5 , 



SURGICAL DISSECTION 
Absurd Humanism" CD 

NICE TO EAT YOU Records 
Definitely this album is one of the best 
I’ve ever heard in this style. The style of 
course is Grind Core and of course 
these guys are from the Czech Republic. 
Brilliant, fast and Grind attacks mixed 

SURGICAL DISSECTION 
•6sur<j humanism 

with agonizing vocals like coming from the morgue: I was very 
impressed by the drummer - that is Grind drumming! This devastat¬ 
ing album is recorded and produced very professionally and the 
sound is very good. It’s no more to say, just listen to SURGICAL DIS¬ 
SECTION and .Absurd Humanism-. 
Stefan Rusev., 

M \ \l 

TVANGESTE 
„Firestorm‘ CD 
WORLD CHAOS Productions 
After the first TVANGESTE album 
.Damnation Of Regiomontum" they rep¬ 
resent us their second full-length album. 
Miron (vocals and guitar) founded the 
group in 1996. After a long search he 
finally managed to form the band. I am not into the orchestral Black, 
but their style is a combination of CRADLE OF FILTH and THERION. 
For the recording they hired the Baltic Spphony Orchestra and the 
Prussian Chamber Choir. The drums are entrusted to Cezar Mielko 
(DOMINIUM), his double bass pedaling takes a very important part in 
the whole album. In my opinion the violin parts are incredible and very 
well performed. For over one year of hard work and the profession¬ 
al intervention made this album more atmospheric, aggressive and in 
the same time melodic. 
Stefan Rusev.Si!......;....9,0 

THE MONOLITH DEATHCULT 
„The Apotheosis" CD 
COLD BLOOD INDUSTRIES 
Holland's THE MONOLITH DEATHCULT is a very interesting band. I can 
define the style as Technical Death Metal. The untypical complex 
shredding guitars riffs and remarkable solos vary from James 
Murphy's (OBITUARY, TESTAMENT, DEATH:) to Tray Azagthoth’s 
(MORBID ANGEL). Their aggression and pure brutality reminds me of 
NILE and SEVERE TORTURE. I should mention the excellent triple 
vocal attacks and the typical hyper-fast drumming. These Doom riffs 
are just on their place and they are devastating!!! The separate parts 
where people scream „Jihad“ lead the listener to the main theme of 
the lyrics and music of the group: I like the transitions from slow to 
fast. After I listened the album for several times, I discovered that 
maybe there are no two equal riffs. These guys really tried not to 
sound monotonous and they have actually achieved it. Listen to the 
Slayers of Jihad: 
Stefan Rusev.Is**..1.9,0 
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IMMERSED IN BLOOD 
.Killing Season'CD 

t ARCTIC MUSIC GROUP 
1These are the Swedish Death Metallersl ? 
\ released by Arctic Music Group... the! 
[label of Phil Fasciana (MALEVOLENT L 

CREATION, HATE PLOW). They alsof 
[ released my personal faves KULT OVL 
IAZAZEL Definitely a remarkable band with a great future. The Swedish j 
I Death Metal scene has its resurrection in the new century, where 
I there are so many bands and it’s so hard to be famous. This very 
I fast Death Metal has the typical double-razor-sharp guitar attacks j 
[ with some very good solos, very fast technical drumming (worship 3 
l Jocke Unger - really one of the best drummers I’ve ever heard!) and | 
| brutal, aggressive vocals. The transitions from slow to fast are just J 
\ incredible. If they enrich the riffs, the album will be better, but this is 1 
[ definitely a very good band and don’t miss this outfit, j 
[ Stefan Rusev.Sli.S**®®.Hi 

F remix closing the album - who needs that shit anyway?! 
\ Tsvetan Rachev...8,5 ] 

’ SKEPTICISM 
/armakon' CD 

i RED STREAM 
It is one of the best CDs I have heard recently, slow and psychedel- j 

L ic Doom / Gothic that makes my heart cry. The cover is in black, you | 
| have to try hard to read any titles, but it all makes it truly stylish! The j 
! press release said „funeral Doom Metal” and I can’t do anything but ] 

. to agree and play it again!! Do it too, readers! 
. I ivailo Tonchev.101 

> 
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; DRAWN AND QUARTERED 
.Extermination Revelry‘ CD 
MORIBUND 

> Formed as PLAGUE BEARER back in 
[ 1993, the now-called DRAWN AND 
! QUARTERED have several demos and 
; one full-length (Jo Kill is Human” 2000) 
1 behind their backs. .Extermination 

Revelry” appears to be one of the most intense Death Metal records 1 
[ for 2003. Imagine the heaviness and dark atmosphere flowing out i 
| from the IMMOLATION / INCANTATION works mixed with the old- 
> school Thrashy feeling of POSSESSED and early DEATH. That’s the 
( style of DAQ, excellent Death Metal carrying the spirit of the ancient 

Death Godz. Excellent guitar leads, pommeling drumming, deep j 
i throats - everything you need for good Death Metal is here. Add to j 

this the sound (mastering done by the one and only James Murphy) j 
l and the expressive cover artwork (Gabriel Bpe from BLOOD RITU- j 
r AL) and it’s clear that Moribund Records have hit the ceiling with that ^ 
[ release. The US version of the album has one extra-track: DAQ’s ver- 
[ sion of .Show No Mercy”. I couldn’t hear it though... 
[ Tsvetan Rachev...9,0 ] 

’ HAMMERS OF MISFORTUNE 
* .Same' CD 

. CRUZ DEL SUR MUSIC 
I can’t remember if there have ever been 

[ a Rock-opera reviewed on the pages of 
f Brutallica ‘zine, but it seems that the 
l time has come. HAMMERS OF 
i MISFORTUNE’S CD is just that - a con- 
| ceptual Rock album that’s impressive to say the least. Excellent gui-1 
[ tar work combining IRON MAIDEN-like harmonies with Doom and j 

Progressive Rock elements. The rhythm section is faultless - stable | 
> and varied. In this kind of musical expression the most important 
[ thing is the vocals and here we have two main voices - male and | 

female who sing together or in different songs but in both cases the j 
f performance is excellent. HAMMERS OF MISFORTUNE mix elements \ 
( from IRON MAIDEN, BLACK SABBATH, LED ZEPPELIN or even guitar j 

heroes like Yngwie Malmsteen in one solid block of rock. I’m sorry, / 
"TMm I don’t have any info about this band but all Progressive fans must i 

r pay attention to the HAMMERS' coz’ they really have something to 

°fter- fa M U 
i Tsvetan Rachev.8,5 ] 

► VERMINOUS 
.Impious Genocide'CD 

F XTREEM MUSIC 
[ VERMINOUS come from Sweden and 

1 .Impious Genocide” is their debut for 
IBM Xtreem Music. Smashing Death Metal 

attack with influences from MORBID 
t ANGEL, DEICIDE, GROTESQUE and even 
f some SLAYER. The ten songs won’t leave you catch your breath,. 

.Impious Genocide* is thirty-one minutes raging speed and satanic 1 
> aggression. The blasphemous cover artwork just makes the pleasure j 
[ even greater! Buy this CD and break your fuckin’ head! 
► Tsvetan Rachev..8,5« 

YOB 
, Catharsis * CD 
ABSTRACT SOUNDS 
Finally something more different! That band is absolutely 1 
unknown to me, but it obsessed me totally from the very begin- 4 
ning. Portland's YOB literally hypnotized me with their unique 
blend of oldschool Doom combined with some weird atmospher- 

[jH> ic passages and even deep Death growls. Yes, imagine a mixture j 
between the 70’s classic Doom and the Death Doom Metal sound ] 
nowadays. The clear vocals of Mike Sheidt contribute with a 50% I 
to the uniqueness of YOB, definitely you have to hear his man- J 
ner of singing. And you won’t believe that this 50-min Doom 
opus consist of only 3 tracks!!? Very, very slow and bizarre, full j 
of passages with only bass, drums and slight guitar tunes fol¬ 
lowed by powerful massive guitar attacks, of course very slow ] 
and with a great reverb. The compositions are far from complex J 
but believe me, they are very catchy and deep: if you are a Doom \ 

; LANIENA MENTIS 
.Turn Into A Man" CD 
NICE TO EAT YOU Records 

* Here we have another qualitative band! 
f from my favourite European scene - the 

Czech Underground! LANIENA MENTIS 
* smash your senses with powerful Death I 

Metal varied with influences of other! 
[ extreme genres. Despite the brutal Death attacks, there are slow and maniac you will love the music and I’m sure you will play this CD j 

heavy parts typical for the newschool Hard Core bands as well as a lot of times. As though the music of YOB spreads some kind j 
\ some non-standard for a Death Metal band guitar riffs. LANIENA of magnetism, It should be depressive but I felt relaxed after 11 
j MENTIS’ music makes me think of DYING FETUS above all. The pro- heard the album. Don’t waste your time, find this masterpiece, it j 
\ duction is great, obviously there are really qualitative studios for mirrors the triumph of DOOM!!! 
* extreme music in the Czech Republic. My only remark is the electro Chavdar Tzachkov.... 

[51 
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DGM 
, Hidden Place ‘ CD 
SCARLET 
DGM is another very good act from Italy. No wonder that it has been 
existing since 1994 and its discography features 4 albums already. 
And here is the band’s current line up: Titta Tani... vocals, Diego 
Reali (one of the DGM founders)... guitars, Andrea Arcangeli... bass. 
Fabio Sanges... keyboards and Fabio Constantino ... drums. .Hidden 
Place" is a very strong album offering faultless sound, awesome track 
constructions and great layout The routine of the DGM members can 
be sensed in all the 10 compositions on this CD: virtuoso guitar and 
keyboard performances, absolutely mature arrangements, delightful 
singing... what you get is a fascinating synthesis between complex¬ 
ity and catchiness that makes ^Hidden Place" one of the best albums 
for 2003! Yet another proof of DGM’s hi-class status is the invitation 
at the Gods Of Metal Festival, where the band played along with such 
cult acts as WHITESNAKE,' QUEENSRYCHE, MOTORHEAD, SAXON, 
DESTRUCTION, ANGRA and many others. I wish I ould point out the 
strongest tracks on .Hidden Place", but the more I listen to them all, 
the less I feel able to pick any: they are all just perfect done! Do not 
miss this CD! 
Atanas Kostadinov.M.............9,0 

PHARAOH 
.After the Fire' CD 
CRUZ DELSUR MUSIC 
PHARAOH is a band from Philadelphia and it was formed in 1997 by 
the SAXON guitarist Keith Barnard and the drummer Chris .The 
Hammer" Black. And here is the current line up: Tim Aymar (x-CON- 
TROL DENIED) ... vocals, Matt Johnsen ... guitars, Chris Kerns... 
bass, Chris Black... drums. Thus, it’s the Italian label Cruz Del Sur 
Music that releases the .After the Life" album, and the cover artwork 
is done by Jean Pascal Fourinier. The CD itself contains 9 tracks of 
melodic Power Metal, I personally would define the PHARAOH sound 
as an IRON MAIDEN / RAINBOW hybrid. Without pretending to be a 
masterpiece, .After the Fire" is a rather strong Metal album. The vocal 
parts are very good and contribute enormously to the classical sound 
of the release itself. I would pick here the following songs: .Solar 
Flight", .Now Is the Time", .Slaves" and the .After the Life* titletrack. 
That’s a very strong debut from PHARAOH that will bring them many 
fans and I just see no reason for the contrary to happen, since the' 
band features solely well experienced musicians who know what they 
want and how to achieve it... LONG LIVE HEAVY METAL! .Dark Of Reason' 

BEYOND... 
I don't know about the previous releases by this Italian, but .Dark 
Of Reason" definitely enraptured me with its mysteriously dark 
atmosphere and absolutely unconventional approaches in the 
fields of music! It's really hard to describe an album like this, try¬ 
ing to do that would be like trying to frame a nebula or some¬ 
thing, so all I can say is that I’m totally obsessed with this CD 
the magnetism of which could be compared solely to the works 
of the 70’s Horror Prog Rockers GOBLIN! What totally did me in 
though was the last track on .Dark Reason* that turned out to 
be a... double mono-recorded one!!! But tell me please, what else 
could you expect from a 44-year old man who is supposed to 
start playing keyboards at six, drums at eight and guitar and 
bass at ten... 
Vanya Marinova.i..„...10 

Atanas Kostadinov, 

.£f)cre tltyere iHoon Rises 

Defender", the slower .Delight in Dying" and .Command To Destroy", as 
well as the final track .The Last Light". Playing uncompromising Power 
Metal without any ballads or excessive instrumental deviations, TYRANT 
EYES are yet to show their best and I am sure they have a lot of fans 
already. 
Atanas Kostadinov....7,5 

METAL BREATH 
This release appears to be one of the most persuasive proofs that the 
first impression is not always most honest! In other words, I had found 
DYING PASSION’S CD kind of tedious after the very first listen but it even¬ 
tually did succeed in making me another fan of this Czech band! Thus, 
what you’re going to hear in case you pick .Voyage" up is awesome 
Doom / Death Metal with thick guitar riffs decorated with catchy flute 
and piano melodies here and there. The vocals are mainly female 
(Zuzana) and they additionally enthrall with their velvetness and strength. 
Apart form that the release contains a video of the .Nightfall" track that 
was first featured on the band’s previous album. 
Vanya Marinova..8,0 
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► SEPSISM 
Jo Prevail In Disgust'CD 

L FROM BEYOND/DISPLEASED 
[ I did not even presume that SEPSISM 

would turn out to be such a qualitative„ ,, 
► band. Jo Prevail In Disgust" is an^A'tj 
\ uncompromising Death Metal album. 
1 the music simply smashes the senses 

; DECAPITATED 
.The Negation'CD 

ffiBB ^RACHE 
Well, well.Js this DECAPITATED from their first album .Winds Of ( 

f Creation"? Not exactly! Their third full-length release .The Negation" ; 
[ is much more mature and solid sounding. The trademarks of these I 

Polish Death Metal freaks are all here: furious blastbeats, low guttur- 
al vocals, perfect sound and production and extremely technical gui¬ 
tar performance. ,The Negation" is a lethal dose of brutal Death ] 

\ Metal, loaded with aggression and rage, but at the same time, the i 
1 music is very complex and engages the listener's mind. I will even 1 

call it .brutal progressive Death Metal". It is really optimistic to know j 
1 that there are young and talented bands like DECAPITATED on the i 
. extreme scene. .The Negation" delivers everything you might wish for ] 
► and it even sounds more solid than the latest MORBID ANGEL and j 
, more varied and entertaining than the latest DEICIDE. Good job! | 
► Bulgarian fans can find this album in S.M.F. music shop. 
[ Stoyan Tzonev.H...8,5 ] 

‘ and the consciousness is literally bombarded with numerous brutal 3 
TMW images delivered by these 10 songs. This is an old band created in'] 

r 1990 in Pacoima, California. After numerous line up changes, SEP- 
\ SISM do succeed in releasing their first creation .Purulent 1 
■ Decomposition" in '99 and then .Severe Carnal Butchery" in 2002.1 j 
[ haven’t listened to these 2 albums, but .To Prevail In Disgust" 

damn good. And here are the creators of this all: Fernando Avila ] 
i (vocals), Leon Morrison (guitars), Raffi Roumdikian (bass), Philip ] 
■ Hernandez (drums). They all definitely deserve my admiration and J 
r yours too, hopefully, because they are perfect musicians and know ] 
' how to make killer American Death Metal! 

i Stefan Stefanov.... ...9,5 ] 

f HELL-BORN 
legacy Of the Nephilim' CD 

f CONQUER 
[ Another 40 min. of Death / Black terror from the HELL-BORN! As I’m ] 
f comparing the band’s new release to the previous .The Call of j ►HATEPULSE 
f Megiddo", these Polish dudes sound like they have gone even further ^B -ln Extrenso Letalis' MCD 
[ both in their hate and skills! The 9 tracks on .Legacy of the ^B RAGE OF ACHILLES 
| Nephilim" simply smash with their majestically armageddish atmos- ^B ' will not lie to you... I adore the Norwegian scene, as it has raised 
| pheres - the HELL-BORN admirers do have a reason to rejoice, as ^B a ^ of good bands so far. And HATEPULSE is yet another proof! j 
| this CD not only appears to be one of the most impactful releases ^B With their very debut the two provokers Vragsinn and Kulde are 1 uuo uu mu uiiijr ayycaio iu us uno ui uio muoi mipasiiui icioaoco -— - r . —" - - rirriinAI 

for 2003, but also appears to prove once and for all the strong pres- ^B ready to astonish the extreme Underground society! The 5 songs tN I rlnAL 
ence of Poland on the World Scene Extreme for the time being. ^B in .In Extrenso Letalis" are incredible... apocalyptic hate combined ^B .Subterranean Movement‘ CD 
Beware the Legions of Doom! ^B with misanthropic poetry gives first-class Norwegian Black Metal. ^B DISPLEASED 
Vanya Marinova.9,0 ^B T°nes of primal spite and dark obsessiveness will capture the lis- ^B It’s hard to describe the music these Norwegians play... But still I j 
_ tener in a deadly embrace. Some keyboard moments inserted here .^B agree with Displeased Records that it will appeal to the fans of j 

and there contribute even more to the darker feeling. This is what ^B SATYRIC0N (especially their latest works) and THORNS. With their ^BE25S3 
V £ i IB i caM elitist Norwegian Black Metal! No more words are needed IB third album ENTHRAL offer avangarde and modem Black Metal with 

YrTmmM I Hv ,iWl-* here... just look for .In Extrenso Letalis"! I'll be waiting for the a perfect sound. Remarkably diverse track construction, frequent j 
full-length impatiently... ^B tempo changes accompanied by harsh riffs against the background BBSS 

V Stefan Stefanov.9,5 ^B of which the vocalist Kjetil Hektoen unendingly belches the words with 
•'. ' ■—■■■■ —-» his hoarse voice... just perfect! Stain Aarstad (ex-DIMMU BORGIR) \ 

'^iiiV'w • KONKHRA JB is on keyboards here. Great release, beyond all doubts... 
. Stefan Stefanov.. . Reality Check ’ CD 

tC0DE666 
[ The latest KONKHRA album is probably the best I’ve heard from them. ^BliiiiluSliU 

.Reality Check" is a crushing Death / Thrash monster with a style j 
| similar to TESTAMENT’S .Demonic" somehow. All the twelve tracks 1 
\ are amazing: great rhythm section, wonderful guitar solos everywhere ] 
[ and excellent growling vocal delivery. I noticed that the sound pro- 
[ duction is a bit raw and punky, which perhaps was done intentiona - 
[ ly. .Reality Check" is an album that will keep you intrigued from the ^BItmIIiEtS 

beginning to the end. KONKHRA have proven to be a solid name in ] 
[ the European Metal scene and deserve to appear more often festi- 

...9,5 i 

vals. All fans of technical, qualitative Death and Thrash Metal should ^ 
i hear this CD! You won’t regret it! 
• Stoyan Tzonev..... 
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; SOULREAPER 
.Life Eraser‘ CD 

, KARMAGEDDON MEDIA 
► SOULREAPER are back after 3 years 
[ of silence! .Life Eraser" is the title of 

their second longplayer, which sounds 
* like a huge step forward in compari- 
| son to .Written In Blood" (2000). The 

five Swedes (two of them DISSECTION ex-members) worked on j 
[ this masterpiece in Los Angered Studio with Andy La Roque ] 

1 (KING DIAMOND) as a producer. This is a fantastic Death Metal ] 
l album that sounds tight and hard without losing its melodious¬ 

ness. In some of the songs you can hear clean male singing I 
(.Static Darkness", .Pan Within") that makes the whole atmos¬ 
phere darker and more mystic. The digipack version of the album J 

f gives you the opportunity to enjoy the .Fall from Grace" bonus, - 
, which is a cover of the Death monsters MORBID ANGEL! The j 
k cover artwork is done by Kristian Wahlin (DARK TRANQUILLITY, j 
} AT THE GATES, AMORPHIS)... a lovely addition to the album itself. 1 
[ SOULREAPER are coming to conquer the Swedish Death Metal ] 
f Throne!!! 
: Stefan Stefanov..;..I...9,5 ] 

; GRABNEBELFURSTEN 
.Dynastie... Oder Wie Man Herrschaftl 
Definiert14 CD 

► KEIZER 
I I became a GRABNEBELFURSTEN fan 
[ back in 2001, when I heard the 
► .Sakrakastetic" song from their third 
| demo. Later on I acquired their debut 
I album .Von Schemen Und Trugbldern" and it left me with good! 

impressions. And here I am now, with the sequel in my hands \ 
I carrying the long .Dynastie..." title. Again I hear the same avan- 
[ guarde Black Metal... fast and melodic. A delight for the ear is | 
I the remarkably diverse vocals of Sturm Deiner Winter. This album j 
[ consists of 6 songs that are rather long and this allows the lis- 
[ tener to submerge fully into their emotiveness. The coverartwork j 

is again done by Aran (LUNAR AURORA) and it fits the album per- 
. fectly. GRABNEBELFURSTEN are not an accidental phenomenon j 
J and are going to show even more from their specific art to the i 
r world. A great piece of news is that they are already working on j 
► their third opus. I can’t wait to hear it! 
f Stefan Stefanov...8,51 

‘ DARKTHRONE 
.Hate Them“ CD 
MOONFOG 

, Hell yeah, with their 10th album Norway's Second BM Wave J 
^ coryphaei truly raised Hell in its entire splendour! Both denigrat- 
\ ed and praised, .Hate Them" appeared to be the CD that split \ 
I both reviewers and listeners as severely as never before... 
t Anyways. I shall admit for myself that the very first riffs after the j 
* intro made me feel rather perplexed, as they strongly reminded I 
I me of SATYRICON! No wonder, on the other hand, since Satyr is ] 

i co-producer there... Nevertheless, I merely left the CD spinning j 
, to hear what was to come further and you know what? I did not | 
( need to hear the first song till the half even to realize that DARK- 
1 THRONE has actually returned AS GRIMLY UNPOLISHED' AS ] 
I ALWAYS!!! The same old(school) vortex swept me away like an 

autumn leaf to drag me for about 39 min up and down the helix 
of suicidally vehement drumming and delightfully plain riffs, the 
latter reminding me of the good old Motorheadays in moments 
(„Det Svartner Na"!). Yet I could sense a new, darker shade ! 

I added, ever since Fenriz and Nocturno Culto started exploring j 
new paths by releasing .Ravishing Grimness" first: in .Hate j 

1 Them" I could feel that mood obscure which helps you sort j 
I things in a way somehow inexorable, regardless the others like j 
[ it or not! At least I myself felt both contented and kind of (dis-1 
’ mally) tranquilled now, when I finally got my eardrum balsam ] 
i against all that cacophony built by pompous synths and vocifer- 
. ations a la ripped off leprechons... 
| Vanya Marinova...:......;..r:.‘^..;.....;.....9,5 j 

► YEARNING 
.Evershade" CD 

► HOLY 
[ With .Evershade", Finland’s YEARNING 
[ make a serious attempt to reach the 
| class of OPETH and KATATONIA. 
! Melancholy is the prevailing feeling in 
i all songs. The voice is clean and filled 

fisfc 

[ with emotion, at places there are also Death Metal growls. Very j 
| good balance between all instruments - guitars, synth and rhythm 
[ section. The sound is on a high level. The songs are memorable! 
' and emotional, pleasant for listening. In case you’re fan of 1 
l melancholic qualitative OPETH-like Metal, I highly recommend you ] 
r YEARNING and their .Evershade" CD. The trip in the gray world ] 
[ would worth your time for sure! 
\ Tsvetan Rachev...£.8,5 i 

[ SEPTIC FLESH 
, .Sumerian Demons11 CD 
, KARMAGEDDON MEDIA 
k At the moment the leaders on the Greek extreme scene are ROT¬ 

TING CHRIST and SEPTIC FLESH. I recently heard that the latter) 
\ disbanded (pity, if it’s true...), but still this would hardly be a 
► problem for us to chew on their latest creation .Sumerian I 
1 Demons" a bit. Seth - bass and vocals, Sotiris... guitars, Chris A. j 

...guitars and samplers, Akis K. - drums and George... keyboards, 
have created something really great. That’s the perfect combina- \ 

[ tion between relentless Death Metal and classical music. 
| Recorded at the Swedish Studio Fredman (with Frederik ] 

Nordstrom), the album offers incredible sound that rushes upon 
[ the listener like an avalanche to hit his / her senses with titanic 

strength and pedantry. The cover artwork is a remarkable piece j 
' of Art... it's done by the Azahoulus brothers (HORROR / SPECIAL 1 

t FX). This album deserves admiration and I am giving it 10, as I j 
f found it just great! As for those who didn’t hear .Sumerian J 
. Demons" yet, I would advise them to do something about it and } 
1 until then... unleash the demon from within!!! 
► Stefan Stefanov.10 4 

l TORTURE KILLER 
,For Maggots To Devour" CD 
KARMAGEDDON MEDIA 

f Finland’s TORTURE KILLER are the perfect proof that you don’t j 
i need to spend 2-3 months in studio to create something really ] 
[ meaningful or influential. .For Maggots To Devour" was recorded 
► literally at one breath for...30 hours only, but despite that I liked I 
| this album much better than the ones of many other bands, some J 
| of which with far bigger studio budgets. Yes, this is fucking ] 
; catchy old school Death Metal, sensibly influenced from SIX FEET j 
i UNDER and OBITUARY. The musicians themselves know very well j 

that it was not them who found America with their 9 composi¬ 
tions, but at least created them with a great deal of desire and j 
passion - something not really frequently met nowadays, as the j 

[ Scene seems to be a place full of musicians who do not play j 
what they exactly want. So, if you like the enthralling guitar riffs ] 

[ of SIX FEET UNDER, the double-bass drumming of MASSACRE i 
[ and the mid tempo'of OBITUARY, then this album is just for you. ^ 

will ultimately state that in my opinion .For Maggots To j 
> Devour* is one of the best releases for 2003! 
\ Chavdar Tzachkov...9,0) 

; EMPEROR 
„ Scattered Ashes: 

! A Decade of Emperial Wrath" CD 
' CANDLELIGHT 
f Sad but true! One of the greatest Black 
[ Metal bands is no longer active. The 
^ extreme music scene will never be the 
► same without EMPEROR ... the band 
| which composed and wrote such timeless classics as .In the 1 

Nightside Eclipse", .Anthems To the Welkin At Dusk", ,IX J 
| Equilibrium" and .Prometheus: The Discipline of Fire & Demise". 
' Samoth and Trym are now in ZYKL0N and Ihsahn continues with 1 
[ PECCATUM. So, this release here represents the whole career of 

EMPEROR into two CDs. The black disc includes 13 songs and is 
some kind of a .best of" collection. The more interesting one is 
the silver disc, which has 14 rare and unreleased tracks. Here are J 

[ the covers of BATHORY (.A Fine Day to Die"), DARKTHRONE j 
(.Cromlech"), MERCYFUL FATE (.Gypsy") and MAYHEM (.Funeral 1 

' Fog"), two rare songs: .Aerie Descent" and ,1 Am" and a remix of j 
r the song .Sworn" made by ULVER. Tracks 8 to 14 are the leg- < 
l endary .Wrath Of the Tyrant" demo! Everything in the second CD | 
[ is worth hearing and you shouldn't miss this release. Long live the | 
[ emperors!!! 

; Stoyan Tzonev...’.......**.....10 j 



[ TAROT 
rSuffer Our Pleasures" CD 
SPINEFARM 
Killer album from a killer band... that’s what my comment on ^Suffer 1 

f Our Pleasures* by the four-piece TAROT is about in short. The two 4 
; brothers Marco Hietala (vox, bass & acoustic guitar) and Zachary j 
; Hietala (guitars), along with Janne Tolsa (keyboards) and Pecu Cinari 
f (drums), offer us one heavy, strong and uncompromising album that J 
| you're going to listen to in one breath literally. After hearing the very ] 
I first track ,i Rule*, I realized that I was going to hear a serious band. 

Next, with no excessive ceremonies, comes .Dyer of Gods*... a song i 
meant to confirm that there is nothing accidental, and this is maybe j 

( the strongest track in the album, at least I remained very impressed. ' 
.Rider Of the Last Day* is slower and more psychedelic and it’s | 

[ immediately followed by the nailing .Follow the Blind* track. The more ] 
[ I listen, the more convinced I feel that there are no weak songs here.. 

TAROT sound aggressive, clear and classical ... I think you could 1 
' hardly take this band for another one. Everything in .Suffer Our ] 
► Pleasures* is in its place and the vocals of Marco, both aggressive j 
f and melodiously versatile, are just perfect. The guitar riffs are deep 1 
[ and hard, and the majestic keyboard parts do not soften the album ] 
* sound at all. Pure Heavy Metal!!! 
I Atanas Kostadinov.BH.W.mi 

[ TOMORROW’S EVE 
.Mirror Of Creation‘ CD 
SOURCE OF DELUGE 

f WOW, I haven't heard such a qualitative Progressive album for ages! ^ 
■ I simply have no remarks of whatsoever kind and I'm sure that even j 
i the pickiest fans would agree with me! .Mirror Of Creation* is a con- j 

ceptual, 70-minute long release uniting in itself the very best of the j 
genre, namely the instrumentalism of DREAM THEATRE, the melan¬ 
choly of FATES WARNING, the aggression of SYMPHONY X. the lyric 1 

> of VANDENPLAS and the routine of QUEENSRYCHE. Every single com- 
l position here is a small masterpiece, and what is even more fantas- | 
[ tic is the way the tracks in .Mirror Of Creation* are conceptually j 
' linked to one another. Some of you may think that I’m going too far ] 
• with my superlatives, then I’d simply recommend you to hear TOMOR- 
f ROW’S EVE! I’m very glad that this young band shows so much depth j 
r and preciseness in making music, and I will definitely keep observ- 
► ing the guys’ development, as they do have a future in my opinion! 
i Atanas Kostadinov.WSl.I.Mil.9,51 

I SCARVE 
.Irradiant' CD 
USTENABLE 

r Killer AT THE GATES / MESHUGGAH blend is what will be rushing i 
[ upon you the moment you insert this CD in your player! SCARVE, i 
[ however, hail from France and the album I’m writing a review of is j 
r the third full-length in their discography thus far. Recorded at Dug- 

Out Studios in Upsala, Sweden with the help of Daniel Bergstrand and j 
Orjan Omkloo (ex-MISERY LOVES CO), .Irradiant* literally blows off ] 

f with its top-notch sound, and this combined with the band members’ 1 
\ extraordinary musicianship can assure you that it’s worth skipping 

several binges in the pub and saving some money for the CD instead 
which, by the way was guested by members of MESHUGGAH (sur- 

i prise, surprise...) and DEFLESHED. The album is additionally notable \ 
for its aesthetically simplistic layout, the work-on which was entrust- 

[ ed to Dennis Sibejn (ABORTED). Furthermore, 2004 is the year that j 
[ marks SCARVE's 10th anniversary, so unleashing such a sonic mon-1 
r ster is an act far from .Irradiant* in my opinion, especially when it ] 
* comes to celebrating the first decade in your career! 
I Vanya Marinova...8,5 j 

[twiughtning 1 ' 1 
.Delirium Veil* CD 
SPINEFARM 

k TWILIGHTNING is another very good band from Finland, and its line j 
i up is as follows: Heikki Poyhia (vocals), Ville Wallenius (guitar), 
[ Tommi Sartanen (guitar), Jussi Kainulainen (bass), Mikko j 
► Naukkarninen (keyboards) and Juha Leskinen (drums). That’s a very J 
f young but still rather talented act, and what I can point out as anoth¬ 

er plus here is that .Delirium Veil* is recorded at Finnvox Studio and ] 
| was mixed by Timo Tolki and mastered by Mika Jussila. TWILIGHT-1 

MING offer us melodic Heavy Metal with some Power and Speed ele- j 
ments. The music is diverse, and the vocals are very good. I was fas¬ 
cinated of the tempo changes and the whole dynamics of the songs I 

[ themselves. I would pick here .At the Forge*, .Delirium Veil*, .Under j 
Somber Skies* and .Masked Ball Dalliance* as greatest tracks. The i 

! band members show a great deal of musicianship with guitar and ] 
) keyboard solos, and the vocals of Heikki Poyhia are really of a high 4 
'r class. .Gone to the Wall* is my most favourite track of the .Delirium \ 
► Veil* album ... a release that definitely deserves your attention! 
( Atanas Kostadinov...8,5 j 
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(Austria), etc. AETERIUS’ current line up is as follows: Sir-l-us (guitar, 
vocals), Andrash (vocals), Sataar (guitar), Arctur (bass, programming) 
and Cain (drums). .A Moment Of Singularity* is an album of the 

! extremes: philosophic lyrics, a great deal of aggression, darkness and 
melody. The contrast between the clean singing of Andrash and the bru¬ 
tal grunts of Sir-l-us against the Black / Gothic background makes the 
album sound very modem and intriguing. I would advise you to turn a 
special attention to the following songs: .Gemini North* with its versa¬ 
tile and progressive sound, .The One Perspective* (the absolute hit in 
the album) and .Another Me* that sounds slower and more Heavy Metal- 
oriented. With .A Moment of Singularity* ASTERIUS appear to shine real¬ 
ly bright on the Extreme Scene, as what they give us is something real¬ 
ly fresh and different. 
Atanas Kostadinov.7,0 
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THE MEADS OF ASPHODEL 
,Exhuming the Grave of Yeshua’ CD 
SUPERNAL MUSIC 
It was not long ago when I became aware of the fact that UK's THE 
MEADS OF ASPHODEL released a new album. And I hoped really much 
that we would be receiving a promo copy to review too, as the band's 
.The Excommunication Of Christ* debut had left me with great impres¬ 
sions for its authentically Oriental mysticism! Now when my wish came 
true, I can say that .Exhuming the Grave of Yeshua* definitely cannot 
beat his elder brother, when it comes to taking possession of the lis¬ 
tener’s senses. Still, the new CD does have its own values... the sound 
is tighter, more obscure and the guest list this time features such 

1 celebrities as Mirai (SIGH), Vincent Crowley (ACHERON), Paul Carter 
(THUS DEFILED), as well as Lloyd Langton and Alan Davey (HAWKWIND). 
Apart from that, the first 1000 copies of .Exhuming the Grave of Yeshua* 
go with a bonus track (.Book Of Dreams*), so most zealous collectors 
must act fast! 
Vanya Marinova ...7,5 

JEZABEL 
.Legiones Del Sur‘ CD 
CRUZ DEL SUR MUSIC 
With their .Legiones Del Sur* album JEZABEL offer rather good and 
melodic Speed Metal, but the lyrics are not in English, unfortunately, so 
this will be a certain barrier for the fans to comprehend the band's 
essence thoroughly. Otherwise, the sound of JEZABEL is rather classic, 
and here is the line up: Leonardo Coronel (vocals), Nestor Rodriges (gui¬ 
tars), Del Rio (guitars), Omar Liste (keyboards) Gustavo Florio (bass) 
and Guillermo Saccomanno (drums). .Legiones Del Sur* sounds epic, 
almost each song is a potential hit and the main contribution to this is 
the specific vocals and guitar riffs. I personally would define JEZABEL as 
a STRATOVARIUS equivalent but still a bit harder in sound, and the songs 
I liked the most are .El Tiempo Dira*, the .Legiones Del Sur* title track 

. and .Sigue Un Passo Mass*. 
Atanas Kostadinov.7.0 

'THE MEADS OF ASPHODEL / MAYHEM 
,Split‘ CD 

| I cannot believe that I’m FINALLY listening to this split album!!! It ] 
f dates since 2002, so it should have been featured in the lists of most 1 
\ zealous collectors by now. Thus, it is UK’s THE MEADS OF ASPHO- i 
I DEL who go first with their .Jihad* concert mini album inspired by ] 
[ the terrorist attacks in the US on September 11. Although I’ll always 
[ consider these events as some of the most tragic and barbaric I 
I moments in the history of mankind, I would not deny that Jihad* j 

appealed to me a lot for its realistically apocalyptic atmosphere j 
| woven by the Oriental mysticism known from TMOA’s .The ] 

: Excommunication Of Christ* debut, samples of muezzin cries of reli- 
i gious ardency and such of Carl Orf’s .Carmina Burana* classic... 2 1 
[ of the 6 songs are bonus tracks actually, and the one is a cover of j 
\ HAWKWIND’s .Assassins Of Allah*. AND, prepare now to encounter 

the cold winds from the North, namely MAYHEM’S .Carnage* and 
.Freezing Moon* classics! No need to discuss them, I guess, what ! 

i I'll only state is that they filled me with boundless nostalgia for the T 
! 90’s first half, when Black Metal was yet to lose its power and ] 
. magic... Remember the G0DZ!!! To end this review, I will only say that j 
f this CD appeared to be the perfect proof of how opposites attract 4 
. each other simply because they are much alike deep inside... This is | 
[ where Conflagration Madness encounters Suicidal Frost, both to unite i 
> in sculpturing the Wrath of Armageddon! 
i Vanya Marinova......8,5 ; 

t WAS.P. 
i . The Neon God Part I ■ The Rise * CD 
i SANCTUARY 
‘ Blackie Lawless strikes again!!! This time with the second 

concept album in the history of WAS.P. after the legendary 
.The Crimson Idol*. There has been much anticipation of this 
new record and very high expectations. I wondered if .The ( 

1 Neon God* could equal the quality of .The Crimson Idol* and 
L secretly hoped that it would be even better. Blackie has 
f proved many times that he is a genius songwriter and com- 
I poser and there is no doubt that the long-time followers of1 
t W.A.S.P. will not even read this review. They will simply pay 

the money for the new CD once it is out. This review is for 
the people who either have never heard of this band before 

[ (what a shame!) or haven’t bought anything from them after 
.The Crimson Idol*. I was shocked to find out that some 
.fans* didn’t even know of the band’s existence after .The 

I Headless Children*, which came out in 1989!!! Well, back to 
[ the new album. .The Neon God* will be a two-album release 
I and its second part will come out sometime in late summer. 

I received a complete libretto, with the storyline behind the 
i concept, but I think you should read it yourself; I will not 
[ spoil your pleasure. .The Neon God Part l-The Rise* contains 

14 tracks, five of which are short intros or preludes to the 
[ next full-length song. Frankly speaking, this is one of the best 
| albums in the history of W.A.S.P. It took Blackie as long as 
. 10 years to make it, but the first part of the final result is 
i more than satisfactory. There are some monumental, mega- 
l epic songs like .Sister Sadie (And The Black Habits), which 

reminds me a lot in overall feeling of .Chainsaw Charlie*; 
.The Running Man* with its unbelievable chorus and energy; 
the power ballad .What I’ll Never Find* with tons of dramat¬ 
ics; .Asylum #9* and ,XTC Riders*, which are typical 

f W.A.S.P. anthems with forceful vocals, but the culmination of 
| the whole CD is the final track .The Raging Storm*!!! It com- 
I bines in one some magnificent lyrics and terrific guitar 

melodies and vocals. When I heard it, there was one thing 
! that came up in my mind: only Blackie Lawless and Steve 

Harris can compose such songs!!! Special attention should be 
L paid to the otherworldly drumming of one Frankie Banali! j 
I What a drummer! He adds a whole new dimension to the, 
[ songs and makes them literally .thunder* in my speakers!' 

And this is only a rough mix promo copy of the album! In 
f conclusion, I will say that W.A.S.P. is still an Institution with , 

a capital .1* in the Metal world. If you have been suspicious 
\ towards this band, this is the time to check it out. Great | 

Metal music is what you’ll get. W.A.S.P. FOREVER!!! 
\ Bulgarian fans can find this CD in the S.M.F. music shop at \ 

a great price! 
I Stoyan Tzonev.10! { 

EXHUMED 
.Anatomy Is Destiny‘ CD 
RELAPSE 
I’ve never been into idolatry or stuff like 
that, so do not expect to glorify whom¬ 
soever, especially in the music field. 

• Yes, I like EXHUMED very much and 
.Anatomy Is Destiny* is for me the best 

'MsBi 
m -s M 
TIMEjWASTE J 

I and the most mature and well played album, which totally entertained [me for its perfect combination of precisely composed and performed j 
compositions as well as with its crispy sound and professional pro¬ 
duction. Obviously the skills of the producer Neil Kemon (his name 

l stands behind albums of CANNIBAL CORPSE, NEVERMORE, 
I MACABRE, etc) has helped EXHUMED a lot and the 11 tracks includ- 
1 ed in .Anatomy Is Destiny* are a proof for that Despite EXHUMED’s 
| touchiness about being compared to CARCASS (see the interview), it 
| would be a lie if I deny the resemblances between these 2 bands, but 

still EXHUMED are not fully devoid of individuality. What’s so bad with 
calling EXHUMED simply CARCASS followers, I don't think that car- 

| ries a negative message, especially when you bear in mind that CAR- j 
CASS split up in 1996. The biggest advantage of EXHUMED, as com- j j pared to other Gore Death Metal bands, is the diversity in their ideas , 

[ from the beginning to the end expressed in fast passages skillfully I 
\ combined with numerous Grind attacks and some slow passages f 
| where you can have a breath of air before submerging into the mad i 

tempo again. The 2 types of vocals (remember .Spphony Of j 
Sickness*) also contribute to the diversity in this album. You can J 

1 also hear masterly played guitar solos and that may not appeal to j 
L some of the more extreme fans, but truest connoisseurs will love it. j 
[ What impressed me was also that EXHUMED is obviously a rather 4 

extreme band with numerous gory images and lyrics presented in a 
[ rather artistic way, maybe it’s the photographer Alex Solsa’s merits ' 
| for this. What more can I say? A perfect Death Metal masterpiece | 
" strongly influenced from the best works of CARCASS, which will be J 
► a real pleasure for every Death Metal connoisseur. 
I Chavdar Tzachkov...i.™...2..9,0 J 

Service* is actually their 4th album, with 10 tracks of utter¬ 
ly violent Death Metal storms, including a cover version of 
the METAL CHURCH classic .Metal Church*. I suppose many 
of you don’t know that the drummer of PANZERCHRIST Reno 
Killerich has won the title .fastest feet in the world* with 
more than 800 hits on pedals in one minute at the NAMM 
Music Convention, USA. Called with more simple words, he is 
the fastest drummer in the world on double pedals. In the 
whole album the double bass drumming is predominant, it 
seems that Reno has improved his own record, his drum- 
mings are super fast and make the music of PANZERCHRIST 
exceptionally powerful. Unlike the previous album, .Room 
Service* has a more diverse tempo, expressed in the alter¬ 
nation of moderate passages with fast eruptions. Here and 
there you will be pleased with some guitar solos. 
Undoubtedly .Room Service* is an eligible album for every 
Death Metal connoisseur, especially those who look for a 
combination of extremity and skill with melody and imagina¬ 
tion! 
Chavdar Tzachkov.8,0 

E ARISE 
„Kings Of The Cloned Generation* CD 

■ SPINEFARM 
f The new album by ARISE was certainly one of the most i 
t enjoyable ones to listen to during the last few months. I 
► have always been a fan of Thrash Metal and ARISE offers I 
1 a solid slab of Swedish-style Death / Thrash in the vein of j 
| AT THE GATES and THE HAUNTED. There are err sorrsi 

'• CARCASS influences here and there, for example - J'/ f 
L Above Life*. The CD layout is great and so is the artwork, f 
[ This is a very promising band, which is yet to release its | 
[ greatest album. The sound and production of .Kings Of I 
[ The Cloned Generation* are among the best I’ve heard and \ 
, the guys’ instrumental skills are impeccable. This is sure- 
\ ly one of the best Thrash albums ot Ml and1 v mz \ 
1 to hear the next release of ARISE. Fans ot thrash anti 
\ Swedish Death Metal can blindly buy this CD. 
[ Stoyan Tzonev...9.0 < 

[ SUSPERIA 
. Unlimited 2004 * CD 

. TABU Recordings 
\ SUSPERIA did it again! After an almost 2-year silence 
t since their excellent .Vindication* album, SUSPERIA are 
t back with full vengeance! This time around, though, they 
| sail under the full wind of Thrash Metal more than ever. In 
i fact .Unlimited 2004* is so tightly within the style defini¬ 

tions: you can play it to your friends as the new TESTA- 
l MENT album and they will fall for it, no doubt about that! 
I The only drawback for me is that the vocals are slightly on 
[ the angrier side, drawing a bit too much close comparison 
[ to Phil Anselmo’s voice, but that’s really no big deal after 

i all. If you have been striving for crunchy Bay Area 
\ Thrash recently and the new EXODUS and TANKARD haven't 
. been enough to satisfy your thirst, then you definitely 
> must go for .Unlimited 2004*! 
\ Iordan K.HI.m.fe:.9,0 

[ APOSTASY 
.Cell 666‘ CD 

. BLACK MARK 
k This is quite an enjoyable album to listen to. APOSTASY 
I have taken the style of Black Metal performed by DIMMU 
[ BORGIR in .Enthrone Darkness Triumphant* and brought it 
> to the next level. .Cell 666“ is perfectly crafted, with 
[ beautiful musicianship, heavy guitar riffs, interesting song 
> structures and lots of keyboard melodies. I usually don’t 
[ like too much keyboards, but APOSTASY have used them 
i the right way. The atmosphere in their album is iinbeliev- 
[ able. What I liked the most is the double-bass drumming, 
f which makes the music- heavier and denser. .Cell 666* 
[ relies on mid-tempo compositions, so there aren’t so 

much blastbeats here. This surely doesn’t mean that the 
music is less extreme! Definitely you must hear composi- 

^ tions like .Icon* or .Beauty Of Death*. This band has the 
« potential to become the next big name in today’s Black 
> Metal. 
\ Stoyan Tzonev.i.....:.8,5 
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Unique Leader Records Europe 
Strafinghpad 23 ph: +3113-5450919 e: info@uniqueleader-europe.com 
5025 DS Tilburg fax: +3113-5450920 w: www.uniqueleader-europe.com 
Netherlands 

Coding In 200 

PSYCROPTIC - Scepter Of The Ancients 

This four piece blew our doors off when we heard 
their totally original style of death metal. With 
crushing speeds guidea by extremely tight drum¬ 
ming, the thrashmetal influenced riffs and the 
extraordinary vocals keep your attention to ;his 
deathmetal record way beyond the end. 

The Sceprcr cf the Ancknti 

DECREPIT BIRTH - And Time Begins 

Tim Yeung delivered inhuman drumming skills on 
this recording, already the most anticipated 
deathmetal record far before it ever got recorded 
Dan Seagrave has outdone himself with the splen 
did artwork on this one. Be prepared! 

GORGASM - Masticate To Dominate 

2nd full length album from this crushing Chicago four 
piece. Faster, heavier and more in your face than ever 
before! 

re-mastere 

The masters from Califor¬ 
nia are back. With a solid 
production, extremely 
skilled songwriting and 
catchy songs this one is an 
instant classic 

Ferocious guitarwork mixed 
with the more brutal and 
technical side of deathmetal. 
A welcome surprise with a 
crystal clear production. 

www.uniqueleader-europe.com info@uniq rreurope.com 
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TrlsISwSprutality!!! A 

frkrciiassly again... Massive, raw, 
L. Typical NEGLIGENT COLLAT- 

Id sunrape CD 

menses exorcism 

054 Torturing dose of intolerable hot sp\ 
mtrual blood - nothing else you should am 

GDUvlGrJ ao'j'JELS for dead godN^j 
)EAnv5mP- International 

IxBgOLltjECTlQf 

productions, A 

tal death immitation 

isc of FLESH LESS is definitely 
bdremk, fast; technical and 

brutal death 

eNE EXTREME 2003 compilation CD 

death/grind 

\rmetat 

Btionai devastation CD 

goregrind 

Wd are badcvn scene & we’re here 
N)f their cult 7"EP’s & amazing "The 
MCD on one CD "The Lethal 

Collection"!!! 

goregrind 

GARBAGE DISPOSAL reunion carbide CD 

OBSCENE EXTREME festival 2004 
8.-9.-10.7.2004, Trutnov, Na Bojisti, CZ 

N 2004 SQUASH BOWELS no mercy CD, OBSCENE EXTREME 2003 DVD 
LYKATHE CD, CRIPPLE BASTARDS DVD 

.0.Box 28, 53341 Lazne Bohdanec, Czech Republic * www.obscene.cz * curby@obscene.cz 
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